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TERRACE - :  Health ministry 
officials and union officials ex-. 
pect to conclude their investiga- 
l tions into allegations of abuse at 
Terraceview Lodge by the end k~T.  i 
of this week• ' '::~+ ~" r4~ " 
One nursing department :i ; : : : i  
, .  : ,,: , . , :~  
employee  was: fired last month i~ : :i:!: : :~+ 
another was laid off and a third ' '+-: 
was suspended following allega- -: k " ~ ':'; ' r~ ::" ~: 
tions they mistreated seniors at 
the senior; citizens' home. ' "r 
sp+.  ++., is + + . o  !! ]t.~:i?i'n~;estigation into each 
Papenbrock, staff represen- i  
. t ati.v¢;.QL~the+B,C~Go~¢rtit~ie! ' 
Empl°yees' Uni0n tinder wbiyli +I" +" +" '~  ,'~ +~I i i!i! ! : 
the h'0itie!+'++ik+/s'aT+':~i~iilz ":+:!+ +:%:>,;+.: •'.~+~+~+'. ++~ :.,: ..... ; , , 
' : , :  + ;+3.+ 
ed.: PWe,re >revlewing"!all' the:::' ' ;,,:+i:: ~ ' :< ,+:: : ~ " : : ' " :  
allegationS.~!: ;: ! + ~+ r '';: ": i: • . . + ', . :.;,/~,,.+;,, 
Papenbr0ck  Said T; i the • 
discipline against il~e ;Ter~ + " ~. I " : :. : +`  " : ,~L~+r ~ i ~ ~; , ~: . 
ed andhe exacts to deciddF+td +/+i7/~+ + , ;/! ~ i: . . . . .  + ~!  
{ +,~: ' >"-~ :1 . ,  ~ ' : ,  this week whether the cases will : .... :~;t:. : 
be taken to full arb i t rat ion. ;  >: >!:,.iiii:'.!:..! .iT i~i,:'><i: ~::i~:=:+ L! "+ -::k::.i:ii+i!,i!~ 
Skeena Health Unit ad- :,+:...+ +:+,. ~ , . . . . .  + . . . - :<  
said his investigation, i S ' i l~ar ly  ' • ,, .+: M+ii~ 
complete and he expects to send • . , ..... r : " 4":~' 
a final repbit to the province,s + " ' '  ' '" '  ' ' " '  >'" :' ' 1 J " ~ "l~:~ d ~ ~'"7~ 
Adult Care Facililies Licensing ' ! : ....... ...... 
That  board would  determine ;: .Y+!:~:!:; :: + ' +!~: 
i if any regulations have :been . ....... , 7 +~)~> .... .... ~ . . . . .  i :~  ~ broken and what further action, ......... : - ; ~ +..+.++!< - j 
if any should be takeniagainst + +~<//+L:/ . . . .  "> '" . . . . .  ...... > + <,~ , < >~.:,++~ +o, 
thehome. Ithas the'Power~in' ,: : :: . ::::,: '+;:.::~.+ :: :'+ .+:.:~+!~,t~ '+
exffeme cases-- to alter or take " . . . .  : ~"~ ' 
away the: licences of faciliti~ "::',: " .,., ,+, !~ 
like Terraceview.' " ' .  +" +'":< ......... : + +~ 
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TERRACE-  A 60year old !pr ;!i:! I 
Dense Lake area woman is to be  "~ 
sentenced today for the attemp. 
ted murder of her husband last 
fall• 
A Supreme Court .jury here ":~:i~;? 
deliberated for"iseveral ~hours 
before returning ihe guilty ver- ili 
dict against Dor~n(Day on ,:;,. 
June 21, ~ +~:5 + ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Company:  
seeks more 
r,oad work. 
TERRACE - -  The company 
which has the contract :for local 
road and bridge imaintenance 
here Wants to do the same job in 
the Smithers area. " 
• Lloyd Scott of North Coast 
Road Maintenance L td .  said 
contract. 
"We see certain ¢cononiies 
that can be made. There ai:e 
items that are expensive nOmat- 
ter if :you have a $10 million 
contract or a $90 millio.a~:0w 
tract," he said. 
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last week it submitted a pro- Scott.was also optimistic of 
" posal June28, thedeadline date North Coast's chance+; eivon 
(9r, mteres[edcompan! es. - that it has been the maintenance 
i;iAnd,>h~.sai.d Nor+th.C0 .ast ts Contractorhere foi three.years 
a lmconmuermg putt mg m a and has gathered e[p+rience. 
proP0sm~ ior:: ine maintenance , ,  ,~ ~. "., . . ,  . -  - 
• , . .= :  ,', :.• : <+, :  ' , , .  +~ +~ At  me same t ime, ne said the contracttn tlte Burns LaKe area. . , - .  . . . .  . ~ _ . 
:..:~ ,~tW,.:+,,.~:~i.li+.Li,. .i+.... ,...;. ~ -meolxterences:m wnen con- 
'" :":+ do introdu=some .ncertai.ty 
+ ..re no+,nte~,  t ra in  : .. ,,; . . . .  + +++ . ~ . . . . . . . . .  • 
1 ' m0re:  i~  :"two . /(cont~s)~,,  + , .  ... ~ Look at Smithers, for exam- 
said Scott. . . . .  . . . .  . pie. We cou!d be asked to suh-" 
" Nechako Northcoast Con- mat a detailed proposal there 
struct ion Serv icesLtd. ,  ~'.the before we would know • We,re 
Smithers-based company which qualified for Terrace," sa id  
• now has the contract  for that Scott. ' 
area, also put in a proposal, The new contracts will: re- 
The Smithers area contract--  quire, companies to submit 
i t  starts west 0 f  Morice Lake business plans explaining how 
and runs up t0  S tewar t -  they will go abom meeting re: 
covers 1,275km of highway and quirements. , - 
84 bridges and has a current '+It ' l l  cover 0Pera'ti~ns, 
~. - value of  $30.1 million a year. equipment, the type Of people 
• North Coast, as with any they have - -  how they will 
other company doing road and replace them. It'll be a big part 
: bridge maintenance for the pro- of how we assess how well they 
wince, is limited to having three are doing," said local highways 
. contracts, manager John Newhouse. 
• The closing date for this He and highways regional 
area's contract covering 559km operations.manager Dan Stead 
ofroad and92 bridges is Aug. 2 described North Coast asl per- 
and Scott•said North Coast will forming "above average." " . 
again bid on the job. +"We learned a lot and they 
Thecontract has a three-year have learned a lot." said Stead• 
term running out the end of 
November and had an initial 
value of $I17 million a year 
.+o  on  • 
over the final 20 months of the 
contract when the road to the 
Nass and the Shames ski road T u r n e r s :  
were .added tO its respon- 
sibilities. 
A list o f  companies from F ish  on film, .:;i 
which detailed proposals are re- 
quested is drawn up after the in- Page A7i 
t i i i a l  submiss ions  a re  rece ived ,  :+: ~ . . . . . .  
The government then chooses Dam overhauled, 
a!;preferred companY:and :: PageA12:: i 
establishes a short  'i+t of others. . Scout ' s  honour 
lf+attempts:at ~acontract with 
the preferred company are un- 1 Page IBL 
succesful, negotiations then . . . .  
start with the second preferred Camels crushed, : 
one  .... " . . . . . . . .  
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Kemano c utbacks ,ili!i 
keep on climbing: 
sOon: on agreements and ini~ding J,-. 
."These delays and reversals to provincial affairs~,:•He'~ ~i.!' 
are unacceptable and the ira- on Ottawa to bring:in,,.pi~ 
500 by the end of this week pacts  Of ', thedecis ion are cedures which respect pr0~nc ~1 
environmental ssessments' ~and: ..'
TERRACE -- Layoffs at the 
Kemano Completion Project 
are expected to reach more than 
following Alcan 's  decision last 
month to scale down the pro- 
ject; 
Alcan spokesman Allan 
Hewitson said 430 people - -  
more than.half of the project's 
844 workers -  had received 
layoff notices as of last week. 
He said company officials an- 
ticipate the project's workf0rce 
will be down to around 300 by 
thb'end0f thi~ week. '.'Wb're:eX- 
pect ing another  100 or more 
( layof fs)  at any t ime,"  he add- 
ed. 
Meanwhi le ,  B .C ;  energy  
serious,,~ Weisgerber said of the 
court, ruling that now requires 
the p/'oject to undergo a full 
federal envimnmentai review. 
" It  has affected hundreds of 
workers in the,northwest  
region." 
He blamed the federal 
gm/ernment's environmental 
assessment procedures for caus- 
ing the "uncertainty and confu- 
Sion" over the project, and 
making it more difficult for the 
province to plan its long-term 
electricity supply, .-
The province had hoped to 
minister Jack, Weisgerber wants delay construction o f  any new 
th.e federal government to in-~ major power generating stations 
troduce new legislati0n t0allow "by starting to buy surplus power 
Alcfin to continue with the pro- from Alcan in 1994 -- the 
ject. ~ . 
• Layoffs at Kemano started 
after the company's decision to 
halt new work pending its ap- 
peal of a May 16 federal court 
decision." The federal govern- 
ment is also appealing the deci- 
scheduled ate for completion 
of Kemano's 540-megawatt se- 
cond stage. 
In a press release, Weisgerber 
blamed what he called "inade- 
quate federal environmental 
legislation" for back-tracking 
to in t roduce new legislation to 
do that; 
,A  clean-up of fedeial en- 
vironmental assessment pro- 
cedures and legislation is 
urgently needed to fully 
recognize the validity of. existing 
provincial economic and en- 
vironmental assessment pro- 
cedures," Weisgerber said. 
The federal court decision 
overturned the federal govern- 
ment's decision to exempt he 
project from itsenvironmental 
assessment and review pro-: 
cedure./'" 
Justice Allison Waish found 
that a full public environmental 
review must go ahead, and he 
also quashed a Sept. 14, 1987 
deal in which the federal 
government promised' Alean .it 
would be able to divert a certain 
proportion of the water in the 
Nechako River system to its 
Alcan wants order KiileCl 
TERRACE - -A  decision is ex- 
ported soon on Alcan's court 
application to delay any en- 
vironmental review of its 
Kemano project until after the 
company's appeal of a federal 
court ruling is heard. 
The May 16 decision of 
federal court judge Allison 
Walsh quashed a 1987 water 
deal between the company and 
the federal government, and 
overturned the government's 
decision to exempt the $1 billion 
project from the federal en- 
vironmental assessment and 
review process. 
AIcan appealed that decision 
last month and also applied for. 
a stay of. execution of the deci- 
sion, which would delay the ef- 
forts of the decision until after 
t"~ ; '  ' . .t 
The stay of execution applica- 
tion is to be heard Monday in 
the federal court of appeal in 
Vancouver. 
Company spokesman Los 
Holroyd said Thursday Alcan 
expects the stay of execution ap- 
plication to he heard in the first 
two weeks of'July. 
Alcan vice-president Bill Rich 
says the company's decision to 
slash construction work at 
Kemano was not part of any 
strategy to put public pressure 
on the government. 
"The decision was made on 
the simple basis in which it was 
portrayed," Rich said last 
week. "We didn't say let's do 
this to get everybody excited; It 
wasn't done for that reason." 
Hewas responding to sugges-. 
'ti~ii~: '/h:b:C::the: :c'o~pany."h,,.as 
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decided to play hardball follow- 
ing a May 16 federal court rul- 
ing that overturned the federal 
government's exemption of the 
water diversion project from a 
full federal :environmental 
~eview. More than 260 workers 
have: been laid Off at the site 
sirtce Alcan ann0unceda'halt in 
new work pending its appeal of 
the court decision. 
Rich said the work Slowdown 
has meant abandoning con- 
tracts and alienating companies 
Alcan has been working with 
for years. 
"After all, it's our own ox 
that's getting gored," he said. 
"We are no longer confident of 
our ability to operate this thing 
in the way we envisioned. This 
is simply the safest business 
positi0fi We' ~afi; take!" :''~ ~:" 
. . . .  t~; t  r *¢ . - ,¢ ,  * 
~ _ , .  . • . . .  __  ~ . . _  i 
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~n p.-w quarters fs the north's native radio station. That's 
Brent Scout, seated, and general manager Ray Jones in one 
of the control rooms in the space Northern Native Broad- 
casting is leasing in a new building just finished by the Kitselas 
band. The building also houses the band's administrative of- 
fices. 
Station gets new home 
TERRACE - -  The north's 
native radio station has mov- 
ed from its Lazelle studios to 
the Kitselas band's Kuspai 
subdivision on Queensway. 
Northern Native Broad- 
casting's (NNB) new quarters 
are part o f  a building just 
finished by the band's 
development corporation 
and will also contain the 
band's adminstrative offices. 
Corporation spokesman 
Wilf McKenzie said the com- 
bination not only gives the 
$622,000. We received a 
$500,000 mortgage from a 
federal science and 
technology agency and 
Tricorp (a northwest native 
economic development com- 
pany)," he said. 
Under construction since 
February by Progress Ven- 
tures, the NNB portion 
measures 62 by 87 feet while 
the band's portion is 40 by 48 
feet. 
NNB began moving in last 
week while the band's offices 
specifications. 
"It cost us about $83,000 
for tenant improvements, to
have construction include 
our needs," he said. 
The result is twice as much 
room as NNB had on Lazelle 
Ave. and provision for even- 
tual video and television pro- 
duction, Jones added. 
NNB's new quarters come 
despite having its budget cut 
from the federal govern- 
ment. It's resulted in a reduc- 
tion of staff from 12 to 10. 
"We're paying less rent band new offices •but pro- .... will be fully occupied by next 
vides a source of ih~b~h~ '~'~week~. : per square foot but we're~ 
paying more in total because~ 
becausethe radio station Will .......... NNB general manager Ray " we have more Spac~f'We 
help pay for the building's Jones said:it worked closely have less money 'but our 
mortgage, with architects and builders weekly bingos are beginning 
"The whole building cost to ensure the building met its to help out and we're manag- 
ing to make ends meet," said 
Jones. 
NNB was formed as a 
society in 1984, held its first 
training program in July 
1985 and began producing 
programs for other adio sta- 
tions later that year. 
The station is now heard 
via satellite on FM frequen- 
cies in 30 communities and is 
heard here on the AM dial. 
Its third training program 
begins this September with 
room for 16 people and will 
last 38 weeks. The last four 
will be spent.at.community 
radio stations: that take 
NNB's programming. 
Jones said' an,.open house 
of the new facilities will be 
held later this month. 
Three vye for job 
Band selects new chief 
TERRACE - -  Ralph Wright 
was elected as the new chief 
councillor of the Kitselas band 
June ~. 
He replaces Mel Bevan who 
has served as chief councillor 
for the past four years. 
This isn't Wright's first time 
on the band council. He once 
spent 14 years as chief coun- 
cillor, leaving when Bevan was 
elected. 
Wright received 29 votes, 
Bevan 10 and Kitselas Develop- 
ment Corporation manager 
Wilt" McKenzie 7 in the 
balloting. 
Wilfred Bennett, a veteran of 
20 years on the band council, 
was successful in being re- 
elected to one of three coun- 
cillor positions with 19 votes. 
Joining him are two first time 
councillors - -  Ray Seymour Sr. 
with 28 votes and Brian 
Seymour with 24 votes. 
There were nine candidates 
for the three councillor seats. 
Those positions, and the one of 
chief councillor, carry two year 
terms. 
The band is in the process of 
developing a subdivision at its 
traditional home at Kitselas, 
east of Terrace. 
It also wants to develop a 
park and historical site at the 
location and has been holding 
talks with the federal govern- 
ment. Ralph Wright 
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School aims,, 
to assist 
young mo 
TERRACE - -  A daycare centre 
for pregnant high school 
students is being started at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
this fall in a bid to keep teen 
mothers from dropping out of 
school. 
Statistics showing the birth 
rate among teenage girls in this 
region is double the provincial 
average was one factor in the 
decision to open the student 
daycare, says Andrew Scruton, 
the school district's director of 
special instruction. 
"Our survey counted 93 
young women in Terrace of 
school age who had children or 
were going to give birth to 
children," he said. "We had 
thought when we started this 
that there might be 20 or 30, to 
be quite honest. When we got 
the number 93, we said 'Wait, 
we've got to  do something 
about this."' 
The program --  in place in 
several other districts, but new 
to Terrace - -  is called the 
Young Morns Program and is 
designed to help teen morns tay 
in school after giving birth. 
"The research shows that if 
you're a young morn, you've 
committed yourself to a life of 
poverty - -  because of lack of 
educational opportunities," 
Scruton says. "But not only 
have you committed yourself to 
a life of poverty, you've com- 
mitted your children." 
"And so you have a cycle of 
poverty and poor educational 
achievement that starts from 
this basically unanticipated act. 
What we're doing is trying to 
provide the opportunity to 
break that cycle." 
The daycare centre is to be 
housed in a portable classroom 
at Caledonia nd is initially be- 
ing designed to handle a max- 
imum of 12 infants or children. 
School district administrators 
are still waiting for the rest of 
the money to come through for 
the program from the ministry 
of social services and housing. 
The district is to pay for sup-. 
plies and basic startup costs, 
and the ministry is to pay for 
the three or four daycare super- 
visors. 
The other part of the pro- 
gram involves specialized in- ~ 
struction for teen mothers who 
aren't prepared to go back into 
regul~ classes. The district has 
already hired teacher Kim Scott 
to run that part of the program. 
Scruton says  the older 
s tudents-  17-and 18-year-olds 
- -  usually just need dayeare. 
But the younger ones need more 
helv. 
Scott's teaching program will 
be specially designed for the 
younger students, who Scruton 
says are more at risk of dropp- 
ing out than the older ones. 
"'Our experience is we lose 
those kids," he said. "We lose 
the 12- to 16-year.olds who 
become pregnant." 
"They drop out of school 
because they feel completely 
different from their peers, and 
they don't come back. What we 
want to do is break that cycle 
and give them somewhere to 
come to." 
Those young mothers will be 
able to continue their education 
with Scott in a separate setting 
from the other students their 
age. 
"That way they're not expos- 
ed to the kind o f  ridicule that 
they •might be at a junior high 
school, and they can keep up 
with their studies and eventually 
re-integrate into the senior high 
when they're ready for it," 
Scruton says. 
He said the teaching part of 
the program would also provide 
an outreach service to teen 
mothers who are homebound, 
but want to maintain some con- 
nection with school. 
The other goal is to use the 
program to start bringing baci~ 
to school some of the teen 
mothers who have already drop- 
ped out, he said. 
911 undergoes study 
TERRACE-  Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district has agreed in 
principle to establish a 911 
emergency phone number ser- 
vice here but its northern area 
has already indicated they don't 
want to be part of it. 
Dave Brockelbank, director 
for the Telegraph Creek-lskut 
area, explained people there 
would derive very little beneft 
from the service. 
Both communities were small 
in terms of population, only one 
had an RCMP presence, neither 
had an ambulance and in both 
cases the firehails were "right 
there". 
As for the rest of the district, 
directors agreed to commission 
a study on the cost of 
establishing and operating the 
system. 
However, the study itself car- 
rnesa cost - -  estimates suggest 
around $40,000 - -  and the 
district does not have that kind 
of money available in this year's 
budget. 
The board said it Will set aside 
$40,000 in the 1992 budget to 
pay for that study. 
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-Clear this up 
The ,case of  alderman M,  Takhar 
shows that all is not well with this city 
council. Mr. Takhar owns25 per cent of  
a company which owns a b lockof  apart- 
ments in this city. Earlier this year, he 
voted against two rezoning proposals 
that would have allowed the construc- 
tion o f  more apartments. 
Place this against a code of  ethics 
passed by council last year and in- 
teresting questions arise. One clause of  
the code requires that a council member 
not deal in property, other than a per- 
sonal residence, without first informing 
council in writing, in an open council 
meeting. Another clause requires a coun- 
cil member to report any conflict of in- 
terest or any potential conflict of  in- 
terest. 
Mr. Takhar says the clause refers to 
land while the apartments constitute a
business. He adds that he informed 
council members of  his ownership and 
was told he was not in conflict, actual or 
otherwise. Further, Mr. Takhar says he 
voted against he two rezoning proposals 
because o f  neighbourhood opposition 
and lack of  information provided by 
project proponents. 
All that may be fine, but it misses the 
~point. The clause about property would 
iappear to concern itself with what sits on 
a piece of  land. Otherwise, why would 
council qualify that clause by exempting 
land on which a council member's own 
residence is located. 
As for reporting any potential or real 
conflict o f  interest, there is no provision 
for council or others to decide what is 
what. There is also no provision for 
public disclosure of what might or might 
not be a conflict. 
The mayor and other alderman have 
not disagreed with Mr. Takhar's 
statements hat he informed them o f  his 
ownership and was told in return there 
was no problem. Indeed, the mayor acts 
as Mr. Takhar's solicitor and knew of  
the property purchase. When asked, the 
mayor and several aldermen said it was 
up to individual council members to 
decide if they were or were not in con- 
filet. 
This is quite simply not good enough. 
This council cannot act as a quiet little 
group discussing and settling matters of  
this kind within itself. Council members 
may have the best of  intentions, but they 
cannot be content with the unspoken 
assumption that private discussions con- 
cerning the public's business are suffi- 
cient. By not addressing the matter, this 
council ducks its responsibility as the 
elected body of the city• 
And so, should Mr. Takhar have 
voted on the two rezoning proposals? 
No. Despite his position that he did so 
for the best of reasons, this was and is 
not something Mr. Takhar can decide 
for himself. Mr. Takhar should have 
disclosed in open council meeting. Other 
council members hould have raised the 
issue. 
Elected officials must do more than 
meet the minimum of  what is required, 
even when the minimum, as is the case 
with the code of ethics, is ill-defined and 
murky. 
The word conflict in the term conflict 
o f  interest is there for a good reason. 
There is a very high obligation on  the  
part of  public officials to do the utmost 
to assure the public that a real or poten- 
tial conflict has been dealt with. Actions 
of  elected offi.cials deserve the highest 
scrutiny• Anything else places the pro- 
cess of  government in doubt. 
• , , • 
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Grounded concept 
Edo0erd Cre~ 
Although women have been 
piloting commercial planes for 
years, it took the Gulf war to 
• spotlight their involvement in 
aviation. But the unusual atten- 
tion paid to them by news media 
only highlighted how scantily 
aircraft design has been in- 
fluenced by their professional 
partnership. 
Even the name of their 
workspace -- cockpit -- still 
reflects traditional male ter- 
ritory. Remarkably, in this:age 
of striving for equality When 
feminists experience turbulence 
at the mere mentioil ~ of 
"manhole", and they pop up at 
council meetings likebread inla 
::' :<* i: ~ i:' ' . . . .  . ,~::~ ..~:I,, 
toaster whever the wordJ'alder- counter air pockets and snooz. 
man" is ,uttered, it's 0ddi~the .: ing air traffic controllers. She 
label.hasnYt been scrap~ped~@ has to do it all without a rear 
Few terms in the English viewmirror in which to check 
language ~ exude as much her•teeth for lipstick. 
masculinity as '~cockpit", On' While Victoria's female 
itsown, it conjures up visions of, ~MLAs can disguise their 
Davy Crocketts on bendedknee ' washroom's urinals by planting 
aiming double-barrelled them with ferns and other leafy 
blunderbusses at bull's eye greenery, how is a lady captain 
targets, secret enclosures where to personalize her workspace? 
• spurred;fowl fight to thedeath What the Boeing factory hasn't 
: to  settle wagers, or the bt'and riveted into place, rigid 
name of an athleticsupporter, aeronautics afety regulations 
Talk about •male atmosphere~ control, 
through'~uti: he: ~:lady :Pi!0t'si! //That means he may not add 
shiftl CoekpitS not 0nly~soUnd a;flouncear0und her buc~* 
like. male" basiions;!~theyTIook : seat; Set a pot o f  bloo-ml"~; 
hke male locker, rooms, m-  vmlets ou the dash, or clamp a 
dows are bare o f  draperies, reminder~ list to the steering col. 
lack instrument panels br is t le . ,  uit in: '~vith a daisv-shn.~a 
w~th nml.chippmg silver swit - , magnet, Why, she doesnt even 
chug. , have a drawer in which to stash 
• If: she b- tomaintain airline, her purse,:.: i ~.~ 
dress ¢ode~ with :: a. meticulous Now~til~at'women comprise a 
Through xO' OUt the undecided vote, the 
spread was still 16 percentage 
BIfoools ! |~-7 .~1 f points -- 39 per cent to 23 per she added. 
Butthe poll"also~Sh~)wed membersrecruitedby her . 
that with Mccarthy askader, . followet~; 'wiU ~ et to Vote at.the 
the nextelecti0n would be a leadership, )6i i~ emi, m, but 
manicure, think of her salary sizeable percentage of fligfit dead-heat:betweeffthe'S0creds : there~e som~Trin~'benefits. 
~ and the NDP, but that alone A successful membership drive deck personnel, "cockp i ' t ' : " ' '  " ' ' . . . .  " " 
should be replaced with a non- .:'isn't enough to assuie Victory will not only "~pre ;s delegates, 
outlay for glue-on fingernails 
and nail polish. 
Revlon would swoon dead 
away if  asked to blend 
nailpolish colours to match 
cockpit carpets. Any hint of 
pasti:l, such as in seatcovers, 
would send airlines into a 
tailspin, 
It isn't enough she has to 
sexist designation, especially': at the leadership convention 
since airplane Coors run level'' next month. / '~i .i~:" 
from nose to tail; "pit" is a ':iN~i;tb'y-h~ n° d~!~ed 
misnomer And given that support"frbm the Sorted ...... 
with and has been slipping ever 
since, i 
Johnston will have one 
chance to hang on to the job ' 
she's got, and that is to win on 
the first ballot. After that, 
delegates will'likeiy abandon 
her and throw their support 
behind McCarthy. 
McCarthy kicked off her 
leadership campaign in .true 
grass-roots style, urging those often, the media simplyhold 
who attended the delegate- up a mirror to the events of 
selection meeting in her riding the day. So, let's stop. blushing 
of Vancouver-Little Mountain them for our troubles. ''~ ,
to embark on "a membership A Social Credit Party with: 
drive like we have never seen McCarthy at the helm is the 
before." • NDP's worst nightmare. In an 
"We may not be getting the ideal NDP world, ~the Socxeds 
universal ballot, but my cam- would have faced iiteral:extinc- 
paign wiilseek universal sup- tion under the leadership o f  
port," she sald:,In an inter- Bill Vander Zalm; with the 
view, she told me that she removal from office of their 
favourite Scored leader,: the': 
NDP would now much rather 
face Johnston than McCarthy; 
"Andif I lose the leadership notwithstandingih~ bra~,e :
race,.l'll leave the list of new rhetoric that'iS d0es~'iir~diy ' 
members with someone lse," ' matter. ~/~ "'~ : 
All of whichdoem'.t mea/~ 
True;none of'the new th~tt McCarthy's el,e~;tioaas 
party leader Would assui'e.~;ic- 
tory for the Socreds at the. 
polls. It would still b.'¢a fight i: 
race, and dependiitg 0n :ho~,~i 
ilboth~partiesconduct~iheir:cam - 
• paign, the:NDP'could:~till:bcat 
but also pi'0vide ~volunteers !; the stuffing out Of~th/e~S0.creds. 
with whom to, fight~ the elec: -But one f actl remalns.;with/~ 
tion,: : i  i i  ~¢r'~ '~ ~' ~ ~'~:~4 . .- '. . anY6ne other than~McCarthy ~
.... McC~rthym~is  criticism'of ,as:leaderi,the:Socreds'fate ...... '.. 
wouldbe worse, And  that is " 
Party after its crushing defeat 
at the hands of Dave Barrett 
nearly 20 years ago, 
Johnston,s days as premier 
may be numbered, and Har- 
court's may never arrive. At 
least, that's what the polls are 
saying. 
According to a recent Angus 
Reid poll, Grace McCarthy is 
the only one,who could 
seriously challenge the NDP in 
the next election. 
The poll showed that the 
Socred caucus appointment of
Rita Johnston has done little 
to change voters' minds about 
the Social Credit Party. She 
has failed to breathe new life 
into the party that has been 
steadily deteriorating for the 
past three years. 
The 'poll put the NDP 20 
points ahead of the Socreds -- 
48 per cent to 28 per cent -- 
among decided voters.. Leaving 
cockpits are as cramped as a caucus, and few delegates 
diner with food poisoning, we • Selected from the Various 
need a euphemism suggesting ridings, So far, are officially 
~' ' W " being yesterday s .man, by 
appealinx tO "~ mstalgia rather 
VICTORIA- Watch out 
Rita, watch out Mike, here 
comes Grace, and she's deter- 
mined to retire both of you. - 
With Grace McCarthy's en- 
try into the Socred leadership 
race, the political future of 
both Rita Johnston andMike 
Harcourt are at stake. 
If McCarthy can rekindle 
some of the ferv0ur that led to 
the revival of the Social Credit 
From the 
Oapital 
plans to ':raise and army of 
volunteers" to go to work dur- 
ing the next election campaign. 
what the conventio,~:delegates 
man avommg t. Maybe; she should consider when they : / 
spaciousness, committed to vote for McCar. said, voters•will greet with " deeide~who is to lead itheir pai'~. 
Lawyers perform theirduties thy. Her supportcomes largely open arms the nostalgia of an ty• , 
| ,  ~, , , , ,~ ~,,a;~,~:t;~;t|n~!~from the Brass roots, •but they i era:whe'n trust ahd honour still .~ Meanwhile, pr0sl~is for ,: 
~heatres~larc~tecis;'in:~s~ii~s~:';7~i,dO~;t:"get to ~ Ote a i=thercon  ° '::.had:~pla~e in  politics,: ~ "'~i~i.; ' ~iffi~:'dddiet~ l ikei~elf:~e 
offices, and : b~s drivers in: i:,venti0n. : And I can't resist quoting a impr0ving. ~k:i;~rm~.l~-!!!  :'::i; 
,.no,~h,='=~ ,~, th~e~i:~'~,~:';nos ~ ~i 'On the other hand, it is few sentences from - lacklustre]eadershil~ race has 
~oss~e's's'an'anr'a~Oo'f"ex~r~ise :?/ generally understood that sup-: MeC~ihy, si~s~ech on the r~le bec0n~e more !~ieie~!!i~d~'~:i:~:i:, i 
dionit ", and e,,uality- (~ockpit,~ port for Johnston was Of the media and their alleged ,il0w 10ok!f0r~ard t6~¢o~erl~k ' 
doesn't, f l v  ~'* .... '. :,~ i ~~ ~.~*' ~.'' sbmewha(lukewarm tO st; . ._  ~A~..~.,.a=.:,,, .:~'~..:,.-;~-~ .: 
•" S 
D- p 
-'~ ~..~ 
[,// : ,', 
political careers, ,, ,~'  ~:,"~, 
j -~'.:13et me say,for-the retard,,: 
|it~isl~.  e~/ien~e t~a~!mJi! ~ ~ 
! repri~s~fiffffiVes~.'o f it he~ni~iitr~ !: 
are neither the enemynor~,the ' 
friend of the politician. They 
have a job to do. 
"Sometimes they lay blame 
where none exists, but so too, 
are there times when credit is 
given where none is due. More 
Amazing Grace is 
now saving Grace, 
;¢ 
Gently gently 
, ' . :  ~.,L~:I " . . . .  . . . . .  I 
TERR&CE~--.The.flnal report 
of the Citizens' Forum 'on 
Canada's Future, released last 
Thursday, calls on the country 
to re-examine many of itsbnsic 
policies, including blflnguallsm 
and multiculturalism. 
"At tide'S!same time; '.' forum ,
chairman geith Spicerl warned 
that Sweeping criticisms are 
dangerous' tonationalunity. 
"It is U fihealthy for a country 
to have sO much cynicism and 
distrust between the citizens and 
those whogovern them," said 
• Spicer at the time of the report's 
release. 
He also said that many Cana- 
dians will feel the Prime 
Minister is treated too softly in 
the report, and talks of  a ',fury 
in the land against the Prime 
Minister." : .  ' 
Discussions with some 
300,000 Canadians were con- 
s ideredby  the 12-member 
forum in writing their final con- 
clusions although much of the 
hostility toward Ottawa is not 
mentioned. 
Forum sessions took place in 
various northwest locations this 
spring. 
The report - -budgeted at 
$27.4 million, nearly three times 
as much as originally expected 
- -  recommends Quebec remain 
within Canada but with some 
special constitutional ar. 
rangments to preserve its 
culture, and that aboriginal 
peoples be given self- 
government and fair land claims 
settlements. 
/ : .  • 
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cer. warns 
It also suggests a review of of. 
fidai bilingualism, and cuts in 
multiculturalism payments, ex. 
cept for programs to orient im- 
migrants, reduce discrimination 
and promote quality. 
Senate must be reformed or 
abolished, the report says; and 
MPs must be given more free 
votes in Parliament. 
Although the report makes 
no mention of  public involve- 
ment in  a new constitutional 
deal, Spicer recommends in his 
forward that Canadians have 
the opportunity to approve any 
new constitution. 
"A political system at least 
partly designed by the people 
and broadly approved by them 
will be far easier to trust, as will 
• the politicians representing us 
within it,,~ he writes.' 
Two of'the forum's 12 com- 
missioners have questioned the 
validity of the forum process 
which began last year. 
Robert Normand, publisher 
of Quebec City's newspaper Le 
Soleil, called it an - " 'ad .  
ministrative shambles- i. that 
trivlalizes manypt0b l~, :par .  
ticularly Quebec's i.!relatI6mhip ~
with the rest of.Canada.' :~: ', : 
Richard Cashin," a'. New,  
foundland~ .labour :. lead,r. ~ ' is' 
worried the. report~d~hotac-  
curately refle~-t the i0piniom o f  
Canadians. 
by squabbles and administrative 1 
controversies-kince _ the .p~e i~ 
n~ter  s= i t  up NOv-. 1: .:'i!..i~: 
Major 
I 
points 
Here are some of the 
highlights from the conclu- 
sions of the Citizen's Forum 
on Canada's Future final 
report. 
It was released last Thurs- 
day after nearly eight months 
of discussion and debate at 
local levels across the coun- 
try. 
*Se l f ,government  for  
aboriginal peoples and fair 
treatment of native land 
claims ~ai'e recommended by 
the report.- 
Italso urges Canadians to 
recognize Quebec as being 
u.niqu¢ hut still a provin~ in 
the Canadian family. : : 
• It advises the government 
to review official bil- 
ingualhm:to ensure it's gait', 
~Fnd :/tO cur ~ payments for 
ihuliic~turaHsm; except for 
programs for immigrant 
orientation, the promotion 
o.f equality and the reduction 
of. discrimination. 
• The senate must be 
reformed or abolished, the 
report continues, and MPs 
should he allowed more free 
votes in Parliament. 
• In his forward to the 
report, forum chairman 
Keith Spicer calls on the 
government to listen to the 
people's, demands f_qr~ a.cpn- 
stitutio~ud, .assembly~ an~!~.ia, i 
greater .saY, in government. 
• , , L 
I) 
q 
r. 
"A message of realistic hope" 
The following is a partial text 
of ¢~alivnan Xeit~ Spteer's 
foreword to the report of the 
C!tl~en~', Forum on Canada's 
Future: 
Seen from abroad'by both 
foreigners and Canadians, 
Canada ~looks like paradise, r 
Yet seen from within, Canada 
looks to Canadians like a 
pessimist's nightmare of Hell. 
Let's be honest: we're all a hit 
guilty of running down Canada, 
Dumping on this sprawling, 
fragile nation without radonali- 
ty is our homegrown idea o f  
flngwaving. The only excep- 
tions? Recent immigrants who 
haven't yet got the hang of it. 
This whole report is...the 
hard-negotiated consensus of 
citizens of 10 radically different 
backgrounds ~. and convictions, 
who all thought i 's worth strug- 
gling to •find a consensus on 
some hasics. • 
I f  this reflects the kind of 
minimum agreement- politicians 
will have to hammer out to keep 
a country, perhaps we havesent 
a messnge of realistic hope to 
Canadians. , : . 
A word first on the central 
issue of reconciling our~ two 
main communities, the English.:i 
speaking and the French- 
speaking, the latter about 90 per 
cent anchored inQuebec. 
Personally I have sensed ur- 
ingthis last spring that partly in 
resp0nse to deep-seated issues, 
partly through finally facing the 
risk of Quebec's independence a 
more thoughtful anti heartfelt 
English.speakin~ sense of com- 
munity is in the ranking and 
growing, quickly. - 
speaking Canadians, can relate a prominent part of our solu- 
te. tions. 
On the French.speaking side, First, because they can help 
there is both great confidence in us grasp the huge land we share, 
Quebec - -  shaded by more eau- and teach us how to respect i . 
tion and open-mindedness than Next, because normal ly 
many outsiders think - -  and aboriginals tend to take a more 
great worry among French- consensual less adversarial, ap- 
speaking communities living preach to settling differences-- 
elsewhere in Canada. an.approach we can only dream 
A culturally strong Quebec is our politicians might learn. 
not some new demand, as some On constitutional reform, I 
think, nor does it contradict would urge the government to 
federal official bilingualism. 
Quebec and federal bilingualism 
- -  not to mention some provin- 
elul bilingual services outside 
Quebed --.are, and always have 
been, two sides of the same 
coin: practical fair play for all 
Citizens ,using our: two: major 
working languages, English and 
French. ..- 
Federal bilingualism and" 
English-speaking Canada's en- 
thusiastic embracing of French 
immersion for its children com- 
plement and Support  
queb~'cers' natural  wish for 
~respect. ~ ~ well as Serving 
English~speakers' owninterests. 
' But Quebecis the heart.of the 
matter. Quebec i s  ~the only 
jurisdiction in N0rth America 
where French-speakers can feel 
completely free, respected and 
secure. 
For there...they can defend 
the healthy predominance of ~, 
guarantees that neither Quebec 
nor any region could be over- 
whelmed by majority votes: the 
rule would be extremely high 
consensus. 
I also think that, ff we can 
work out a new Constitution, 
politicians should somehow 
submit it to the people. Such a 
consultation might occur 
through a referendum deman- 
ding strong non-partisan, but 
more thorough Cit izens' 
their, language and culture - -  : 0el  '" ' : "  " 
culture in the broadest sense: all '/::, t/zensrwant leaders to listen to their electors 
the ways quebecers want to be and then ~ i..o,v +h.... w;o, ,zlelnn 
th Iv • -~ . . .  . . . . . . .  . , ,  . , , , . , , ,  . , , . , ,  . . . . . . .  and courage - -  
erase  es. This they can ac- ' D : /~  ~: ~ ' 
complish mostly within even., t~  ~-~ ~ Ot :to govern by polls or play sterile partisan 
day's canada, and fully wi~n . . . .  games, ,r ment>~ kickstart this Forum, 
a renewed Canada. ~-~ ;:i~ ~':- :i , i' " ~ , .... : Id~ly,  however, any  new 
It.is a fabe contradiction to:  ' . . . .  " Citizens' Forum should be 
Some of it is frightened and argue either for" Quebec's re~nslder its dismissal of some Forum. . created~ run and financed by 
confused; someof it angry. But cultural strength or T0r fedmd ~, kind of constituent assembly, or Two cautions: such a process cit izens themselves. A 
mainly?l i~:the~ple's,conti -  bilingualism, To rootJusflce~in ~~.~ process allowing citizens would be pr ,e,ced.:.ed by the most _ government.run citizens' forum 
n~dla I0guegenerat i~anew our  country for' both com- ./to feel directly involved in careful negotiation, and should ..,,is a.contradiction in terms. 
pot~tthl/for Bnglish:Sp~.akers' munit ies - -  including constitution.making, be creafted in a way to ensure ~iiiCanadalsgrapplingwithtwin 
self~¢:~.nfid~n¢0~, a nd;~ among angi0phones in Quebec - -  we On thecontrary, the govern- that it can unite us more than it ¢flses - -  one of  structure, the 
6 ther i>more  profound and othet~:~l~Onef~tJ, i:a-~p0ssibly need both. : merit should try to encourage a divides us. 
franker, yetopen,d!aI0gue with Aboriginal peoples were also more informed people's debate A political system at least de a!e, o f  the spirit. 
~>: (]U¢0~. ~ : " • . a high pret ty  [nour.consulta. _ on the prosand cons of this partly designed by the people~/:~!:~ ' ~tlt:sti~cture and spirit - -  
:i~ . ~ ~  can ch'mmelthls into tinn, / . .  '/,~r~:/~q:'~::J"' + ~ '~d~,~ if posslble, variations, and broadly approved by them.~:/thl ~:I~;. ~shared ideas, ideals, 
.i~ co~ve I~.sltlom which Formmetimelha~bellevedl :AnYi:~:such mechanism would ~I  be far easier to trust, aswill :~ msand confidence -- will 
: .~,.: .~ue~/m well U~,Bnglith. that the  Fir~tN~tl61M;~mutt,be'~:ha~to~iilndude nbreakable the poHfleitns~representing,,tt|~; ie~longran overwhelm any 
fill! i ~ 
within it. 
The Senate  
I favour serious tudy of such 
formulas as the "Triple E" 
senate (equal, elected, effective) 
or --  perhaps better --  some 
adaptation of the German 
Bundesrat "House of Pro- 
vinces" kind of upper house, 
with provincial leaders and their 
key ministers being ex-officio 
members of it. 
Failing some fundamental 
reform, as my colleagues agree, 
we should abolish the Senate. 
Our northern territories, The 
Yukon and Northwest Ter- 
ritories remain our last frontier, 
with very few people hut an 
almost ingraspable potential. 
We need ways to allow the 
people li~,ing there to be heard 
more in Ottawa and at the con- 
stitutional table. 
On the environment, I favour 
a much stronger environmental 
priority for Canada, in 
reasonable balance with Cana- 
dians' legitimate economic 
needs. 
Plainly Canadians want an 
advanced industrial society and 
a~high standard of living, and 
these xact environmental costs. 
Bfit all governments need to 
develop better consultative 
mechanisms to reconcile 
economic and environmental 
needs, 
A last point about he Forum 
itselL, 
Last fall, the situation may 
hiwe demanded that the govern- 
structure, however ingenious, 
The curse of our political 
system since the beginning has 
been to put structures first, last 
and always -- and then to 
wonder why nobody believed 
Canada was anything more than 
amending formulas, not- 
withstanding clauses and an 
awful lot of jurisdiction-crazy 
bureaucrats. 
Now we face a spiritual crisis 
which demands we fnd, in a 
very short time, new structures 
we hope will last a very long 
time. 
Citizens want leaders to listen 
to their electors, and then to 
lead them with vision and 
courage, not govern by polls or 
play sterile partisan games: 
therein lies a contradiction good 
politicians are paid to resolve. 
If our leaders how common 
sense, imagination, generosity 
and much courage, call a 
ceasefire in their jurisdictional 
guerrilla wars and try to build a 
lasting peace for us before a 
world horizon, they can 
translate most Canadians' hope 
for a fair and workable future 
to include us all, whatever the 
structures needed, 
The only way to turn today's 
crisis into opportunity is new 
thinking, courageous thinking, 
with open minds and hearts in a 
world perspective. Given 
human reluctance to change, 
Canadians' historic conser- 
vativism, and damaging 
stereotypes that now pass for 
truth, this rethinking will prove 
very, very hard. 
But this country is worth the 
effort. So says the world, and so 
say Canadians. 
I am still skeptical about 
many things, but not about 
Canada. I believe the people 
have told us: we can all live 
together on this unimaginable 
land. 
Our long-proven genius for 
compromise can and m~t  and 
will allow us to: ada'pt: to  new 
relationships with'each other, 
even as ton ish in~n~,~,  :-: ~ 
: . < ~/i:~/i~:/: ! 
~; / '~  . N ~'" 
• : ~ : : : ! i~ ~ , :~;~:  : ; :  : , ; /  !q :  : : 
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/Kitlope iS vital: 
, , : , : . )  . : : :!:;i 
to a rea  economy :::: :: . . . .  " :: I Dear sir:: : . :  : . : , '  .artiele;.aithough it:certatnly:,:::".thePr0b!em is to organize | , i : .  Recently Iread your article: : would help.. I would'suggest i-.~th.ese~dp!e into a Union sea I in the paper describing how that the: real~soluti0n .wouldi::,. decent wage and benefits ~ .: 
Dear Sir: . forlogging during the next * ' i .  ']: : :: | Janet/Holden's income:Was. :!be.to:..raise the. standard:of~Ci:i be negetiated, f0rithemand i 
" ~ i !  !insufficient **tO live on and i living ;:t hat, every, Canadia'n: ; , they:  can lead the kind of life . - 
I would like to take this 60 years as per our current how as a single mother; she ~ sh0uldbe ntitledto;: :/~ :~ : we, alldesire, evenbeable to  
was .striving to raise three ..i::Howcana:perSon.existlon:-~: shop:]ii~the st0rei,thai:they 
children. . , .i, .$6 an hour with no denial:or, : w0rk in . .  ~ ~ ', 
I certainly sympathize with medical  coverage  i . : fo r .  • Fair WageS are Wha(m/tke.i 
this lady and the many other i i  themselves or ,their: children;; .::, life:s6 much more ivo~hliv. ' 
out there who are unfor, On the other side of thespec- i iingand Ibelievethat :un[bn :, 
described above are ex- tunate nough to be in the trum we have incompetent : ,  c0ntract ~vould helo ¢~i~e. ,  
propriated from our TFL, we same position.Weshould be icians who are so~n tO : : that  goal i : ~i : " /~"  '; '  
estimate that $17 million w i l l  thoroughly ashamdofe  .a:, " e: With $50,000 a ye~ in,, / i: : 1 : : '  :--,Yours truly/:' , "  
management and working 
Pl~'he-- area scheduled for  
logging we call the "working 
fo res t " .  The annual 
allowable cut from th e work- 
• : ' ~ ing forest '~is appr0xt~tely 
117,000 cubic meters TM and 
represents 15 per cent of the 
• commercial forest land, but 
only 3 per cent of the total 
land base of 527,000ha. This 
annual allowable cut is 22 per 
cent of the total annual ap- 
proved harvest level for our 
TFL. 
Long term timber tenures 
held by our company provide 
approximately 60per cent of 
the raw material supply re- 
quired by our Terrace 
sawmill and Kitimat paper- 
mill. If the areas currently 
under study are removed 
from our TFL, the. secure 
timber supply to the Terrace 
sawmill and the Kitimat 
papermill would be reduced 
by 15 per cent and 7 per cent 
respectively. Our emploY- 
ment of local loggers would 
be reduced by 22per cent. 
be lost to the local economy. 
The complex land use issue 
must be expressed, debated 
and a solution found and im- 
plemented. There are many 
groups with varying convic- 
tions and agendas wanting to 
preserve land for single use 
purposes. 
The working forest land ! 
base in northwestern British 
Columbia is relatively small 
as a percentage of the total 
land base, but the economic 
well-being of our com- 
munities relies upon this 
working forest to generate 
wealth and maintain the 
standard of living we enjoy. 
Yours truly, 
Skeena Sawmills, 
V.N. Maskulak 
Woods Manager 
opportun i ty  to publicly 
review the history of land 
issues with regard to the  
Kitlope area and what is in 
jeopardy relative tO the 
• operations conduct¢d by "our 
company. ~ ~ ~ ;< 
: :Approximately four Years 
. ago, five percent: of our an- 
nual allowable cut wa~ ex: 
. propriated by the provincial 
government. We expressed 
our concern to the govern- 
ment because' there was a 
significant negative impact o 
our operations. 
• Approximately two years 
ago,  the land use issues 
began focussing on our Tree 
• Farm Licence (TFL). Areas 
within the TFL have been 
recommended as reserves for 
marine parks, wilderness 
areas, landscape features, 
and old growth preservation. 
These areas extend from 
Jesse Lake to the headwaters 
• of the Kitlope. The areas 
contain over 527,000 hec- 
tares (ha) of which 105,000ha 
contains commercial timber 
and 15,400ha ~ is scheduled 
Orenda pulp planbrings 
out important q uestionl 
displayed by Orenda makes 
me doubt whether they are 
committed to community. 
The region must make a 
judgement as to whether they 
are here for the short-term to 
grab what they:can and then 
leave or, are they going to 
make. a long-term (25 years 
mfik~ few people rich, pro- 
vide 'relatively few jobs for 
the amohnt of capital input, 
liquidate an aboriginal forest 
and then leave', when they 
can get richer elsewhere. 
The second priority for the 
people of the northwest is to 
determine which community 
Dear Sir: 
Who are the power people 
behind the scenes in Orenda? ~ 
They  have a lot of money but 
seem to know very little of 
the area other than the fact 
that  they believe they can 
make high profits from It- 
f o • d a t i i n g  the abo~ginal ~ +) committment to com. can best be served by having 
, mix~a~|~/i;i~ c'6~Ji~g: fi-oi~i: ...... p~i;atidris:"w~ do'~6fneed Or . . . . . . . . . .  umcere=y,. 
:the provincial government want "a capital influx from . . . . .  William Hayes, 
but, the public relations greedy grabbers who will Terrac e, B.C. 
URGENT IN TERRACE 
I 
society and government that comes . .  " , . . . .  :", : :! :::, Fred O lover ;  ! , l: " 
allows this to happen. ' : : some of the largest:St0re.q. ;: :' : :  :::~ Co-ordinator,!:. ~,.., I ~'~ 
However I do not think the in this area:! pay: a poverty ,: ::: : B.C. and Yukon : I: "; 
answer lies in low income , wage Of  $6 an'hour, to:their i: :: i,. i - i  • :iBuilding Trades I 
housing as suggested in your -emp!0Y~.i My  ,solutiOn: t0 :i! : i ,  I, : i Council.i ' I 
Come to 
• . / .  
VACATION 
.: ,'.: ; i: ¸  ~ : 
BIBLE 
SCHOOL .., 
July 8 -  12 
1 9:00 a~m: - : i2 :00  a'm. 
: .  A0es  5 -  12 ,  . : 
i 
• Seventh Day Adventist Chumhi :::i: :: / 
3306 Griffin (right,behind Rainbow:lhn)!! : : :  ! : - -  
PUBLIC AUCTION 
RE: DEFAULTED UNPAID DOCUMENTS 
CANADA CUSTOMS CLEARED 
DUTIES AND TAXES PAID AT PORT OF ENTRY 
' .... . . . . . . .  VALUABLE 
: PERSIAN CARPET 
Fine imported rugs. The majority consists of hand-knotted oriental 
rugs. Contents: Persian Tabriz, Baluch, Indo Kirman, •Deep Pile 
Mainland Chinese, Bokhara, Sunwashed Village Rugs, Kara, Silk 
Masterplec a Qu m, etc. Sizes I xl to 10 x 14. Rugs unwrapped and 
liquidated piece by piece in the quickest possible manner. 
on::SUNDAY, JULY 7, 1991-: 
:i at THE ODDFELLOWS HALL,, .::::,'i -:i 
: ! '  .:: : / i  14634 Waish Avenue, Terrace ::, 
.... :::: at 2:00 p.m. Sharp 
:i ...... : :"::"': viewing from 1:00 p,m . . . . . .  : :~:::: 
I! I ' i . . . .  I I . . . .  [ I ' r 
' ,  Advert. subject: ts terms an d ¢0ndit!sns of sue!Ion at auction site: ~ ::! 
, Liquldatlon.byF.ederal Colle~oli0n ~hncy  Inc. : :: 
. ,  :Terms: Cash:'MaJor Credit CardS; i .~k Cards'or Bank CheqUe~ :! i 
, i 0% Freight; Br0kerags and W~eh0.us!ng Charges to be added ~; ~ ] 
I I I I ' I . . . .  
•I 
• : : . i : i i  !', 
. I  
w, 
!i:!i ::: :! :!~ sUmmer-the i 
,:'.~. : '~i:,nd'.:th~ ~oloors are  
:: :: _. :-------~' ~ - .  :: •:: .::AndA'S:.yourS 
,:: : :::;A&W.Whilecluantitleslast.So"hurr~ 
::. :;. :~.i~:i, ~.:: :nearest ~&wanoge~, :~ 
, .*L.ii.. ' ,,-- ! ;: 
iii :i/;~ 
ii 7i': , s o f  Canada 
 Steelhead 
making progress 
TERRACE-- Steelheaders say fishing by commercial  
they have the support of a fishermen at the mouth of the 
number of i~r0minent fishermen fiver. Filming isset o start in July. 
in their plafi tO film two videos He said it's time governments 
about wild steelhead and the en- recognize the economic impor. 
dangered Skeena Riversystem. tance of the sport fishery, in- 
Steelhead Society of B.C'. stead of focussing solely on the 
president Ehor Boyanowsky commercial fishery. 
said ast week the list of people "We've got this multi- 
supporting thevideoproject in- hundred million dollar (sport, 
eludes: fo'imer l ieutenant ,  fishing) industry and it's about 
governor Henry Bell-lrving, to go down the pipe" he ex- 
House of Commons speaker plainedl ~. ' '  r 
John Fraser, British poet; ' Calling the Skeena the last 
laureate Ted Hughes Trout great watershed for wild 
Magazine editor Tom Pete and  steelhead remaining in the 
Jack Hemiifg~,ay,'sonof author world,,'he said the video pro- 
Ernest Hemingway. ject is an attempt o save the 
"They ' re  all keen river. 
steelheaders who know the . The shorter video-- about 30 
value of the Skeena River's wild ':minutes ~:long -- will be a 
steelhead;"iB0yanowskysaid.= political;/call to save the 
The society wants to raise Skeena's steelhead, focussing 
.more than $150,000 for the pro- on the Commercial fishery's in- 
~ect which Boyanowsky says is cidental catch of steelhead at 
aimed at generating political the river's mouth. It would also 
pressure ' to reduce the over- deal with the southeast Alaskan 
commercial fishery and the 
F a  ~] [1~.  high-seas dHftnet fishery. 
' Boyan0wsky said .it will be 
! widely distributed in a bid to l and ing  :. put:worldwide pressure on the 
federal Department of Fisheries 
: and Oceans. 
in west .,w. e z= getting an awful lot of concern from overseasy he 
S keena 
TERRACE - -  A Gitksan clan is 
setting up its own government 
office. 
The Eagle-clan from Git- 
wangak, its territory takes in the 
West Skeena area on  which 
Skeena Cellulose and the pro- 
vincial government want to log, 
is preparing an office at a 
fishing site just west of where 
Hwyl6 and Hwy37 meet. 
Don Ryan, the main speaker 
of the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en clan who is 
• resigning to work with the 
added. "International pressure 
is already being exerted from 
the U.S., Germany and Japan." 
The other/longer video is to 
be about an hour in length and 
more educational in tone. 
Boyanowsky said it is* to be a 
"mult i - faceted" v id fo  on 
steelhead and steelheading 
around B.C. 
Right now they are .raising 
money and are in the process of 
selecting aproduction company 
and a director for the two 
videos. 
"The wild :rivers are the 
lifeblood o f ' the  province;" 
Boyanowsky said. "The wild 
steelhead are the best indication 
of the environmental health of a 
river." 
He said the Skeena's wild 
steclhead runs - -  still the 
strongest anywhere - -are in 
decline and One summer un is 
already cioseto extinction. 
Boyanowsky said 
steelheaders want i restrictions 
on commercial fishing methods 
to ensure steeihead aren't ac- 
cidentally killed in the commer- 
cial fishing nets. 
"We're seeing some move- 
ment. The commercial net 
fishermen know they're on the 
run." 
Terrace S~nda~ Wedne~v hdu 9 1001 n . . . . .  
. " . .~ :x . ;= .  ~ . : ,  
Und. ouT e Gunl 
MUST eneral Motors 
.sales objective by July 10 
;SO HERE'S WHAT WE'RE GONNA DOll 
WEEK 
JULY 3 10 
NO REASONABLE 
. .d  heefficew con I I cern itself with resource • ~, " 
management and management J , • 
of Eagle territory. ' , " 
~ l t  follows a gradual  I CrabDinner , ~Tb=-~ '~" 
dismemberment of the Gitksan 
and Wet'suwet'en tribalcouncilform of g vernment o atradi- GreatReturnsO,.OTo " "  • ill .. ' 
tional one in which clans or " . ' . "- i 
houses made decisions, he sa id .  Terrace At The ~ " i 
"The office demonstrates Beautiful, New 
ownership and jurisidiction of  Bavarian Inn! ~ ~ ~a0ne,~n0h l I I ~ wheel independent euspension:Li 
theHe territories -- the - PUBHOURS: ' l = - : :  : : : : ; , :~1  
be foilowedexpectSbytheones se Eagl  offiCeupbytO M0n.. Sat 5 p.m.. l i  Fd &" Sat ' 11 a m M fdnll a~l!h ~,:~.. ~,. ; . 3 ~ i . . ~ ; : ' ~  ~ ~,  . "  .... . ~ p . m .  
Sun 5 pm • 10 pm Sunday 11am 11 p m i ~ ~ ' L 
the other house groups o f  the Tues Ffl 11:30 am 2 pm Lunch Kitchen~en 11 a ml0pm ~ily l 
Oitksan and of the ~ n~m~ tn~m~ • .... 
Wet'suwet'en:.. . .  .. . .~ '  . - I  I "~; .~; J l - - - -~ '  • " : . " i0 '  ~"  : 
Ryan said band councils will ' ] ' (~( .~t~| . [  ' "~- - '~; '  
occupy themselves with matters l(- ~5*~H*~n ] ; ~ ~ ;  . .~ .  ~ i i ~ ~  
on reservesiestitblished by the 4,332 Lakelse Ave. 
federal government. . 635 9161 
Another Gitksan : and 
Wet'suwet'en organization, the 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
Government Commission, . - .  . . . .  
receives federal money:to look "" n ,~,mt ,~. , ,=m~=,m, ,  
after water, sewer, roads and , , , v ,~,~, ,~- ,~:  
6ther services on reserves. I TERRACE Ryan said the clan offices will " " .... 
eventually be connected by a 
computer system that will pro-  
vide information on resource '91 Pontiac : 
use and management. 
Sunbi  Specia 
P l o t  up;  "4  door e~dan " . ' ' .  
for sale • A i r  cond i t ton ,ng  ~ ,,:~ • - • Automatic transmission 
• AM/FM cassette 
TER~CE -- Enquiries from : Power steering ~d ~es  ` -`  r e " ' " ~  
Plus many more 'standard ifeature=z *" ~ su,,u~, cava~ at potential buyers has Prompted ~ ; ~:~ 1~% or $1~ "-~ 
the provincial lands ministry to ALL T IME LOW;PRICE $11,495.00 ~/  ~ 
put 9.5 acres off Halliweil Ave. . ~. 
up for bids. ':. :;"i ;CAS H~'B~OK:~ : ~ ~ $1000.00 ° ~~~~'~; :  
minimumlt's looking for offers on the ~_ ~ .~. ' " " '  % z~[: ':~"~-}:~[: l' '~" ]  04 fS . "" parcel  - -  cur rent ly  vacant ,  and  , . . . .  :;": . . .' ~~ .'.:. ,L~,....'.II • ~ . • . ,. . , ' 
price tag of $125.000.  BREAKTHROUGH . 
The closing date for bids is July "" ~,~ ~.~,~u m ~ e~,  ~ "~ ~ 
19.  * ,,~,~eo, m~,~mc~. -~:~, : . .~ . .~  ~ " " 
Regional manager Jim ' °¢~'S~U0t°4em°~° i '~) ' [C ' ' : : : '  ' I 
Yardley said going through a - I 
public tender  process  i s  the  nor .  : " :  " ' ~' . : .r~" : d" " ~ ...... ~ ; -  I 
real procedure when either r several parties how interest in a property or the branch gets a 
sing!e enquiry .but.: concludes NeL LINDsETH IS THE. PROUD MANAGER OF BYTOWN DIESEL 
othei;s mightalSb be' inti!rested. SALES LTD. NElL IS A LONG TIME RESIDENT OF TERRACE AND HAS 
Thisl time :it w~a case of the WORKED WITH BWOWN DIESEL ~R 27 YEARS NOW HE ENJOYS i 
former,~ he.ridded; :, !,:~;~ ~? ': THE PEOPLE AS.WELL AS AN AFTERNOON OF GOLFI 
Nor Was it uncommon for the ~ , ...... *- ~., ..... , :~,.=;~;::: 
parcels of Crown land to be ": • "~ 
,, " I d Thea _Bright /SP0t0,,o,owoOncustomersHighway 16 W. 
I -. 635,4941 QUALITY DEALER 
~ :~ ~~,= ; ;~ ~;:~: '~~-~sf~n~. ms. AWARD WINNER ..... ~ :,  , 
[II I I I  "I L I I I I '  li~':|]TLj'rfii " . . . . . .  : ........ ::: . . . .  . . . .  . ~ 
• ,/:'~ . ..-~.:.~i ,;',~  :::: ,' : 
,, "': .! ~-~ !' ':~;, " :~-].-:-, ~. -; . 
-~ ~.~.~, .~.  . ~ ' ~  - . -~  ~:~ . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .~ ,  _ ( ; ,  . .  ::~.:~:~.:~:~" ~!',/,,:~:.::.y,:~" :. , . .  ,.;::: ! 
"': :./~ : '  ~~~,~,'~.'~.',"c~*:~*~.~~':~w;'~,~:~ . -7-.. : - . , _~* ,  . . . . . . .  ~.~-,..,..~-~,~t-~4~,,-' . ~ 
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Ticket "ror 
MUNICIPAL bylaw enforcement officer Frank Bowsher hit the 
streets last month with tickets in his pocket and a chalk 
, marker in his hand. He gave but tickets to 14 unassuming 
parking violators in his first three hours. The tickets - -  they ar- 
rived two weeks ago -- replace !astyear's, which were ques- 
tioned by a traffic court judge. Finding one of those tickets on 
your windshield and youare up for a $25 fine. 
Mill' S:, log yard 
gets approval . 
TgErRcdRACE a skeCn~unsC;lm~l: tiLhtoClttYh~ s ~SoS~len:~sion::~;; 
retorting request which will see Commission tO set up ' a 
the designation of properties Workshop here for members of 
between Frank and Earle streets council, its, forestry advisory 
change from light to heavy in- commission and forestry com- 
dustrial. . mittee. 
The company wants to ' Also proposed is a public 
establish a new log yard on the. education workshop to be put 
site rather than continue to use on in conjunction with the B.C. 
i : (~nd-  on t her:s0uth side of  Forestry Alliance,.~ . . . .  ,,.,~.,,,,~ 
~-]wy 16 West and sOme distance' :,.,.;. ~!~ ": .i :*~'~:*'~.* ' ,  ':::¢,'~'>: !r'~.: 
.:from its mill - -  which it now - Council has agreed to waive a" 
rents from Skeena Cellulose. provision of the sub,division 
The approval was granted by-law to allow a Mcdeek Ave. 
after mill manager Don Chesley 
gave assurances concerns ex- 
pressed at last week's public 
hearing would be addressed. 
Those included ensuring logs 
were not stored in such a way as 
to' cut off the visibility of 
Bytown Diesel's building to 
westbound-motorists and leav- 
ing a buffer strip between the 
log storage area and adjacent 
residential property on Earle St. 
In response to concerns about 
logging truck traffic using Earle 
St., Chesley said that was not 
the intention at the moment and 
undertook to ensure trucks did 
not exit the yard there. 
However, he cautioned, new 
developments at some point in 
the future could change that. 
Soon to be moved is the City 
of Terrace sign now found out- 
side the old provincial police 
building - -  but it's not going 
far. 
The Ksan House Society had 
asked the city to remove the sign 
because it detracted from the 
character of their building. 
After considering possible 
alternative sites for the sign, the 
tourism and economic develop- 
ment committee has proposed 
moving the sign from its present 
location at the north-east corner 
of Kalum and Lakelse across 
the street o vacant land on the 
south-east corner of the junc- 
tion. 
D r i v e r  
k ~ l l e d  
.rI 'EItJ It~CE: '~ A 47-year-old 
Terrace.logging truck driver is 
delid following =in accident near. '''~ ,':: 
Scotia Creek: last week..:.-: ,_ ~ 
Dale Howard Campbell wa~; 
Working for Terrace-based Bear 
Creek Contracting on:June 25 
when a ' !  truck being loaded 
started toroll;and stfiick him, 
said Prince Rupert coroner 
John McNish. 
RCMP and the Workers' 
Compensation Board. are in- 
vestigating the: accident, :which 
took place about 50km west of 
Terrace, ~ : : i : ; :~ '~ -,,~; 
McNish ~rde,~rlbed .Cdmpbeli ' 
as : 'an ex~eheedi.1bgder,,~>,:';,- ::,,~.,i;.;,
. . . .  :> :  : ::! , 
rbe•sident to subdivide her pro- 
perty. 
Helen Sacharoff wants to 
split her lot at 5012 Medeek into 
two. However, each of the new 
Jots would have a frontage of 
only 60ft. (18.3m). That's 26ft. 
(gm) too narrow according to 
the by-law which says the fron- 
tage must not be less than 10 per 
cent of the total perimeter. 
Pointing out this type of 
long, narrow lot was "typical of 
dozens of others in the Medeek 
and Agar Ave. vicinity", plan- 
ner Marvin Kamenz said his 
department had no objection. 
Council has proclaimed July 
14-20 Royal Lifesaving Week, 
the focus of which will be on 
making people aware of the 
need to receive lifesaving train- 
ing. 
island!iil):ii:' : 
TERRACE - -  The city is going vehicle park 'and campground~i:"::: 
to ask~the~ provincial govern- eventually developed on Ferry' :
ment to give it title to Ferry Is land, Cooper..said : tourists ' 
Island and the l~/nd'on which now, expect camping areas to  
most :o f ,  the aquatic centre havefull facilities.' ~ ~ .... .
stands. .:.' That included sewer~serviee, 
' .In suggesting the move; alder- pa~;ed~roads and paved p~king' 
-man Bob Cooper said the citY areas. However, thecity could 
leases b0th~ from the Im]ds not justify spending themoney 
ministry for $25 a year, ~ needed for thatklnd of develop' 
: Because it isonly renting the mentonland itidid not own,  : 
parcels, the city has tO get the He said the city would beiiefit 
ministry's permission.for any from, owning. ~,. F.erry Is!and. .I 
work it wants to carry out on because it wbulO then oe ame to 
either. , take ful l  advantage Of having a 
Explaining he would like to large tract of parkland close to 
see a fully serviced recreational the city centre. * . . . .  
: : Universal Workwear 
:: ,lEANS 
Reg: $26.98 
$" ( 99 
SPORT 
sqc s 
::, :$Z=, 99Reg" $5:99,/ ~ ! 
PANTS 
i I : C~nadlan Parents for Fre~nch 
ii;i!: ~ -/!:;, ii~ii ~i,-i, i: T~ceChaPter: i ! : : :  i i . : ' ,  
! I W IS H TO THAN K 
:the following:~uaine~b for their:Sup'p0.rt~ahd donatl0Os dur- 
In0 the recent pruvin~lal Canadian Parems for French Annual i l ; i  
:i' General Meet no held/n Terra¢:o;:: . .  • , :;~! 
,CC . :  il..~' : ~,~ ' . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dairy :ddeen:~:, :,~ : 
Farwest Buslin : : ' : , ,  
:~: Mlety, Riv ' :  ..... . . . .  , ) f ,  
Northern Drugi 
:!if!ill Terracolnn " 
:~ ,  
C eleL,rates 
t " ' "  ' ' ! 
, ,umme' .  
July 1 sty1 3th i: 
E FY 6WG B E -T COMPANY .SHmlT SLEEVEO 
• T-SHIRTS • JEANS 
Reg. $9.98 BLEACHED, STONEWASH, 
Reg. $49.98 
=39~ 
OILED 
BOOTS 
s "'%o 
51 - 
MENS ' LAmeS !1 / |1D M' UADICIU! w~n~ 
TANK -,,-,-,,, enrue DAMT~ ou~o 
.OUR EHTIR~SELECTIO~H ...... ! ' "~g =:"9~98 ~;~ ~• '~ '~eg,  $9]99. ,.~ 
25" OOFF $" '/,99 ,$1!'99:: 
I .,,s i i L,.cooL 
SHO[I"I:S JT!SHIRTSi HOOOED  
~ ~ n~ ! , .o~":~,% ! JERSEYS 
:OR THE ULTIMATE IN PEACE OF MIND.,. 
GREYHOUND - -  The Natural Choice 
Relax in Air Conditioned ComTort And Leave 
The Driving To Us i 
Advanced Purchase FaresTo 
: TORONTO ~: ~ ~i 
For As Little As :$1 3300 One ~Nii i, 
GCX For Fast. 
i Dependable Shipp,ng :. :i!~: 
AdVancelPurchase DOCU-PAKS "/.:; i-i I;/; 
;" ,~ ,:!' Station ToStat ion ,. > ...!:i~i!i~/i~ii!!.i , 
GREYHOUNDAge ::"~ ': ~': Phone Your nt. For: More Detads On.-. , 
~ r" :~  " More Savings Than Ever 
GREYHOUND COURIER 
4-620 KEITH AVENUE. 
TERRACE,  B.C. "i :i": 
0 I 
" )  
~ GREYHOUND 
~J  COURIER EXPREB8 
, . . . . . . . . . .  ,~,.  ~ . . ; ,v~. . .~ ,~.~ ~! -  ~. ~¢; , • 
• . ! _ 
- -  I I  ' " : . . . . . . .  I I  I I I I  I I  
LUU,a,L AN I 1ST Steve Mennie wants four paintings back that were stolen from part of a larger pro- 
ject. 
Four paintings stolen 
TERRACE ,-, Steve Mennie 
just wan]s to get his paintings 
back~. <'- ;!;;- ' : IL ' prise. The four paintings - -  paintings, which were taken 
The 'Teh'aee artist lost a 
month of work. last" Week 
when someone broke into his 
studio and; Stole a plywood 
crate containing four pain- 
tings'that are part of a larger 
exhibition h~'s ~'0rking on.:. 
" It 's.  . really weird." he 
says. ,They didn't to~ich the 
ghetto blaster o r  take.  
anything else. They took.-a": 
crate they had no idea what 
was inside.'.' : ~.i " : :~..:...~ 
When the thief or thieves 
pry open the 40-inch square 
Crate they'll be in for a sur- 
acrylic on canvas - -  areof  
diamond-shaped yellow war- 
ning traffic signs. . . 
He was doing the work as 
part of. a $15;000 Canada, 
Council grant. The paintings 
of traffic ,~igns are an ex- 
ploration of how reality is in- 
terpreted for:us, he says. 
Mennie says his insurance 
won't cover, .the- theft of. the 
June 25 from' his studio on 
Motz  Road .near the 
Desiderata Inn. 
He  estimates" it. will take 
him more than a month.to 
replace them. 
" I 'd  just like the paintings 
back," he says. "Out of the 
context of theshow, they're 
Theywil i  be part of a larger, no .good to anybody.  
multi-media with a theatre S0mebody's going to open 
group and audio-visual ar- that crate and just lob them 
tistS entitled Following:" !~in the nearest ditch." 
Directions.. 
. . . . .  i : "  ~ ' . .  ,i~.' :.~i/.,- TERRACE.  - - .  A 33-year-old::. Rupert, were also charged with 
:~ ::~ :': •', i:~'/: . Terrace man was charged last"i" Conspiracy to cultivate marl- 
Week with conspiracy to traffic juana and possession of marl- 
in cocaine and marijuana in a juana for the purpose of  traf- 
series of  drug arrests by Prince licking. 
Printsi:i! ' 
finger:,:'!! 
suspect 
TERRACE: - -  Po l i ce  say 
they've used ringerprints to 
identify a person they think 
broke into Cassie Hall Elemen- 
tary school last week. 
Terrace RCMP Cpl: Gary 
Moritz said the suspect is a local 
youth - -  who under the Young 
Offenders Act cannot be iden- 
tiffed. 
He said police are looking for 
the youth, who is "well known 
to Terrace RCMP." 
<Y 
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An amplifier, a guitar and a • /L:: CALL: 
portable stereo were stolen from 
the school on the night of June ,.. :"~i:i' " . 
Police were called to the ., 
school last Wednesday when 
staff discovered a .broken win- T .~ ,~V~ JY., :.i,, : 
dow in the music room. 
Moritz said police think the 
case could provide leads to 
other recent break-ins around 
town, adding four other break- 
ins were reported last Wednes- 
day. 
Skeena Mall 
• . 
4611 Lakelse Ave. 
635=6181 
L.Y 7,1991 OR WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
[0 COMPARE 
oo°,,,,,,°o Ii.. . ~ ' .=  L_ I .~  ._~ JL was Dan Guerts said drug squad of- 
r~ .~.  i [ .~]~n T arrested and charged with con- fleers also seized quantities of 
/ . v~. ' - . .  v - -  spiracy tO traffic in  the .two marijuana nd cocaine. He said 
" :  ,":.::,' : - J  - . _ . /  drugs along with four other nor. the arrests and seizures con- :: . . . . . . . . .  :~ . . . . . . .  .-~ i;;~" ~'~ 
I n V t M V R f l  thwest residents. Also charged elude a six-month police in- ' '.~ :!:: ' , ~ , " ! .~  ' "  
• • = ¥ v • w .~ v .  are Richard Freel, o f  Hazelton, vestigation by about six of- 
• I '. - . l  and Mitchell. Darren Smith, ricers.. " "~ En I " 
I = . Ghislain-Joseph Roussy, and About three pounds of marl- ~.~<~j., ::,:~; g and/Corsair 
I" '!~ i::;~,.i:; .,~ v~ Dav id  AllenB]ais, all of Prince juana and three ounces of co- ~ ~ ~ ~ ' : i ~ ~  life time warranty II 
; : i;/;:;."! : ;::- "' ';::' Rupert. . caine were seized, said federal ~ ~  on frame and spr- i 
• ' " ' : :  :' '. ' "~ -: Smith, Blais and Vincent Crown prosecutor Jeffrey Arn- ;! ...... ings. 10 year war- | 
.:" ":~A ':~:,~. ,'~". :~  -Clifford Smith, also of Prince dt. ~ '~  '~',~, ~ ~' " ' ~i~'~ .:-  '~-:, ~ ' ' 
: . < ~ ~  durafoam ® seat i 
. ,  , . I 
1 
I 
SOFA LOVESEAT CHAIR - : " I  
=499.97 =449.97 =399,97 
Heritage g 
TO OWH A 1991 $UBARUH 
i THESE CARS ARE SO POP ,UL~ WE'RE  
ALREADY RUNNING OUT OF 91 MODELS!! 
SUBARU 
THORNHILL MOTORS.LTD, i : . .  
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace :,i':-,~ 
(604) 635-7286 ' i ,  
i+. ,:.11!": ¸¸ ii:/: ~:" 
':>~: i!!!il :::;i!!i: >: >;: 4':: 
Complete Bedroom 
Group 
Truly a reflection 
of your good taste. 
Features include 
big 9-drawer 
dresser, hutch 
with landscape 
mirror and func. 
tional display 
shelves, spacious 
5-drawer chest, 
poster headboard. 
all beautifully 
crafted in glossy 
mellow pine finish. 4 PIECE ONLY 'I YY,97 
s299.97 
Complete bunkbed 
including 2 mat. 
tresses. See our "Dare To 
Compare" flyerl 
Buy a Swivel $ ~ • A A 
Rocker for ,dE ~ ~ • ~ J 
and get the next 
Swivel Rocker Q ~ C 
for only • ~ I ' "  
" - -  10/  
l '~:~:'/< Since 1963 
APPLL~NCE LTD_ I ~ 
I 
11 
.I 
i, 
:i! 
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TOURISTS are coming under the microscope this year 
through a chamber of commerce survey. Dave Rolfsen's ask- 
ing how visitors got here, how long they are staying and how 
they heard about Terrace. 
Tourist habits 
under scrutiny 
i~ERRACE - -  A l though: i f  what we ate doing is: 
~tourists are a welcome addi- right," said Monteith of. 
~.ion .to the economy of the advertising campaigns. "We, 
~!northwest, not much is want to hit the nail on the~ 
~nown about them. head." 
• ~ That'll change by the end The- student doing the 
i';of the summer •through a survey,i. David Rolfsen, is 
'~:hamber of  commerce  dividing. ~ his •time: between 
isurvey, various ~ tourist sites' in the ~ 
j The survey will provide in- area.  :: !~ 
'f~{mfi~ion bn-~vh~t ' (~:f~'i'i-~ts ~+ ':' "Thxk:~;fl[ :~'i'o~,i~l~ i~f6rma=: 
spend, from where they tion on all kinds of tourists 
came, where they are going here for different reasons, 
and how they heard about said Monteith. 
the area. To date, Rolfsen has most- 
This latter information is ly talked to people here, 
cons idered  impor tant  visiting friends or who are on 
because it'll give the chamber their way to Alaska. 
and the city an idea of where The common theme so fat 
they should be spending is the impression visitors 
advertising dollars, says city have of the scenery in the 
economic development of- area, he said. 
ricer Peter Monteith. " I 've lived here all Of my 
"We' l l  be .looking at .!ife andneverreai!y thought 
~what's effective i2-- where we ~ ab6d~,.:i~':.Thb :]~ople :who 
~hould i~6!'c:6nc~trating ou- r i : .~E  he~e~'-"i from,. Saskat- 
~spending," he said. ~ ctiewan or  "dogin South are 
One possibility is having totally awestruck," said 
the city go to tourist trade Rolfsen. 
shows to help promote it and The survey is being con- 
the area as a destination, ducted in conjunction with 
Monteith added, similar efforts in other cities 
"Up until now, we've through the North By Nor- 
never had any back up to see thwest Tourism Association. 
It's now easier 
to move our tent 
TERRACE - -  Transporting the 
city's special event tent is 
simpler now it has bought a 
trailer to do the job. 
Recreation director Steve 
Scott said the tent, when broken 
down, consists of 12 triangular 
trusses, three bundles of canvas 
and other assorted parts. 
"That was more than could be 
fitted on the city truck used to 
transport the tent, requiring two 
trips each time the tent was set 
up and taken down. Scott said 
that would no longer necessary 
with the trailer. 
The $5,000 purchase gave the 
city a single-trip capability that 
was particularly important 
because the tent was being 
booked for out-of-town events, 
he added. 
FREE 
Ch:ulges in the finanl¢ial nl:lrkets nlay have you 
womleri,,g who's looking ;filer your Iinancial interests. 
• check-up is now heiug offered from A no .ob l igat ion  ~ d  
i nvestment  Sco l iaMeLeod.  a sOt l lV .e  of  t rusted . 
" advice since L921.  " 
+ . sttvings Now is the time to ensure your 
n superior return and arc getting ~ m e  confidentiala compS-re Personaland 
attrueting illillimum /~.; -~ - ~, .~.~ Invcslment Review is offered to 
: : * : :~  imiivkluals with Over S50.000 ili stocks, 
bomls. GICs and RRSPs. This review is followed 
by a personal meeting to discuss how your portfolio 
shoukl be stntcturcd to meet your investment objectives 
and lifestyle requiremenlm 
Arr rage for y, our free no-obligation fi ancial check-up today. 
MR. KIM MAILEY 661-7403 
' " I Investment Executive Call Collect :; 
ScotiaMcLeod 
. . . . .  "~ A Member of the Scotiabank fltmily |• 
I 
[ ]  Please ~nd me ~r / ( ,m' .  pllmenlarv, nrornlallon P~ckal~e. '. 
I +P NAME 
: ADI)RESS 
:,  CITY , I 'ROY , P(~TAI, CODE 
TELEPIIONE NUMIIEI( II)AYI r I ) J "~(  II " II".VEMN(;I,,, 
. . . . . . .  . . , .  ~/,~.., ,;, flex 1OMIi Van¢OU.t~',, pfltlsh Columbb. V?y i l l 6  " 
eye North :,, 
TERRACE -- A major Cana- or handling systems. '-~ : . 
dian company specializing in 
hazardous waste management 
has purchased another company 
with an outlet here. 
Laidlaw Environmental Ser- 
vices Ltd.'s purchase Of in- 
dustrial lubricant supplier 
Vinoco Oil is part of a greater 
effort to expand its business in 
B.C., says an executive. 
"We'll be examining the 
business to see if there's 
anything we can do tO improve 
or to expand our service to the 
area," said Alan Cadotte last 
week. 
Already, Vinoco workers 
here have been given manage- 
ment and environmental train- 
ing by Laidlaw officials. 
Measures that could come 
soon include increasing fire pro- 
tection if needed,,"said Cadotte.. 
Laidlaw got :-control o 
Vinoco through th~ phrchase o f  
another company called Master 
Wash based in Delta which 
recycles oils and solvents. 
The Master Wash purchase 
>for $15 million gives Laidlaw a 
base from which to operate and 
one that can be expanded, said 
Cadotte. 
Laidlaw's services include 
recycling wastes, moving hazar- 
dous waste.,and 0.n.site.disposal 
DO A NUMBI~ ON YOUR GARBAGE 
IN GP.B&11~ V ~ R  CALL 
732-9253 
• 1-800- =7-4321 
Laidlaw Environmental;' Sei'- : .i 
vices' is owned by Ldidlaw Inc .  
in turn, CP Ltd.  has hl major~ 
stake, in Laidlaw Inc..The com- 
pany also has a hazardous waste 
management business in  the 
United states and operates tran- 
sit services. 
COMMERCIAL BOOTH .SPACE FOR RENT~ 
" During Skeena Valley Fall Fair (Terrace). August3'1 and 
September 1/91 Um ted number of bootl~ available. Call 
'" IpGATE ATTENDANTS AND PARKING .ATrENDAHTS 
- REQUIRED IMMEOIATELY: " : - " 
For Skeena Valley Fall Fair to: be held in'Terrace August'31 
and September ii 1991. If you~; OrganizatiOn o'r grobp Is'ioO, k- 
ing for a way to raise funds call Immediately 635-7402 
evenings. ~,,, 
i 
THE HAIR  HUT 
IS 
MOVING 
1Bu t Staying In Thornhill! 
We will be closed in July to allow for renovations.and wish t o. ........ 
"~ .... :"~ " . . . . . .  :apo log ize  to our many friends and clients. 
RE-OPENING AUGUST 1 ; 
At Our Bigger, Brighter, Brand New Location At 4,."" 
!i::)iiii! /iil, !i: (formerly Pacific Tidewater Clark St= .... 
............ :~:~: Watch For Our Grand Opening August  1 . . . . . . .  " " '  ~ 
'; "++ ~ -; .' -::~"~ .... " . . . . .  We Look ForwardTo Serving You... 
Tuesday to Saturday 8:30 - 5:00 
PHONE 635-2993 
Z Improved Parking Facilities 
Seniors Discounts 
• FOCUS 21 
=MATRIX 
• JOICO " "- 
Appointments Not Always Necessary 
Specializing In Spiral Permlng, 
Colours, Braiding And Precision Cuts 
For Men And Women 
:3 
.T 
, :  . • : -  
+.:. 
+ 
( 
/ . . . .  
. . .  , . , .  t . 
i~C~cken,iyt 
)pile.last;.::+ 
+ 
;+.~ : 
I 
~,i)~ , !" : : , :  : ,~ At Pal tlel~ st!nll Rest 
/ 
I tsurantsL*Fqus;i~. 
$600 for, hunting, g~'izzlies said: ~ : :  . • 
withoutallce,zceandhunting:in'i Guiding fees and n0n,  
B.C. withou~ 'a guide He plead: resident hunting fees for hun 
d gunlty to the charges in' court • :• ting in those years could have 
ere June 14. .... ' :~ . . . .  , cost Strange asmuch as $80,000 
• Those fines relate to a 1989 if he had hunted legally with a 
• : . '  , Terrace Standard, Wednesdayl July 3, 1991-  Page Aii; 
a ws:h ea vy n . . . . . . . .  
Peter Kalina, 
/ ,  
. . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  • . . .~  . . . . . . .  •i•/i~:~••!~• i~:!~•~:~•~!~ii !:~!!~i!  •~i!~!i ! /•/:~i•••/i ~ : i• /~/ i  ~ 
.TERRACE ~ An  American incident in Which Strange i1' guide and non,re~dent licences. Bu; Washington" S ta te  forfeited. " . . . . . .  " ' : ' 
hunter "wh'o~ local conservation. legally obtained eLresident hun- he explained. ~That grizzly authorities charged Strange in  Kaiina called the penalties 
officers bei i i~. l~'b~h illegai:i tint licenee that:enabled him tO hunt alone probably would have connection with that incident, relativel h" . 
ly hu~ting.h~~for afteaS/eight ~: sh00tagr~y,:said istrict Con' cost him $15.000~':~ ''. " o,.t ,~,. ~, .,., . . . . .  r;...a y ugh : ' 
y ars has been fined more than: servatmn officer: Peter Kalina.. Strange took the :grizzly in a /another $2 500i • . grnzzJy is the pinnacle of a 
$5k..(~. f orpoaching,i" ii: The American hunter.! bought limited entw hunting ar;a[after / "Our investigation turned O' hunter's experience,,, :he Said.  
.. trill .::Stran8e,:i~:iqf~:C0wlitz some property•here ini983and using ~i his resident/hunting evidence that he'd beenhuntin~ I think B.C. residentshave the 
t~o.un.ty~ i n, W~hlngtbn State, '::~ideclared it as his residence so he number to win' a SpOt ~vith four in this area Since 1983," Kaiina riglzt to be little possessive of 
was fined.$2,0~lastm6nthlfor . couldhunt here as aB C resi: other hunters in ~ n.~a.Aa ~._ . . , J  , .... . . . . .  . . . .  their wildlife heritaoe " 
providing 'false information to: ~ dent .  , . . . .  r " ~ ' i ~ ~M'I ~ " hunt. : ': " ; '""  :.~" ? ' "~ ' ,  su~stantlatee 'tw~e re ki°llmnYu at~e t~o He said p0achin;isa serious 
obtain a grizzly. ~ beat ihunting . "The only reason he did it Kalina' said B C 's  environ. : o,~,,, ,,,.t ,h,. O,;..n,, ,, "~ .... 0ffen~e and ;, ,-,~,,~,...~ .,. h . .  
ncence. He~,~vaS :fiiied another Was to Save money,,': Kalzna meat ministry couldn,t :bring ~'S;ran~eTcannot'~(mnt in B.C. :serious-p-r'ot)l'em"i'nt'lzis~ar~.  "" 
" ' -  %~ 
\ . '  
6, ,  
charges against Strange foi" the fo r  one year and is suspended "lim convinced it's going on 
1987 poaching o f  a mountain . fr6m: hunting in the U.S, :for beyond anything We're aware 
goat in  :the :Skeen a 'region, two years. Hewon't be able to ~: .of," he said. "But. we don't 
because of the 18-month: statute hunt:again as a resident hunter, know how much it s going on 
of limitationsunder the B.C.., Kaiina said, and the goat and, because of thes, urreptitiousness 
Wildlife Act. : ' : grizzly • trophies have been. of the offence. 
• i : i  " 
. . ; . .  
THURSDAY j FRIDAY SATURDAY 
JULY 4 JULY 5 JULY 6 
MC CAIN 
TREE HOUSE 
BLEND FROZEN 
PUNCH 
355 mL tin. Assorted varieties. 
Reg. price $1.59 
BUY ONE TIN AT 
REGULAR PRICE RECEIVE ~ 
ONE TIN FOR 
WESTERN FAMILY 
LUNCHEON 
MEATS 
6 varieties - 175 g 
Reg. price $2.39 
~IUY ONE PACKAGE AT 
REGULAR PRICE RECEIVE 
SECOND PACKAGE FOR 
DAIRYLAND 
POPSICLES 
FUDGESICLES 
REVELS 
6 per package 
Reg. price $2.19 
, . 
BUY ONE PACKAGE AT 
REGULAR PRICE RECEIVE 
SECOND PACKAGE FOR 
, . .  , , .  ~ii~: 
C 
I 
m 
C 
C 
WESTERN FAMILY 
KETTLE 
POTATO 
CHIPS • • - 
175 g bag 
Reg. price $2.19 ~i~: -~ 
"-- ' - - -  ~ i i ' -~  ~ i i ~ BUY ONE PACKAGE AT 
i~ . . . . . .  i !/ ~ REGULAR PRICE RECEIVE" 
~:= i~ :;~ SECOND PACKAGE FOR 
OVERWAITEA 
CINNAMON 
BUNS 
6 per package 
Reg. price $229 
BUY ONE PACKAGE AT 
REGULAR PRICE RECBVE 
SECOND PACKAGE FOR 
KINGSFORD 
CHARCOAL 
BRIQUETTES 
20 Ib bag 
Reg. price $9.99 
BUY ONE BAG AT REGULAR 
PRICE RECEIVE SECOND :~ 
BAG FOR 
MIX 
ET TU 
CEASAR SALAD 
MIX 
& ROMAINE 
BUY ONE PACKAGE OF 
CEASAR SALAD MIX AT 
REGULAR PRICE RECEIVE 
ONE ROMAINE LETTUCE FOR 
A 
9 
A 
CHIMO HOME 
DELIVERY 
Service avaltaMe 7 days a week 
SENIORS FREE 
. i i:,!;ii 
il ~I:!II 
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STORE 0 HOURS: 
Monday II m • e ix. 
Tuesday e m - 9 pm 
Wednesday U m.  em 
Thursday ram.ore 
Friday lira. |pro ] 
Sahxday era. tim 
Sunday lore. lira we mnm ~ dim U llmdt 
q~mmln •wrf m mlmmelm 
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I 
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::,!t 
~ee $1 
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TED AND Shirley Frost have lived at the Falls River hydro dam near Prince Rupert since 1980. In 1992 
~e .@m w!!l be renovated so that • it can be operated remotely from Prince Georse.,Frost will retire 
;~ ~en~:and the dam's other operator,.Wally. Schien, will be relocated. - : .. - - :: .~  -.  . . . .  - . .~  " ;~  : . ;  . .  . . . . . . .  ., .... 
I 
i 
TERR&CE-  Remote controlL" : anchored,"'i Keir:/S.aid;, /!'BUt what the companyhasdone for 
ed machinery will replace because this dam was built, in: the'last l0 years ~-.and that 
human • operators at : a B.C; 1930 thestandards, ,,, have, become. : completely rebuilding• • thedam • 
Hydro dam and generating'Sta- more stnngent. :. : .: - . . . .  which ;thdl ~company 'con- 
'tion ',~near Prince Ru~rt: next Keir' mid the rehabilitation sidered ih/988 ,L- iS'~too expen- 
year , - .  : ' i! " ~ ' plan"Was.lone of  four •'options.: sive. -,~ . . . .  
B C Hydro is,,~Pending $11 B.C::HYdr0: considered for, the:.. "It~Was )tng to increase,the 
million on the conVersmn at dam.  . . . . . .  oupui:f 5.9(megawatts) up 
Falls River, 50kin southeast of "Number one was to let it :to 22, ''~Keir said. "When-the 
die.. The problem with that op:' : bidSrcfime in they we{-e so high, Pr ince  Rupert. It's the only re- 
maining manned isolated power 
plant in B.C. 
Operator Wally Schien - -  
who has been theresince 1987 
- -  is retiring while the other 
operator, Ted.Frost:.~ who has 
lived there with his .wife for 
nearly 11 years - -  will be of- 
fered either early retirement Or a 
transfer. 
After renovations, the~ dam 
will be operated remotely from 
B.C. Hydro's northern Control. 
centre in Prince Georg6 Via a::i 
system of  microwaves and 
power fines. 
Falls River acts as a security 
to providing power in the area 
should there be an interruption 
in electricity taken from B.C. 
Hydro's provincial grid. 
Project manager Gordon Keir 
says the rehabilitation will bring 
the 6.9-megawatt dam up to 
modem standards. 
Work includes repair of sluice 
gates and the main structure, 
addition o f  new bulkhead gates 
and the anchoring of the dam to 
its concrete foundation with 
steel bars, which will improve 
stability. 
"Actually, in principle these 
concrete dams don't need to be 
c ,  
CORRECTION 
In this week's 'Great Canadian Summer 
Sale' Flyer, the prices for the Wheel 
Covers advertised on page 2 have been" 
~nsposnd. The 'ABS' Wheel Covers 
should have been advertised at $7.97 
each, and the Wire.look Wheel Covers at 
$11.97 each. 
We Ipellllal flr In,/llmmvenklnce INk 
may have razzed. 
./K.MgJRT CANADA LIMITED 
I 
±- "~ . r 
l 
t ion i s 'you  can't just walkaway/,'sowe putit too bed;" 
fromit.:You~d have [0'restore B.C.' Hydr0 said it will at- 
the  area and_you're talking big tempt to give local contractors 
bucks to do'that." the opportunity to bid for the 
He:ais~)-: said the :"band-aid :job, rather than contracting the 
solUtion":/w=~s rejected--  that' whole:project" oaf to one large 
" would :0nly be a continuatio n of contractor. 
. . . .  ....11| |NR|  
~ r~ ~~~ OF 
/ 
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, J /  '1 
2 ~"11/, , .  .: . .  
BaWl 111111: Taylor DouglaS, . :...~:;.:-,:. :~ 
Date & Time of M:  May 21, 1991 at 5:05 pro_ - / : " "  " 
We491¢ 9 IbS. 7 OZ. SiX: Male ' ..... :~" " 
Pamntx: Nina Pavao/Doug Wilson - . 
Date & Time Of ~ May 21, 1991 at 8:25 pm " " 
WetiR 7.1bs. 1 oz Six: Male .' 
P rom:  Olno Stella & Carolyn Hamer -, ~, .!:: 
Baby"# Nam: Janelle OesJardins 
Date & Time Of Birth: May 29, 1991 al 3:10 am •. • 
WelgM: 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: Female : ' : 
Parenta: Jacqueline Desjardins . 
Baby's N|me: Maytel Erin Runlons 
Date & Time Of Birth: May 29, 1991 at 8:20 pm 
W~M:  6 Iha. 7 oz. S Ic  Female .. 
Pznmtr John and Teny Runlons 
SCHOOLS 
OUT SALE! 
15% OFF 
Arts & Crafts & Models 
Ju ly  3 -9 /91  
SKEENA MALE . . . . . . . . .  , 635-5236 
 ei" imnn 
AND RE. 
July 8, 1! 
. . -  : ,  
• ••• /L•  . , ": 20% 
AlL 
. . . . .  : ~- ; : i !~: .  
..~. : : : '~ - "  
i : i  
) "  . 
% OFF 
WEAR,  
~/~:~./-!- +F-. ... 
. , , , .  
i , • ~J 
" '~ ' /  +,++' " i+ L : i:'i~ + 
II~IW 
OFF 
,ENT IRE  : " 
.'+ -..= =.-:..::+F -+ )!~. 
16+ 
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DON'T 
~ART MI! AWAY 
t~fs u ~ is rl oo. 
I ~, lust =a,-b~ 
S~ p~u~, d~'t 
cat me =ww/. 
I{1111 S l l l k l  ~ 
............................................... i ... 1..94 
Cavon Bacon 
........... ; ....: ................................ ].~4""-- 
Wlonors 
HUg. 12's or 8BQ 8'o ...................... 2.24 
Gouda Cheese 
. , ,~ . ,~d .94 /1 .g  
Mapte Leaf BNf 
~or  PatUn 
12 per Box. 7,0g ........................... 3.94 
bqu 0rado "A" ENo ~J l~ AA 
BOl0n ..................................... dr-Ida,, ll~ q 
Pappe~d 
o . ~ . ~  ............................. 1.44 
~o & Bacon Orio. - 
, , , ,  ~ ,o,.. . . .  ......... . . .  ........ :...£;£+ 
Champion HUi~8 4 e~d 
14 ox. Huxia.; ................ ;, , l *Oq . .  . . . . o .  • 
Plnupple - • • 
, . , ,==.  + . .  
• 10mL .......... ;............................ tv-rMn I 
Fruit Boacks i 
6 Back 24 oz. 
, - , ,  ~,~,,....i: . ................. 1 44 
•mme Snaps 
,~ ...................................... 7 /1 .44
~""=~pe - ld /1  dA  .......... ;,...,:,,'. . ................. 17, . . . - - .~  
CHILDREN'S WEAR 
Chec~tWHazllnut & 
ClmozlalWPeamd ~ " 4 
,oo,  ................................ : ......... ~.44 
Smmomr Seeds 
......... . .............. . ................. : . . . . : .=q  
A.n,uSymp " 
,SOmL Ap~, Unn.. & 1 AA 
lO.. -o,.,,,0 ............... :.... 1,14 
S~l  Ommll 
466 mL Itahin, r-nlnCh 
~,-,.,~,-,-,.~ ................... 1 64 
8peehll0 lleCll 
, - , , .h i . , , , ,= , ,  ............... 1.44 
Lunchqm Moat, 
~=o. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 +rid 
eooe 
S~oer lie,v,/0uty. 0 ~. 4 ~ia  
AA. h i .  1.90 ............................. i ,qq  
1"-120 ~ Tapes 
h i  :03, , 1 AA  
o~1o 
..... :......................................... ~--...,.qq 
~7 F.rdaqp.mts 
............................................ 2/2 44
A~BO Tam . 
",,,. , . - . . . . . . - .  ........................ 1,44 J 
,~.hi.~,.4o ............................. 2 44  
n~ll mB~ulta 
4oo, . , , , . , .8 ,  ......... : ................... 1.44  
Mmama~ Candy 
'000. Putouts. Bananas & d a= 
s~,h i .1  oo ........................... 1 qq 
Royal ca,kiss 
3000:4 Ravom 
,,,o.,.oo .................. 2 /1 .44  
reamds 
~o~hi, hi.2-. ........... :...i ....... 2.44 
~..-. ............................. 2/1 44 
IJcodco TwtotWz. h 
& Go~ie= 100g 
~. . -  .................................. 2 /1 .44
[ F-m Cops 
100 ~, 7 oz. BOg, 3,19 0 AA 
NO CFC'o ................................... dr,,, ~t fl~ 
~s~ Platsa 
,~" . - . ,~ . . ,  ................... 1 44 
ca~p hia 
, -h i -  ............. i ........ 2 /1 .44  
Viva Tom 
..................... i........................ 2/1.44 
cashmm 0 BO0 
TnOet Tisanm . 9 dd 
R0g. 2..9°..,,;,.;. . .......................... . .~  
Bondwk~ ear, 
- , * .~,1 . .  ..................... 2/1.44 
PbsBO 8bawa - ~14 dA 
60 Pk. lie0. ,79 ....................... d / I  .~q  
IBOl P I~  AHIma 
130 • 4x6 
,.,,,~.'+.o,....:. ... . ..................... 3 .44 
h i . ~ o . ,  u . ,~t  / ,l=:k,w,4:f; i.~Tm~t~pTr ' s  ~ J i -4  FFaBOlsSInO 
...................................... ha .  3,=o ................................... ' ' ' £ .44  
mo,~q rata nrma Ape Work movn : 9 AA  hi2-.  ......................... 2 .44  
0Nck.Jump Rope ............. J Ree. ,.66 .................................... m..'-rH, 
h i , , ,  ..................................... 2.441 m,,~,,. 1 A41 BO0. 1.80 ..... ........................ . , - rT  
31'k..lloe, Hulml, 4 a L HUP l I'L a~"  HUN , ej ~ Ji'. 
1 LB BUTTER " - " ' . "  ........................... .................. , , , -  • Jumbo C~adee Hueks ,4 aa  
1 44  ..................................... . . . . . . . . . , , , - - - - - ' " I  
~.  2-0L ............ _ ........... ,.. £ .qq  
~ .  2 /1 .44  " "  % . - -  = ' ~,~ ~ ,,~ , . .  . . . . . .  o .44  
When You Buy 25.00 Worth Of ~. 3,. .......... i ...................... 2 44  " ' ~ "  - "  ,~  be. zoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l . q4  
Grocery Product (Carry Out Food) j , -  BobstaaMmd T4~ . .a '~  
"+ nil. 3.oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ; .£ .qq  
k~mm[m~ I 
LIMITED QUANTITIES 11 a~Pm ~. ,.4, ................................... 1 44  °" " "  ~'  ,, - - :  
hi .  3,~o..._ . . . . . . . . . . .  £; ,qq .  84~tch Tq~ .d in  aa  I I  FURHITURE COUPON 
Bo, . , . , ,  ............ . ,  ............ ~u ,~. ,+,+ i ,  
=,'~'ee" I ~A"~I  1 - '~°~~"  ' '~  VE '50"  0F-F" Moro a~,o,  o 1 44  I REG. OR SALE PRICE OR REG 0 - ~.  l.oo....~ ........ ,........................ '"-", j • R SALEPRICP 
wdhi Pa~ Any Item 500 oo Or More " Any Item 200 oo 
or OxlO 1 ~  i n in Stock In Stock Or I Radod W Plala~ i 
............................. . - , - -1  . (Some Assembly Items May Have To Be Ordered) i 1/4 LB. B~ If HUBOlmS " 
Re. 1.07 ....... : ............................. 1,44 L__ . . . . . . .  Choose From Sofas, Love=mats, Etc. - - , . i  
Candles 
, , ,4, , -  ............................. 8/1.44 
A,t. Jowoa~ 
1 Te 10 Rk. £1ntnp 
~.  1.o, ...................................... 1.44  
Save ,1~ c l~ 
-~+~. -o  .......................... 3.44 
Sciftln Tlaom A ' J  " i - -  
-oa~, .~,1 . .  ....... ~ ....... Z/ '1 .44  
coJpto a, cm,t " 
TNthpull Rq. 1.99 ..................... 1.44  
I ~  wUo~m 
0ha.pea. 2L., tMI0s 
=-  ..... 244 • om.o, .o . , , . . . . . o . . .o .o ,~ ~.  __= 
Tra~ Pack TI.ue 
, , - - . ,~ . .  ........................ 1 44 
Quality 5 Yr. Warranty 
Reg. 16.99,: ................ 
FANS FANS FANS 
12" Oscillatin8 - -  Reg. 31.99 ................................. 26 .44  
16" Oscillatin8 --: Reg. 41.99 ................................. 36 .44  
6" Desk - -  Ret~. 15.98 ........ , .12 .44  
Resin Lawn Chairs 
Fleg. .(. . ...................... 12.44 
[' F~.,,, 3,"%....."'........".?:::._.~:::2.4,, Hum , . . .4"  
~.  '.go .................................. d,44  
Bonbnlee 0,eves d , i J i  
~.  1.o, ................................. n.44  
e~ck nee eue me 
Hums & 0a~len 
4oo,~.3,= ............................. :3 44 
, , . , , , oo , , , , ,  ......................... u.~ 
EIIO Plelec l i~  011 
lO,,+o1,,,,,.,.:,, . ................... 1 44 
.................................................... 1 44 
W~mper 
Hug. ,.so ...................................... o q'~ 
Aikif~ 8attodoz ~ Ad 
2 Rk. C&D, 4Rk. AA, ~v .................. d~,q,~,  
knmddm 1 
~1~,; ~.,~ .........  .................. 2 44 
J .................................................... 2.44 
, .~o~.,  .44  
Igtty Uflor 1o,.~,., ........................... 2,44
oq h i  r~ 
o,,.hi..o ........................... : §.44 
Cedar Shavlees d A A 
1.Z kO. hi .  8.99 ........................ '~ , ' tq  
,lebn Plant Splku dl AA  
hi , . , ,  ..................................... . .~q  
12" Plant Pets A Aa  
nee. 4.go ...................................... £,q ,4  
18 Speed Bikes 
For The Entire Family Qua l i ty -P ro tour -144 ,44  
Our Most Popular Model This Year ............. 
CAi ld lM I Id~_  Widem0thPint12Pereox Re0 999 e.4 r tml l lmn lG i  . .  ~ - .'~]. - .... ~ 4 
. . . . .  ~-~j~'j,Tm-O~ . . . . . .  widemodth Quart 12 Per Box - Reg. 11.3g.9.44 
U~ n o '  Widemouth 1/, Pint 12 Per Box - Reg. 9.79..S.44 
Citizen VCRs 
I emstaut~ 
1L HUB. 1.go ............................... 1,44 
l/Z 6d, bs lbd  J~ 
~.  , . -  ..................................... 4.44  
Boblxr Bopalr or Tim 
Hupifr 10ts 
~.®To0....: ................ i ..1.44 
I~  l l J  
~.  ' . "  ................................. _£ .44  
Swim r ,~ 
Ree. 2.13, ..................................... 1 44 
3 Pk. 6eMlalb X a im 
~.  ~.,o .................................. £.44  
Woeqkm Arm.. dRI di J i  
~.  3,n ................................ £.44  
Ruko .2, Cal. LR ~ I~ lO  a a 
nag. 2 . -  ................................ £10.~q 
stym~m coifm 
Bee. 4.70 .................................. 3.44  
H:IIIIM,1MIRIfllIIi, 
All Simp,¢ly r ln lm 
.................................................... 3.44  
F,,lld~ 8po~ 
~.~m,,,m .................. i .... 1.44 
~.3,,~- .................... 2ml3.44 
~L ~ 
b,.~., ............................... 711.44 
,~-~.2.4o.:..::.:..::.i'. .. . 1 .44  
,ro To*e. ', ,~' ,, . , ,  ;';~;;'~":;,~;,, _ 
eq. 2.o0 .......... ~ ..................... . 1Am .~4 
1.00 
hi: ..... ....................................... 2 /1 44  
i l  10 Pk. Dish aoUis 0r 
Full Features " 274  44  3 - S Fk. Tea Tewifs a . - -  
......... ~ '~ " ' "  Were 389.00..! .................... • .. . . . . . .  ~ ........................ ' "  
I i =* '~ ' "  ..................... _6 .44  Skimmers & CasuaK o-,.,- ~ , .,.c,. ,uoo s.t 44 ................................................... Reg. Up To 34.09 ................................ ~ • 
Ladies Casuals 
Canvas Or Mesh 6.44 
Reg. Up To 9.62 ........................... 
Sandals 
Ladies Sling Back 
Reg. 15.99 Sale ~,~ Pricel ...... ~ ............... 
Mens Sub Jeans 
7.94 
Assortment 
Reg. Up To 34.99 ..................... i .......... 
Mens Sub Jeans 
Brand New, Assortment Includes 
Levis, GWG, Wranglers Reg. 28.00 ....... 
An r.offle R~ 
"~*hi .®- , . , °  ........ i ...... 1 .44  
9Pk.caktHmes ~ i . 
~ ~.  3,'2. .......................... ~ ' .44  
F~eP~ 
,,o,~,,~.,.oo ......................... 2 44 
HulL ~ UtlOl'l I~ ld  aa  
no. 1.go ................................ £11 .44  
11" 
ChlkHuns, Mona & Ladies 4 12.00 'U'.BO0" 2 l&  S im ................................ " all.lie44 
~.  1 . -  ................................ u.44  
Runner ~y  
~hi . , . ,3 ,  ...................... 1.44  
( Asst. BOrn Shoo Laces 4 aa  
19.44 , . , . .  ............................  
. *l 
i I : i 
ASSmIM T.D~I ~ ' d i  A i 
Asst. Rslw I ,~  Viam .4 aa  
Ant. Sire nq. [oo. ....... ~ l ,qq  
G~ Wstmm lk~ 4 d id  
IHaS 8.14 Ree: 2..02. . . . . . . . . . .  i i  ,q'mi~ 
GdS Watsan 
k 4 , ,  ~ ,  1= ............... 1 .44  
BOys Warm ibleb 4" ~a]a 
Om 3 Pk. warm !~ ~;aa  
•an 4.6x ~.  4.01,  . . . . . . .  . . . .O ,q  .q 
Lec~ Am lbt~.  
8, II. L Ree. ILIL . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . .  3.44 
LmHusAssLOadls . 4 Jea  
A L be . .1 .~.  .......... , l .qq  
I J~H~C~t l ia~ . o aa  
S. M. L nq. S~H~.__  . . . . . . . .  O .qq  
Le~ I~na ib~ ~ aa  
s. u, L Hue. S.OL . . . . . .  O.q4 
t .du  Asst. i~s  
h i . " ' -2 - " -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,44  
La4esHa~aBIds . - ~ aa  
O~ Oee. 4.4L..........~..... ~1m44 
~a~ wm i~-" : - ' ,~  ~, ,  
~aee.3,oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O,qq 
u star ~ Haw . ~m4 a -  
hi .  ar~ ...................... L I I  .qq  
~?-~- .~ .... , 
............. ; . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  I - , _ __  
. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i l ~  
1.L__  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .44  
ewpi~ Pnm~e mm H~ ~ a .a  
~.  r,,. ~ .  2 - .  .......... i........... .~ .qq  
h,t~c~ Xm lt~s d a~a hi. 1. - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hqq 
Ladioz Spat Hue A , . , . .  
Laloz Spat am 
3 Pr. Pk. Ban. &la 
h i ,  
sam o.o~ ~.  Ms, . . . . . . . .  . _d~.q4  
IIfmlz ~ O, I -  
s~, ~.°~ ~.  4 . .  .................. 0.44  
BOys & rods Secks ~ aa  
SIZOS 0-4 m. NO0. 3.49. ............ £ ,qq  
n~ ZL3,oo ......................... £1£ .q4  
;o% ........... ~. ............ 2 /1 .44  Tide rm eb aa  ~L. BOO. 4.99 ..................... q~.dl~dq, Tide With Beach ~J AA 4L. Ree 4.,9 ................... ~P,~B~I~ 
m~hwn~ Bat. ~ 4141 AeC Latin TIdo 
,~h i .3 , .  ................... , . . . _ . _ .  3 , .  ..................... - . - . - .  h i . .m=. .  7 ~ 
. Rn  4L. ROg. 11.ill ....... ... e , "a"q 
Sun~0ht 
.......... lO~ .........................  . .... _ . . .  
d A a  
~.~. ........................... , .. n ,o~ 
~L °" 
mw _91 d41 800mt, ......................... v , - r~  
Becbalif 
m~, .~r  o~. s.,|. R dan 
~.  LOL,,.. .............. , . . . .v. ' - r 'e 
~.~ ................... i.............. 2.44  
Su0ar 'RI d dl 
1o, h i  ........................... u .q4  
Hunts Tomato ~uco ~41 
390mL ................................... • v - r  
00011 ...................................... v~ Pacific cannad I AJ l  288 nil .................................. 04  
" ' "  J |  E l  - 
................................... 2 .44  F,,~ ~..  ~ ' n ,  " " " ~ = - .  Noodles ~ ............................ O i l  ' H MIM, MmL, AW, OA 
O~ M~io. Per 100g ................. Omt 
McCm F mzea Plzz~ 
Boluxo ............................ ~1. ~ q 
s~y~wm 
~ ..................... 1 .44  
Mr. I kmk 
Ravom ................... 1u.44  
IL ........................................... ~dl~ 
~ ~ ~ y  4 ~.1 . .  ................... 44  
",=m~ cm., 9 J Id 
~ V ~ r  ~ AA 
7009 l i d  or M0d.... ........ / .q~ 
F~n VqotaUes 
I r~e  v°n° ~ ,~ ~aa 
r 
~h Box reeks S imk - i 
,so m~ amp,, ~ ,  IDA, 
30 Pack ........................... U. - - rT  /*  
=,-  ......................... ,4- i ii 
J 
n 
I 
, "v  
• ;7  
& 
• ,. ", , [  
;i 
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DELl  FRESH 
BLACK FOREST 
HAM 
• ~ ' ,:', FRESH BAKE'D 
E ~ ~ m 
: ' "~;i ) I ; : IBREAD • ::,~.~ ~:,'-' ~'~,, :  
:,~,,,:,~ :ILUCERNE 
,;:~;>' ICE CREAM 
ii!~:@:'~:;<:'.~ :~  ;,. Regular or Light.. 
@:~!!,i~,: ,,-, Assorted Flavours. 2L Carton., I (~lymplc. Sliced or Shaved. :~ , i ....... ~ ........... :::~:~,;:::-~.;s!: : . . . .  ~ "~ '  ~"'~: ~! " " :  
": D 100g ;':; : , ea ~,i: 
" " - -STORE HOURS: - -  
:!" .::,isi#ndaY.iO a m.-  6,p.m. 
)': Mdnl ~' . Fri. 9 a,m: -9  p,m. 
~/, Saturday 9 a ,m. .  6 p,m, 
• • ~ m m - - ~ - . ~ _ T ~ -  - - . . . . . . . . .  ' ' ' I I~1 . . . . .  I - I I  I I I  . - -  - = 
I I • 
• • :~{,);:,;~i:: JUl~.'3 ilo ~turdayr July 6,, .... ~/ I : / I  :::'~: 
" : '3  ) 
!:!£ ,.,. . . . .  
j ;  
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WHAT'S  
UP  
JULY 4. 1991 -.= Thurs. 2 p.m. 
"Begin • the, Trek" party and 
registration for Reading Adven- 
tures Club. Ter race  Pub l i c  
L ibrary .  Chi ldren,  o f  all ages 
welcome. 638.8177, 
JUL~ 6. 1991 - -  Pancake 
Breakfast at:. tbe Happy Gang 
Centre7 Sat: 8 ,  II a.m. Spon- 
sored by BCOAPO Branch 73 
(B.C. Old Age Pensioners' 
Organization) 635-9090. 3226 
Kalum. 
JULY 19. 1991 - -  Support group 
meeting for persons suffering 
from M .E. (Myaligic 
Encephalomyletis). also known 
as CFIDS (Chronic Fatigue and 
Immune Dysfunction 
Syndrome). We will be meeting 
in tbe downstairs meeting room 
of the Terrace Public Library at 
7:30 p.m. For more  info, please 
call Kathleen Talstra at 
635-2718. 
'k ~" ,k .k .k 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 
"Ch i ld  Health clinics" for  
Tuesdays from 9:30 a .m; -  12 
p.m. and from 1:30 p.m. - 4p.m. 
Thursdays 1:30 p.m. - 4 ' p.m. 
Duties include weighing & 
measuring children. No lifting 
necessary. For more information 
call Debra at 638-3310 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS 
practice every Mon. from 7:30 
8:10 p.m. Jr. Table; 8:20 - 9:00 
p.m. Sr. Table; 9:i5 -9:45 p.m. 
piping & drumming. Meet at the 
Kin Hut next to Heritage Park. 
Anyone interested in playing or 
learning to play. call Audrey 
Kerr at 635-3726. 
4r 'k ,k "k ,k 
CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT  
White Cane Club meeting the 
2nd Tues. of every month at 1:00 
p.m. in the Women's Resource 
Centre. Everyone welcome. For 
information phone Phyllis at'  
638-0412 or Evelyn at 635-7015. •
• *****  - i 
TERRACE - KITIMA~r 
SINGLES meet e~'ery Tuesdayl~t 
Mr. Mikes- 7 p.m. Terrace. 
May 25 Picnic S i te ,  2 p.m. & 
May 26 Brunch II a.m. and 
Ureper ie a't t p.m. FOr ln fo~ 
phone 635,3238':~:~" =-: " - " . . . . .  
THE ALZHEIMER SuPPOrT<: ~
group •holds monthly, meetings 
on the last Thursday of  each 
month at 2:00 p.m, .at. Tcr- 
raceview Lodge. These are infor- 
mal gatherings and new members 
are most welcome. For more in- 
formation please 'call GIIlian at 
635-3381. 
'~ 'k ,& 't' *' ' 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 
**Child Health Clinics" for 
Tuesdays fron~ 9:30 a.m. - 12 
p.m. and from 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Thursdays 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Duties include weighing & 
measuring children. No lifting 
necessary. For more information 
call Debra at 638-3310 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS 
practice every Mon. from 7;30 
' g:'10 'p.m. Jr. Table;8:20 - 9:00 
p.m. Sr. Table; 9:i5 - 9:45 p.m. 
piping & drumming. Meet at the 
Kin Hut next to Heritage Park. 
"Anyone interested in playing or 
le'arning to play, call Audi'ey 
Kerr at 635-3726. 
CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT  
White Cane-• Club  meeting the 
2nd Tues. of every month at 1:00 
p.m. in  the Women% Resource 
Cat'ire.: Everyone) iwelcome. ~ For 
information phone Phyl l is  at 
638-0412 or  Evdyn  at 635:701L - , 
. ,..- .'k "k t'~'A'.~ . , 
THE ALZHEIMER SUPPORT 
group holds monthly meetings 
on the last Thursday of each 
month at 2:00 p.m. at Ter- 
racevicw Lodge. Tbese are infor- 
mal gatherings and new members 
are mo~t welcome. For  more  in. 
formation pleaseca l l  Gi l l ian'  at 
635-3381. 
[ 
'offers Whgt's ,upr ;;'as ," n 
public service':, t 'o i t s  
renders and: community 
o rpn izat ions . .  
This columil is Intended 
for non;profit ,o rpnhn.  
tioga gad those events for 
which, thereis no admis. 
idon ehnrge. 
- Tomcat onr production 
deadlines, we ink.that any 
tern .for. What 's 'Up  be 
bull ied bynobn on the 
~' For¢6n~buted article~, : , 
tbe:dea~iHaela s p.m. on ,:i 
. /  the.i,~prt~InB .THURS. 
/ 'm is i lo i i s  be,, iyped or 
Hello summer! 
SCHOOL'S OUT. And these Clarence ~ichiel students are celebrating the start of summervacation. 
Pictured here are Julie Davidson, Jessica Cooley, Andrea S~m, Joanne Cooley, Lisa Wesley and Mur- 
ray McCarthy. Joanne, a grade 7 student, finished last Wednesday With the grade 7 dance, and the 
others were out last Thursday. 
Prestigious award 
for local Scouter 
Todd Worobey, a local 
Rover, has received one of the 
highest honours in Scout ing-  
..... theQueen's Venturer award. 
: "The mainaspect of the Van- 
"" :tui'erS is challenge," Worobey 
explained. "Basically" all the 
Queen's Ventur~P.~ award is the 
ult imate challenge in the 
Scouting world." 
He has been involved with the 
Scouting movement for 14 
years,first as a Cub Scout, then 
a Scout, Venturer and now 
'Rovei~ 
Worobey completed the re- 
quirements for the Queen' Ven- 
turer award in his first year as a 
Rover and" recalled it was only 
then, as he contpleled the last of 
the requirements, that it occur- 
red to him how much he'd 
already done "without even 
realizing it." 
Those requirements included 
50 hours of community service 
and the learning of new skills, 
for which he became a peer 
counsellor: 
As a Venturer, he had an op- 
i portunity to make friends from 
aroundthe globe. "It 's a world 
Todd Worobey 
wide thing," he said. " I 've met 
up with people from England, 
Holland, Italy and the Sudan, 
Ion. l havefi't been to the 
Sudan, but I 've been to all the 
other places." 
Describing being a Rover as 
"completely different," he ex- 
plained, "Nobody knows what 
a Rover is except a Rover. They 
go right back to the basics,,' 
Those basics include a proba- 
tiollary, period as" a !!sqUii'~"i 
fellow Rovers ,"decide if they .... 
really want you or~ifyou're just 
some~hairbalL ' '  Worobey said 
he has already made close 
friends with other: Rovers'on 
their different projects or hiking 
and climbing expeditions. 
"When you're 6iit there, 
there's no roles to play. When I 
was in school there's all these 
people wearing masks a l l  the';: 
time. There's none o f  that out 
there. The guys will see right 
through you. ,  
He plans to stay with the 
Rovers while he attends Nor- 
thwest Community College. 
He'll also be trying to recruit 
new members in the north. 
"Nobody really knows about 
the older parts of Scouting," he 
said. "When everybody thinks 
of scouting (they) think of the 
little ankle biters and stuff." 
As holder of the Queen's 
Venturer •award,  Worobey 
knows how far wide of the mark 
that is. 
No fl s on this rn ea arket 
The newly established Flea • ~ : • 
M[trket has been having a good 
number of people turn out with 
li : J Sund=~y.: : " ' ' 
:-.The'other Sunday t walked . ~ ~ .  ? I / . '~  
through.it :,myself and found i Yvonne Moon " Y 
Ella Mt~iel'ian with some fresh 
home::[hade baking and a fe~v: : , .  
garden vegetables :::'-;, ...... ' . . . . . . .  
" ' • . . . .  " • :.,~,~:'~" "" "orn ,  lnr~uonllelCl, un( .  on  
. . . .  . , -  ': .> ' , ce area In 
achtt  o~ h fen  ??mCel;ndsthme: :. ;,95,.Hejnitially he lived with 
. .  , . , : : .  t, • ! . ,  ...:brhther:Maurice in Remo and 
uelictous .viemamese egg roils ~ Worked at-the Red Rose mine 
• ! 'andsp~;~!~i ;  i'l had n look In  1967, ~ Cahada's centennial 
.~i , ,~,~ ' t~,,t-:'.' ,~,~,,,4.,.,~.~. ' year,~he entet:ed the beard grow- 
dresse?i~; l~o~!~an;en ='"?'"= ;Jng•c°ntest and was pronounced ' y aea ups, ; . . . . . .  . - . .  ........ : -.> ,..-:.,-, ....... ~ . . . . .  ,. , ,:~ ,winner, havlng the best beard in 
leaving with••qutte,.;a:,teW:'items;; 'Terra~ ih'e -ri,~ w,, . .  ,,~-r', 
from dlffere~f:i/~bles~:;.~  . : . .~ .  ;.~ ~ :- , . . .  :.--. _ ,-..~-,.~-=~ - - , -  ~ 
'..---. : : - ,  . ,<, ,:. ' .  ' ';' ' : ':,nmrcuts at Davies harder snop. 
sa~: ~°~Cmann~l' ~°'n~:rge:[ag~ He became known to many 
. . . . . .  - . . . .  ater- during his: days as 
. . . .  i ~e :,.careiaker:'ai the iable' at :tl He, = ns'at lO'i~~r, 
Suhd&~:O~,~oP~ . _ ~ ,the south end of Kalum Lake. each .uav ,s ,~ve . :  ' ,~ : ,~ l~p+ th+:,, s. ! "  ' -a - -  , ,r. . . . .  .~,'~,:~{!" ~.'-.~.l,:.:',~_:~~= • ' .: tm t oyc  rs Chris 
: : Foi" more i i~ i~dt[on,  hone :' friends :;:there will •miss him 
p nOuslngcomplex and his many 
• ~.n ~k. . .~, . t~, ; . .  ,~,;. - ,, , 
' Long~ 
Gngnon I 
June 6 " ~ ;~: -~ '~.  := lour~cltildren --~ daughter Cor- in Mills ::L~l~emorlai ~.,.~ ,.=i.,~ 
: ,i ;;i•:~!,i 
Library offers summer fun 
A special club for young readers begins tomorrow at the 
public library with a party at 2 p.m. to kick it off. 
The Reading Adventurers ummer eading club is for all 
children - -  whether they can read yet or not. "Even very 
young children who have to be read to can join the book 
club," explains children's librarian Sandra Cowan. 
Starting July 4, participants can register for the Club at the 
library's front desk. They'll receive a reading club button and 
a booklet to record their readings. 
Every week they'll also get a special stamp, and put foot- 
prints on a map, marking their path through the various 
themes. Cowan said the map includes regions of time, space, 
the ocean, the jungle and the neighbourhood. 
Club members can also enter two draws for gift certificates 
to local bookstores. 
Other summer fun being offered by the library includes ac- 
tivity days for children aged six and up each Thursday, July 
11 - -  Aug. 8. 
Children can attend either a morning session, beginning at 
10:30 a.m., or a 2 p.m. afternoon session - -  eachlasts one to 
one and a half hours, said Cowan. 
There's a different heme each week beginning with outer 
space on July 11. Then it's lost worlds of the past on July !8* 
July 25 is a sea hunt, on Aug. 1 participants make signsand 
disguises for the Riverboat Days parade; and finally on Aug. 
8 it's back home to the neighbourhood. 
Children must ~e~ster at the beginning of each week for 
that week's Thursday activities and spaces are limited, 
especially if bad weather keeps then indoors. They can 
register by phone or in person. 
Fashionable young ladies 
lt;s C-Day minus 25. 
That's C as in Crowning for Sunday, July 28 is the night 
one of the 10 contestants in this year's pageant will be named 
Miss Terrace '91. 
But there are still several important events for the young 
ladies before the big night arrives and the next takes place this 
coming Sunday, July. 
It's the Strawberry Tea and Fashion Show where they will 
take to the runways to shoe the latest in clothes, footwear and 
accesories all supplied by local businesses. They will also be 
"delivering a short speech answering the question, "Who 
would you like to be?" 
For those attending, there will also be the opportunity to 
receive an orchid or have their name drawn as a door prize 
winner. 
It all takes place at the Elks Hall where the doors will open 
at 2:30 p.m, with the show getting underway at 3 p.m. Tickets 
can-be purchased ~ for just $5-in advance at/either Erwin's 
JeWelers or Je~m North or at ihe d0offor  $6.50: 
' Later in the week, Miss Terrace contestant(have another 
important erigagement, his time at the Red Cross blood 
donor clinic at Skeena Jr. Secondary school. 
There they will be on hand for the presentation of cer- 
tificates of appreciation to individuals who have made many 
valuable donations over the years. 
Well spoken 
Each year examiners from Trinity College of London, 
England travel to major centres across the globe to carry out 
speech and drama examinations. 
And during this year's Vancouver visit they got a chance to 
Judge the talents of  Terrace's Glenys George. 
Having only days before taken part in the B.C. Festival of 
the Arts, the speech arts student ook her grade six speech and 
drama exams, passing with flying colours - -  an Honours 
mark of 87 per cent. 
George is now looking forward to taking part in this year's 
inaugral Auro;a Summer School of the Arts for which she has 
been awai~le~'a scholarship by the local. 
In the past she has also received assistance from the council 
to attend rama schools with Victoria's Kaleidoscope Theatre 
and Artstrek, held at Lakeland College in Alberta. 
Tag day 
THE HEART and Stroke Foundation received a boost 
when members of the local guiding and scouting move- 
ment took to the streets for a tag day, Lea Langille and 
Melanie Schmidt, both from the Third Skeena Guides, 
were among those helping out. 
Degrees awarded 
The 1,200 students attending Simon Fraser Universitfs re- 
cent convocation ceremonies included one of Terrace's own. 
Amrit-Paul Pannun received his Bachelor of Arts in an- 
throP01ogy/sociology. 
~A~0th'er northwesterner collecting his diplomaS:was 
Hazelton's Richard Joseph who had successfully completed 
h i t  I P / f ' t l l fe i  f i F  eh l / l |de  ~ars r , r |m~t~nu " . . . . .  ~"  
), Wednesday;, July 3 r :~ 99!. 
i6w"fh:at . , . .  . . . . .  . :: 
~SY:Si~eena Heaiihunli , ~~:=" '(~''  : ..... ' e.."4 :',.. 
i 
_ . , , - .  . . . .  . .  
Program  helps 
'tour':;w, 
I.;;; : ::U,n pedences as a;t  
t ac k ed;..i'bv"/' 
te mlnally ill 
By VICKI FOWLER 
Did. You Know That...a 
Hospice care Program has 
been developed in Smithel:s? 
The Home Care Nm:ses iden: 
tified a need for this service 
through their inVolvement 
with the terminally ill and 
their families. Through con- 
tact with several: interested 
individuals, support f rom a 
physician, and the use of an 
information meeting, a Small: 
executive committee was 
formed. They selected a 
number of Volunteers who 
fectin8 his care. 
Hospice enables terminally 
ill people to  be cared for and 
to die at home, if desiied. It 
focuses on qualitY0frliving 
when cure is no longer an op- 
tion; . . . . .  • "~ 
Who. may receive hospice 
care?"  Those whose disease 
is no '  longer responsive tO 
treatment aimed at a cure or 
are grieving the loss or immi- 
nentloss :of a loved one, 
Volunteers are people who 
- -  listen without judging or 
advising, always respecting 
were provided training by confidentiality; provide mo- 
Ade la ine  O 'Gorman,  tional and physical support; 
Hospice coordinator in Vic- provide companionship.for 
toria, the patient and family; pro- 
vide.' respite for the family; 
visit in homes, hospitals 
A Coord inator  o f  
Volunteers, Joanne Veenstia 
organizes the hospice service 
and has included regular 
monthly inservice meetings 
for the volunteers to develop 
their  caregiv ing ski l ls 
through video and personal 
presentations. 
What is a hospice? - -  The 
word for hospice derives 
from a word meaning "the 
mutual caring of people for 
one another". A Hospice 
Society is a group of caring, 
p ro fess iona l  and non- 
professional people with sen- 
sitivity and a genuine desire 
to care for the needs of the 
terminally ill and their 
families. 
Hospice offers a holistic 
view of each individual, with 
emotional, spiritual and 
social support as defined by 
the patient and family. It 
also affirms every person's 
right to die with dignity, free 
of pain, to be informed and 
and/or nursing homes; and 
will read, play, write letters. 
or assist with transportation 
needed• 
Volunteers are carefully 
selected through an initial 
training in  communication 
skills and helping with the 
grief process. This gives them 
an understanding of the uni- 
que stresses experienced by 
families living with a life- 
threatening illness. 
Terrace Community and 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
professionals have recently 
formed a steering committee 
to assess the needs of the ter- 
minally ill in their communi- 
ty. Hospice care is likely an 
area of need that will be iden- 
tified. 
What are your questions 
or concerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That...?", 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
to participate,in decisions af~,,-V8G,:4T2 ~%~,_~, ,~ 
Morag Hedges 
j 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
' TERRACE"  
4702 Lakelse Avenue' 
Phone 635-6302 
; ' I t ,  f.;~ ~e'; ' )" ; ~g' ,  
Llconsod ' Promlsu~ ,' 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
'Senior Citizens rocek, e 
10% off menu prices ' 
Monday In Saturday .~ 
a:m.:::! 8i30 p,mi.(i: : 
, . Sunday &"Hollday$:~, :i 
day  .:of i :mult icultural/global refugee camp. ' "  ' '". < ": ''~>'"'~:~:~ 
education events. ' : ' ' '  Asian ~air  ':'>'~;I) y taleli :::wer'e:"~ 
The day began with the whole presented by Diane Cey and 
school viewing the award- Eila George entertained wi th .  
winning video "Ra inbow Bantu and Chino~o t~loe ~,,.~ 
War , a symbohc look at  the nletin= t "rniho's nrn~,rnm . . . . . . . . .  he m0---:-= - ,---=.__ 
futility of judging people by was Sylvia Morales ~ileading 
theircolour. " . : " South ./AmeriCan. dancing:and 
StUdents Camilo Deseirto and Sinain~ :':. ~; . • ~ . ... -.- .: 
: . • ~,  v ~ . .  ~ , :  • . - ' ,  , 
Erda(San Lms led groups m , : I:~:.;~:/':..;;:T¥ . .:. :. : ..... • 
learning a number of Phillipine .: n:::~:.the , .afternoon . s ta f f  
dances; Noriko .Braganz,a;:. 0rgan!zeo .a:.mult]-cUltural ::.. 
shared herknowledge of. l i fem sport s event w!th~garnes from.i.~ 
~, , ,o-  M' Pedersen various countries . . . . .  . . , , . , . ;  ...mhelle - . . . , ; ! "  ': . , " : :  
taught Israeli songs and dances; " The next day Was h;~h]|'ht,a : 
• , ~ .  ~ . .Q . . . .¢=.oy~,  
and the French Canadmn art of b an  intern " " .-*~-- :: - ' y atlonal . I=.~uvuu :'! 
Theatre Sports-. was led ,by with • snacks nrenared', by -  • - -  - r Marie Louise Lacourse and her . . . . . . . . . .  - -~= " parents, teachers, and generous 
students, community people..' :~ -.. " 
Kim Cordeiro showed slides .. - . . - - 
of Ecuador and spokeabout her Students enjoyed sushi, egg : 
time as  a' ~,olunteer for  rolls, Asian sausagesand fruits; 
Crossroads'in South America. oolichan, smoked salmon, sea 
Vietnamese student, Ban Lanh lion, herring eggs, and curry, to 
Diep, spoke about his ex ,  name but a few of the culinary 
• . :delights. 
f rom B1 
More 
Moen 
f ? ,k ,  
That Iottery::luc 
strikes again 
" I t  was a most pleasant ex- not only won $100 0n tl 
perience" - -  that was local resi: 
dent Morag Hodges'. nicely 
understated recollection of 
discovering she had won more 
than $50,000 on the Provincial 
lottery. 
Each Provincial ticket is eligi- 
ble for four weekly draws and 
Hodges waited until all four had 
been made before checking 
hers. 
That's when she found she'd 
and Gerald - -  13 grandchildren 
and 10 great grandchildren. 
And I have been asked to pass 
this message on to all of you: 
,lack Matthews passed away in 
Salmon Arm on June 12. 
Jack was born in Hamilton, 
Ont. Jan. 31, 1908 and came to 
Terrace around 1948. While 
here he worked as the boilerman 
at Terraceview Lodge. He left 
for Salmon Arm in 1968, 
He.leaves in Terrace members 
of the Benoit and Halvorsen 
families. 
" J r ****  
I hear George Tomlinson and 
some family members are com- 
ing to Terrace in August.. 
George has written a book on 
his family's historY plus that o f  / 
the area as well. 
"k****  
A special birthday greeting 
goes out to Jim McKeown Who 
celebrated his 84th birthday on 
the weekend. ~ ^~ 
Many niore"yie'ars'~bf go0~L. 
health, Jim. ~; :.:". ~, ~:.:,"./:: 
• Roxette 'Joyride' 
• Enigma 'MCMXC A.D.' 
!0 draw but also one,of the top 
prizes of $50.000 on the May 17 
draw• It's not the first ,time 
she 'she ld  a winning ticket 
either. Two years ago she won 
$10,000. 
The mother of four and 
grandmother of eight says 'T I I  
fix up the house a bit, buy some 
new shoes and bank most of it 
for now." 
_ II 
THE TOTALLYT( 
yQUR POISE!,,YOUI 
APPEARANCE 
9 
1871 SHOWN, ALSO AVAILABLE ON CD .... 
ICE -T!  
OPl 
Matrix. It's hair care for the 
total you in  our professional 
salo'n and,for at-home styling. 
After a consult"alion, our 
.stylists will create a hair cut 
r that SOils yoffan~-! your life.- ,' • 
! slyl~;' Tllen outexperts will 
design a totally personal : 
:~h.~ir Care System with Matri'x .- 
:Sl~m~x)os, conditioners/and 
:stylihgaids Io keep you look, 
;ing ~ur  besl belween vMts; ': - 
:Our salon recommends Matrix " 
hair and skincare products for a 
tolally beautiful you• 
/ 
L lllatrix, 
" - " "  HAIR GALLERY 
4711 DKe l th  635-3729 
Th:ank 
I 
- : ' -  _- i . .>  r : : :  , : :  . " " : , "  
E;::TOACKNOWLEDGE THE ENORMOUSHEL 
THE MANAGEMENTAND STAFF:OF : ':!~::~! 
?'ENERATI()N TECHNOLOGIES INC. " ~ 
)NLY DID THEY GROW AND STORE THE":. 
ERS USED IN THE PLANTERS AROUND 
~DAY TO SUPERVISE AND ASSIST •WITH 
LANTING • : r r :  : ) L . . l  . L /~;  c : .1  
i IUT THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT THIS;PRO-.:I;: WHICH HAS DONE SO MUCH,TO IMPROVE:II :;: 
kPPEARANCE OF OUR CITY, WOULD: NOT:~<~i 
BEEEN POSSIBLE. := ~: >~ ~':~ 
I)lJ 
F ERRACE :I B EAU TI:!E IGATION:iS 
3215 E BY: STRi~ET;~TE RRACE; Big! V8G 2Xg (60:4) 635:6311 
*Cher 'Love Hurts' *Huey 
Lewis 'Hard at Play' *Ice T 
'Odginal Gangster) .Alan 
Jackson 'Don't Rock the 
Jukebox' .Kentucky Head- 
hunters 'Electric Barnyard' 
*Oleta Adams 'Circle of One' " 
*Rick]/Van Shelton 'Back- 
roads' *Dolly Patton 'Eagle 
When She Files' Your Choice... 
I GOOD FAMILY DINING AT  Wed.toFrL g:3Oam-O:3Opm : : . . . . .  . . ::!~ , 
! 
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T :h " '  " i. Ii.IREATHE5 PROP RLY ,., J 
' ....... ' I re   sounding success STRALIA 
Dear Sir:~ >?:,.. " ~ h e  edds on lung disease. 
' On beh~f of~he Kerznode 
Friendship Centrei, I' would 
like to extend ;~bur deepest 
gratitude to th0se~,ho par- A U ::! 
ticipated ~t Our Careers Day : ' - . . . 
'91 workshop."' ~ i i i  ~ e eadrte k ~~g; i !~ e~ i~' ~i 'carrie to ,ydney . i':}: 
This succeSs could not S 5 6 5  
havei, been possible: without O0  "., i.':i ~: 
the input o{ all .ihe resource U.S. Currency 
people that:took the.time to competitions. At their disposal was a fac- i ~'.:~ 
make-th6iizselves available. But perhaps less well-known tory, its machinery in place, Round Trip Air Only Purchase By July 15. Restrictions Ai)ply~,:/< 
ShouldlYou have any com- is that he has also been working which had been "inherited" Travel duly 1 - Sept. 30/91 ~ ".~:'-~::'::'!~, 
ments and/or suggestions to diligently on producing the from the pre-1949 English and ~: :i: 
assist ~ us ~":in ,: future "Cooseman Piano". German owners. "I knew the 
woi.ksh0Ds ' :pie//se 'Contact That Dart of his story began time had finally come to put it /~ .~- - -~ "FOR PEOPLE ' GOING PLACES" us." . . . . . .  • in Augusf; 1989 when he board- all to good use," he recalled. 
' " Sinde/dyyours, " - ed a near-empty China Airlines " The d~ision was made to " (~~RA(j~EEL " 4736 LAKELSE AVENUE ' 
Aaron J.. Greycloud, 747 bound for Shanghai - -  this concentrate on just a single TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1R6 
KermodeFriendship was only two months after model "conservatory upright", 
Tiananmen Square 635 --  equipped ~: - <. .~ ntre, a high quality piano for export 2 2 7 7 
• ~ ~ only with a contact phone and competitive with the "big 
Dear S i r :  number and a few words in the .names" from Japan and South 
On behalf of the Pacific language. Korea. 
Northwest Music Festival .: After two days rest, he con- Only top quality materials 
committee, I would like to t/lcted 1he appropriate import- were used, including imported 
express our thanks to the export corporation which made parts from West Germany, 
• England, Japan and Indonesia. 
organizationsmany ndividualSwho elpedand pianoarrangementSfactory.f°r him to visit a Jose Coosemans Quality was again the focus 
• when it came to enciosing the 
make this year's festival a There he was met by a delega- tremes of high humidity in the . instrument, he panels of 'the 
success, tion of directors, engineers and summer and prolonged low casing being " the  best 
Without the many hours a couple of interpreters and in humidity in the winter. It was laminated wood". Many makes 
of assistance donated by will- the following three days he the latter which caused the most of piano, he explained, now use 
ing volunteers and the finan- toured different plants, damage to wooden parts - -  particle board which, while 
cial support of our award Because of the highly cracked soundboards, warped lighter, is difficult to repair if 
donors and patrons, our task technical nature of the discus- keys --  and also led to instabili- Water or any other damage pc- 
would be impossible. We are sions, Cooseman says the inter- 
curs. ty in tuning and sometimes per- 
also very grateful to School praters "were more a hindrance manent damage. One of the most difficult - 
District 88 and the to communication than a help." Noting the construction of a things to achieve was ensuring . _~ 
Pentecostal Church for their piano was a complicated pro- good tone production and tun- MISS TERRA 
co-operationandassistance. "Each  instrument cess, notunlikebuUdiagacar, ingstability. However, afterl8 " PAGEANTCE /]1~f¢~ 
A special thank-you goes ultimately performs with Cooseman said it went beyond months with the prototype and 
to the many competitors, simply assembling the parts, having taken it through a severe TE~ E /~I~ 
their parents and teachers for a personality of its. own" With all the different parts Terrace winter, Cooseman said STRAWBERRY ! 
their efforts resulting in ~ Coosemans. working together in a unique he is very pleased with the in- 
entertaining performaaces of , way, "each instrument strument. , 8( FASHION SHOW .] 
such high calibre. However, with the chief ultimately performs with aper- Yet, this is only "midway 
Sincerely, " engineer quick to recognize sonality of its own.', Tryiag to point". Still to come, he - - - .  Jl-uy 7 ~1~_._ 
Jo Falconer, what was wanted, sign language predict and control this pointed out, are the legal paper- ~U[~d~ v 
Publicity chairman, and and drawings enabled the behaviour had been the work, proper marketing and | 
Pacific Northwest Music pair to communicate effectively challenge facing engineers for "not the least, financing." 3 P.M. ~/'//;'..7 ',//,: ~ 
Festival committee, enough, more than 100 years, he added. However, there is both ~,~":~l~'~, X :: 
Cooseman said his.foremost Cooseman emphasized he satisfaction and pride with what ~ ~ 
Dear Sir: concern was controlling the does not claim to have has been achieved so fax. (Doors  Open 2 :30  p .m. )  
[ would once again like to moisture content of the various WHAT'S YOUR .::: " " take this time to thank the woods used in making the piano Hal l  
businesses in this community and preparing for humidity 
which support us so readily changes. 
throughout he .year. He explained there had been Tickets: $ erson iAdvanoe). Available At" -- 
N. Blomgren, problems in the past with HURRY, BIC.? Erwin'sJewellers, Jeans North. $6.5O At The Door 
Administrator, Osborne Chinese-made pianos because " 
House, they did not acclimatize well. 
Ksan House Society. He pointed out most of 
Canada experienced the ex-- . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
THE FUN " " '  Osborne House hires 
ENDS 
TERRACE-  Terrace student Last week she spent with 
Melanie Goodlad is spending Osborne House residents at Kin 
the summer working with Kamp, an estate on Lakelse : 
psychiatrically disabled adults Lake owned by the Kinsmen of : :  
at Osborne House on Hall Terrace. ":i'i'.:~::. 
Street. The K'san House Society, of JULYIO which Osborne House is a part, 
Goodlad, 20, is working was able to hire Goodlad : ::: 
towards her Bachelor of Social through a$2,200 grant from the . . . .  :: 
Work at Camosun College in Labatt's People in Action pro- 
Victoria. gram. ~ HOT SAVINGS ON FORD TEMPO, MERCURY TOPAZ AND FORD RANGER I I I I I I I  
TRAVEL TA[ ' : - 8.90, Mo ,PLUS s1500 
AUSTRAL IA  t 
Welcome to Tasmania ~. .: . : ,  
Although very much a part of Australia, wherever you I,~K"'~J -:-" 
come from "you'll flnd Tasmania and Its way of life [~  ~ '> 
distinctly different. This Is an island where the present ~,, . ~. 
Is savoured end th e past revered, where people are im. :~ --;- 
portent, where nature takes her pride of place, Here / ) "~ 
you can walk In the footsteps of convicts and colonists, ~ 
trek through the last temperate minforests, play two-up 
'at casln0s. foll0w the Ovedand Trail, explore glow-: 
worm caves, climb hazardous mountains and gorge on ~. .~ .~ 
the must ucculent seafood anywhere,....__.,~ , R qo/oMooPl i i q And yo  don't have to travel for miles on ndto do It like 
you would qlsewhere in Australia. I : '~'};' ':! 
Unlike the rest of Auslralia, Tasmania has four seasons, ~ :" ~;! 
end being between the 40th and 301h parallel, there ~ :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i ~:~ 
are boauU~l ong twilight evenings In summer that give ,"Y'Wf'F'~ ,.,,.. 
you more time to do things, As rain Is Infrequent, you ~ !',~" 
. would be unlucky for It to spoil your holiday. 
Taamanla'a way of life Is as easy going as It Is friendly, '~'i~"; 
PASSPORTS " " 
, Every visitor Is required to have a valid passport and 
Visa for entry Into Au/llral a ,  ( i 
• ' " : .... CREOITCARDS " ar ! . . . . .  :~ 
The most commonly_ accepted credit cards e .:': 
Amedcan ExpreSS, BankCa/d, Carte Blanch,,, Diners ' "--  " . . . . .  
Club, Mastercard Visa. and their. affiliates, use- tn " " " ,i- 
smaller towns and country areas and small retail shops, ~. ~.~. .~ ' 
cumNc~ . . . .  
Australian currenoy Is decimal with the dollar as the i " ~ ~.~'/o 4t l  MUNI i ' I  F INANCING**  OR UP TO $1 ,000  CAS I t  BACK .;- 
"SlC unity (100 cents equals one dollar). Notes come.~ ' i> !~:: ~..:-.:'.:.: : : ON A WIDE SEECI r lON OFC~I I~S AND TRUCKS ' : :>:! In $I00, $50,.$20, $ I0 ,  $5 denomlnatlons. ~V~ 
- . . - . : 
" SEE YOUR B.C FORD & MERCURY DEALERS ':. ,.<,' 
" IiI111[ G IVE  YOU MOREl  :i: GOING PLACES" ...... ,,..,,,,.. :, .. ! ,:::~-,: , 
i~/: ..... 
. . . . .  :*~, " ~-%-'~";~---,~- ~' t~.. -~~°""~. .  ~-  -~-  = ' )~~'="~=~='~i l tm~o<fo~g,~ . . . . . . .  ,T,"'~"~L:L."~'C~,,~"::,:~ ' i~:.:;*~i. 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE ~'~"~'='"~'=~'~'~'='~=~'  ~ ~: '- 
TERRACE; :ij',i, .-....-z...--..~,=-.,.~=.,.--~-.=,.-~,.,~=,,.,~,.,,,,~= ...~=.'~.,~.:'~:-~.~_! ..~_. , .~ . . ,~ .~=- -~-~ 
:% .: ~ i i  i: :~:>: ~¢~..~.,,~,,~.~-,..~.~,~.~,,cv==f~ >:: i 
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :">:"" ,- : ili;:,/sa 4se4 i~< :::i':':'4631,KeIthAvenu0 !!! :!:i ~,,, .... .,~,,,~,,,>,~,<,.: 
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.' ,,~: By, JOHN CHEN-WING 
Caledonia, in its twenty- 
second year of operation, offers 
more than one hundred distinct 
courses in vari6us ubject areas, 
including Accounting, Fpods 
and Nutrition, Metalwork, 
Computer Studies, Acting, 
Science and Technolagy, Work 
Experience.~,. and if, Co:operative 
Educatio'n also ha~ea v~iety of 
extra-curricular.~activities from 
which to. choose such as 
S tudents '  Counci l ,  
Photography .  C lub ,  En- 
v i ronmenta l  Club, Stock 
Market Club;:Amnesty Interne: 
tional:Cli~b, Choir, Band, and 
~Various sports:--  :: 
Students'!. oh i~the... Caledonia 
• Physics. O!ympi¢; team with the 
guidance of Allen Wootton had 
another banner year, placing se- 
cond in the Provincial Finals. 
Congratulations on ah0utstan- 
ding effort . . . .  . " "-:: ;": 
We sent several teams to pro- 
vincial finals. The bo~,s' basket- 
bali. team,, coached by,~ Cam 
McKay; he; girls' ,volleyball 
team coa Led by Richard Kriegl 
~/nd sp6nsored by Sue Springer; 
and the""b0Ys' soccer team 
coachedlby, Mike Brady and 
sponsored-by Henry Dreger 
represezite~! the northwest zone 
a t  the .,provincial final in 
Kamloop~. The cross country 
team, coached by Mike Reid, 
placed second in the zone finals 
and represented Caledonia at 
the provincials placing 14th out 
of 32 teams; the boys' basket- 
ball team, coached by Cam 
McKay, defeated Prince Rupert 
to become zone champions and 
went on to defeat Correlieu 
Clansmen of Quesnel in a 
playoff to earn a berth into the 
proinvical finals in Vancouver 
and the Track and Field team, 
coached by Mike Reid, placed 
2nd in the Zone Finals with 6 
athletes qualifiying for the Pro- 
vincial finals in Vancouver -  
the 4x100 'metres relay team 
placed sixth in the Province. 
Three new teams have been add- 
ed this year --  Girls' Soccer 
sponsored by Irene Ennis, Golf 
sponsored by Clayton Lloyd- 
Jones and Lawn Tennis spon- 
sored by Grant Holkestad. 
The Caledonia concert band,, 
the Caledonia stage band, and 
the Caledonia choir all placed 
first in their classes at the 
Pacif ic Northwest Music 
Festival, and all received Bronze 
students " Robert Cuddeford, B,C. Government an d ;iijaSod: : 
Jason Krause, Scott Loptson, Krause is:-one . o f : :n i~teteen ,~,  
David Shep]terci, James Stein students from througi~0u~:B.C~:i " 
andDaHd'Wolfe ~ were reel- to be awarded a PacifiC,Rim ~/ 
plants 0f provincial scholarships Scholarship;for a year o( study 
in Japan. ~ and we expect: the second 
semester to add another 9to the 
list of  winners, In the January 
Standing at Music Fest '91. Our 1991 provincial regular" ex- 
students gave outstanding aminations, 10  students had 
preformance in Speech Arts, final marks of' 90 per cent or 
Choral Music, Stage and Con- higher in 18 provincially ex- 
cert Band categories. T - Jay  aminable.courses. 
I 
The Caledonia Concert band, stage band, and choir 
all placed first in their classes at the Pacific Nor- 
thwest Music Festival and received Bronze Stan- 
ding at Music Fest '91. 
MacKenzie place¢, [irst in 
Senior Brass at the B.C. Festival 
of the Arts in North Vancouver 
in late May of1991. Frances 
Brodie •and Heather Dreger 
were chosen to be members of 
the B.C. Honour Choir and 
B.C; Honaur Band respectively. 
Caledonia has a staff com- 
posed of highly qualified, ex- 
per ienced and dedicated 
memberswha ensure that our 
students receive the best possi- 
ble education.: They are com- 
mitted to reinforcing, in a 
positive .way, good achieve- 
ment, effort, attitude and in- 
volvement. 
Caledonia has an excellent 
record o f  achievement in 
scholarships and receives wide 
financial and moral support in 
the community. We have a 
scholarship enhancement pro- 
gramme in operation. Early in 
the school year~ .students are 
provided with current informa- 
tion and eligibility requirements 
about local, district and provifi- 
cial scholarships. 
They are encouraged toapply 
to write provincial scholarship 
examinations. Subject teachers 
are providedwith the names of 
students who have applied to 
write provincial scholarship ex- 
aminations. Teachers give 
students writing scholarship ex- 
aminations extra assistance. 
In the first semester of the 
1990-91 school year, 6 of our 
Award  winners 
"'=:;;":" h' ............ ' . . . . . . .  ' .............. '"~ : -. '.. T e end of.. the year. is a ti~e~i'or recognizing individual 
achievement..Below, some of the awards received by- 
Caledonia students. See next week's edition for more win- 
n~s.  
PROGRAM AWARDS 
Outstanding Grade 10 stu- 
dent - -  Jeff Smithanik; 
Outstanding Grade 11 stu- 
dent - -  Matthew Phillips; 
Outs tand ing  .Grade 12 
students - -  David Shepherd 
(Arts and Sciences); Amandeep 
Parmar (Business Education); 
Brian Allen (Industrial Educa- 
tion); Heather Bretfeld ( Perfor- 
ming Arts); Dave Mantel 
(Visual Arts). 
SPECIAL AWARDS 
Rotary Shield for Social 
Responsibility and School 
Citizenship - -  Kannin Osei- 
Tutu; 
Caledonia Outstanding Stu- 
dent Awards - -  Jason Krause, 
Scott Loptson and David 
Shepherd; 
Governor -Genera l ' s  
Academic Medal ~ Scott Lopt- 
son; 
COURSE AWARDS 
Business Edncation 
Accounting 12 - -  Lia Wandl; 
Business Communications 12 
- -  Heather Bretfeld; 
Career  Preparat ion - -  
Kamaljit Buttar; 
Career Typing. ! l/Typing !0 
- -  Yvonne Milhomens; 
Consumer Education 12 - -  
Scott Loptson; 
Introductory Accounting 11 
- -  Kyla Palagian; 
Introductory Data Processing 
11 - -  Lia Wandl; 
Office Procedures 11 - -  Delia 
Hildebrandt; 
Office. Procedures 12 --  
Amandeep Parmar; 
Personal Typing 11 - -  Dave 
Edmonds. 
ENGLISH 
Communications 11 -- Julie 
Bolton; 
Communicat ions 12 -- 
Denine Meek; 
English 10-- Jeff Smithanik; 
English -I1 - -  Alayne 
Fleischmann, J.ody McMurray, 
Megan Reid; 
English 12 - -  Scott Loptson, 
David Shepherd, Deanna 
Thain; 
Literature 12 -- Heather 
Cont'd on B14 
Students are able to obtain 
scholarships to travel within 
and outside of Canada. This 
year, under the auspices of the 
Terrace Rotary Club, Carl 
Anderson will be going to 
France and Margaret Davies 
will be going to South Africa 
while Steve Kietzmann, from 
South Africa and also on a 
Rotary International Exhange 
Scholarship, will be with us for 
.the 1991 calendar year. 
Devon Kuiper went to Ottawa 
for the Encounters with Canada 
program and to Victoria for the 
B.C. Youth Parliament. Jason 
Krause, Angel Parmar and BaG 
Lanh Diep received Summer 
Language Bursaries to attend 
the Cours d'Ete de Langues 
Bourses at the Ecole Interna- 
tional de francais at the Univer- 
site du Quebec in Trois Rivieres, 
Quebec. Sonya Krug will be go- 
ingto Japan on a Pacific Rim 
Scholarship sponsored by the 
Rosalie: Good Luck in Aussie, 
We'll Miss Youi 
• The Crown Gang 
, . • , . .  , 
:~ ,~ 
In; January o f .  this. school 
year, we:said g6od-bye to Irene 
Ennis*~who~taught full,time and 
part~time;/~ in  ': t h e'~giHbmer 
Eepfioniics 'Departnlen~;i :we 
missed her: CheerfUl Presei~ce 
and her ,valued Contributions, 
we welcomed Scott ArmKrong 
to.our staff asthe Co-operative 
EdUcation Co-ordinator "~ in 
JanuaiT. Scott left in"early ;June 
to pursue his d0~:tora~eat the 
Un ivers i ty  o f  Southern 
Mississippi. At the end of 'this 
month, we. say goodbye:t0 AI  
Cameron. who w i i lbe  teaching 
a t  Lakelse. High;next School 
year. Mr.' Cameron has:been a 
committed, dedicated, in -  
dustrioUs~ and conscientious 
teacher add  we' shall miss him 
very much. 
On behalf of the administra- 
tion, staff and student body, we 
would like to  take this oppor- 
tunity to,publicly and sincerely 
thank the parents o f  all Giaour 
students, the many individuals, 
organizations and businesses in 
Terrace for their generous and 
continuing support of Kermode 
'91 - -  our well-received year- 
book, our athletic teams, 
Students' Council, graduation 
ceremonies, Pre-Employment 
P rogram,  Co-operat ive  
Enhancement  P rogram,  
scholarship information even- 
ings and all  of our other ac- 
tivities. We do sincerely ap- 
preciate your assistance and co- 
operation. 
: % 
i:i! i : 
i BC  Parks Visitors Programs 
i Th.e.summer tnterpretatlon programs ue well underway st Laketse. Lake, 
• KIm .putnam Is the Perk interpreter a t Tyhee Lake near 8mlthero end she 
"'reportsthat vleltom to Tyhee are very enthusiastic about her,~tama...  
,i BOth Lakelee Lake Provincial Park and Tyheo Lake are C[s~ A~ With 
camping and picnic facilities. Over 25 parka comprise the Skews Dieter, 
stretching, from near Bums Lake tO the east; Nalkoon Provincial PsuK on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands to the west and north to Agln neati'the!~Yuk0n 
Other Perks in the Northwest with camping feclilfiep'can' b# ioUn'~llall ~long " 
the major transloortation routes. Outside of'Hazelton th'em'e ~Seeby:Lake 
Provincial Park with 20 cempsltes. If you are headlngnorth 6f"KItwanga- 
along Highway 37, you canalways pitch a tent st Mezladln I~kd or KInaeksm 
. Lake Provincial Park. Closer to Terrace you can see the incredible beauty of 
the. coastal mountalris at Kleanza Creek or Exchemslke RIveri!Provlnd~ 
Parks are a Wonderful resource for all sorts of people~ We:hope you will 
come out end discover something new st your Provincial Pa~jl~s punlmer~ 
Lakelse  Lake Provin©ial 
' @  >- Park Visitor Programs ( 
• Ju ly  4 - J u ly  8 ,  1991 
Thunday, July 4 
3 PM.'AOAP'lilON ARTISTRY. (children) Fudono Bay picnic* shelter,:., ~;;-". :  ".':, ";'~ 
S PIN. PRISCELLA PARKS PRESENTS.... (dramatic'sfldeshew iOm');Furi~:  pixie 
sheller, ". - " =~I',. " ~ "~;":~.} ":;"' "" 
rlklay, July§ .: *.'•: ,, : 
S re .  STORM OnAM MAnege PROgrAM .. (Children), Guestpmsenter Barry P'eiors 
from the Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. Furlong Bay picnic shelter.; * ' . ~-':/~ -]:: 
8 PM • SALMOHID ENHANCEMENT. (see above), Furlong Bay' i}lcnlc shelt~(~ ~.. -.!:~ i~ 
Saturday, JulyS ' ~I,, :;!i.-'~::'~ ; : : : : '  
3 Pig • PLAYilN6 FAR AND WIDE. (running oames), Meet at Lakalse D~Use plctdc. 
shelter. " -" :"~I:.:'; ;;~ "~ ; .~;"" 
S PM. WONDERFUL NORTHWEST WATER. Furlono Bay picnic shelter. 
Sunday, July 7 
4 PM - JERRY'S RANGERS • (children). Fudono Bay picnic shelter. ...... 
8 PM - DIVERSE PEOPLES. Guest presenter Monserat Gonsafez from the Kitimat Centen- 
nial Museum. Fudon O Bay picnic shelter. 
Monday, July 6 * .;." 2 .... " 
8 PM - EVENiN6 PROGRAM- Furlong Bay picnic shelter. • • 
Al l  P rograms Are  Free! .... 
B.C. Parks 798-2277 
W41/IOI/ID 
• ~ ~; ~ '~ :~ ::~*: ,~)i ,-.~ ~, i? .  ~ ~ *. ... • ~ 
J - 1 
JOHN DENVER 
;!: EARTIISONGS IHCONCERT 
SATURDAY, JU 8:00 RM. 
TICKETS $25.25 [ INCL  GSTANDrSERVICE  CHARGE) 
LEE AARON 
BACHI N TURNER 
OVERDRIVE 
SPECIAL GUESTS: YOUNG SAINTS 
SUNDAY, JULY 7, 6:00RM. 
( TICKETS $14.50 
INCL. GST AND SERVICE CHARGEI ., 
-k -k" -k- -k- -k "k- -k .  "k "k "k "A- * -A" -A- "k- * "k "k "k -k -k 
A FULL DAY OF FAMILYFUN AWAITS YOU AT THE PARK BEGINNING AT 11:30A,M. 
- . , . •  
The MUSIC '91 RoadShow Weekerid features two full days Communily ShowCase stage inciu:ing the Edmonton All Gifts 
of activities and entertainment for the whole family with super- Marching Ambassadors. 
star concerts each night;Folk Singer-songwriter JOHN DENVER ' * StreetStuff street performers like the .... 
performs on Saturday evehing;ond guise, Toronto-based nine-peice steel orchestra The ; - .~ j :~ ;~ ~ 
rocker LEE AARON;veteran ,hit-rn'akers BACHMAN TURNER Brasshoppers" from England. i:;~ I ~ : ~  ~J~,  
OVERDRIVE and Special guer, t'YOUI~iG SAINTS share this ' * KidSOwn area With fa~e ~,:.~;~ , i~ '  ~ 
spectacular hard.rock bile on Sunday evening. ' painting, art and •music instrument ~,  ~ ~ : ~ ,  
' ' dk-on synthesizer ~ ~. ~ ~ ...... ,~ i 
iLL FREE; "' ! 
iN PRINCE GE( 
Uired fO~'ea~h'd~!~ I i':, ;!, ': I'~".~, ;I•I;( i;' 
' " .  ume, ":~"" For more,.,, d inf°rmatl°n, ,k , , ' ,  rodln,°n oIII.oon.M,I..,;mnMUSIC '91 evenl,, J' ~ Aproject Olth~ Government oi'B~i~h Cofmf~ia. :~• i ~:.: 
[ [ i I i , iq i 
B 
. . . .  , J 
medais/ 
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:"Wii :iii'~'li';(l it The Valley - -  On.the other side of the 
, •that s all, simply The Valley. 
,To" get, to .it we had to walk 
through the abandoned or- 
chard. The rtrees were twisted, 
their~t~i~ks: black and flecked 
: ,with a;delicate, orange fungus. 
Still, every'season 'there were 
enough, hard, inedible apples to 
provide'atn~uhition f r the ap- 
~ i ~tb~gh~dNend the trail led 
• through"a" blackberry thicket 
iwhich"by summer was full of 
d,ark, l~errie,~ asdelectable as the 
apples were not. One season, 
using machetes of the kitchen 
variety; we.hacked and hollow- 
ed out athorny labyrinth in that 
blackberry jungle and hunkered 
d°~wi'~il] ~qe•~:~lelight ful security 
of our bunker, our faces'and 
hands stained .with the purple 
blood of the berry, to read com- 
ic booksand take a few manly 
pulls On contraband cigars. 
thicket stood the Shack, holed 
and devoid of any treasure, now 
that it had been ransacked by 
numerous bands of marauders. 
Beside the ruins, next to a 
• skeletal chicken coop, stood a 
fine stand of niaples. Vine 
maples, one of us declared with 
:enoogh authority that they were 
known by that name 
henceforth. These were fine 
trees growing with an outcurv- 
ink sweep, We soon discovered 
their spring and recoil, stopping 
often for a game of arboreal 
tag, Like :Tarzans, we leapt 
from branch to flexible branch. 
No •limbs were broken, as I 
recall, testimony to the  
resilience of plants and boys. 
From the grove of maples the 
trail took us to a meadow, the 
remnant of another farm, 
perhaps. Green and lush in sum- 
mer brownwith a musty odour 
i 
made for the stealthy 
manoeuvres of warlike games. 
The forest began where the 
field stopped. Here, standing 
next to the red-brown stumps of 
douglas fir still bearing the scars 
notched there by the men Who 
strained from springboards to 
bring some of the planet's 
largest trees back to earth, we 
logged too, chewing our wads 
of gum in cadence with the 
quickening blows of our. hat- 
chets. Timber, we'd holler, as a 
stout alder headed groundward, 
sending dogs and pals scrambl- 
ink for cover. 
From this point on the forest 
became thick and dark. The 
hillside steepened. At the bot- 
tom of the valley ran the creek. 
It was one of those small 
watercourses with short noisy 
riffles and plunge pools. It had 
all the things a stream should 
have: hatching insects , crayfish 
and trout. 
All trout were rainbows, we 
thought. In retrospect, they 
were probably cutthroats. Such 
detail didn't matter to kids with 
a tin box filled to overflowing 
with Dr, Oleg Mustad's 
Norwegian-made fish hooks 
and a spool of line. The fish 
were never abundant but their 
scarcity magnified their size and 
made their capture an unforget- 
table event. 
This spring, a little over 30 
years later, I went looking for 
the valley and the creek and, 
hopefully, a trout. Where the 
trail was I found two rows of 
houses. 
Undaunted, l headed north 
along the traffic-filled road. At 
the place where the creek ran 
under the bridge there was no 
bridge and no creek. Finally, 
after a circuitous route through 
the suburbs, I found it - -  runn- 
ing out of a pipe. 
The water was a metallic 
grey. Where some engineer had 
accomodated it, runoff from 
the roadway poured into the 
stream leaving gasoline rain- 
bows in the back eddies. The 
water smelled like sweat. ' - 
There was a well.trodden ~trail 
next to my creek •. Large houses 
with larger backyards surround. 
ed by fences that looked like 
they'd been erected to  cotttahn 
floods of lawn mowers~ toys 
and other suburban parapher-' 
nalia defined the severe.ly rednc~ 
ed limits of The Valley: ' 
I followed my.creek through 
suburban canyons of apartment 
blocks until it disuppeat:ed 
under a roaring river of traffic, 
then followed that path to the 
mall. 
Habitual ly .  I browsed 
through the fishing tackle sec- 
tion of one of the large depart- 
ment 'stores. Usually l:enjoy 
poking about through,- the 
shelves laden with gear..But I 
didn't that day,. so soon after 
learning of the death of a 
friend. 
' Half- 
p p.e ¢ 
T h a :  B_~Ska~teboar- 
ding may have just come of 
age in Terrace. 
City council decided last 
month to spend $4,250 to set 
up a half-pipe ramp in the 
aquatic entre parking lot. .' ' '  ~ : .:r, ~" ~ ~: " ", 
And so far the mona's 
been getting good reviews 
from the city's tad riders. 
" I t 's  awesome," says 
16-year.old Steven Maxim, 
known as "Stiff" among his I~ 
skater-friends. "I'm glad the " 
skatersoffer o[" troubie?: . . . . . . . . . . .  
Because parking lots were 
until now the best places to 
skate, the local boarders 
have • been fighting pitched 
battles with some local 
business owners intent on 
keeping them away. 
Maxim says the businesses 
fear liability problems if a 
skater is injured on their pro. 
perty or if u car is damaged. 
"It's understandable --
they don't want to get sued," 
he explains. "But now we 
can skate here without any 
problems. We don't cause 
anybody any trouble and we 
don't get kicked out." 
He's been skating for a 
few months and says he 
wouldn't give it up. 
"It relieves tension," says 
Maxim. "You get a thrill 
from. finding new moves. 
And .the speed -- the 
adrenaline rushes.-- it's just 
awesome.": 
But Colin Cain- -  known 
as ,The  Squire" in skating 
c irc les-  has just started and 
says he'spaid a price. 
Most of his non-skating 
friends won't talk to him 
now that he's become a 
skate.r, .and older' youths 
often try to start fights with 
the skateboarders. 
"Skaters aren't well liked 
• here," he says. "But you  
make lo ts  of fr iends 
skating," 
S K A T E B O A R D I N G  
~ ~E~;~;,~:: " ,,. ~, :~,~ :,,:~ ~=:'~ ,~;,~:~: ...: ~-,-, ~.-- 
., l ' , • i :  
b • 
• %,  
(; 
~'[~ ~:~ ' '~J POISED for, takeoff, 
",~;~;;:~;':,,~i~.':~ Steven "Stiff" Maxim 
~:~=~'~ . ,:i !i: readies to ride the ramp at 
the city's new $4,200 half- 
pipe for skateboarders. 
~;~:i~ Skaters there say the pur- 
~,~Y~ chase of the ramp was a 
~~'~ good idea, because It 
,,,:,,,, gives them a place to go 
~.~ :~i to, and they don't have to 
deal with irate businesses. 
~.. ~:,::::'~: Skating here is  on the 
~ ~,~i upswing, as more and 
:,~,~ more youthsgo for the 
' " , '~ . : ,  rebellious urban look of 
:i ~ i~!i:ii!~::i! the activity. There's only 
. . . . .  ~: one problem, • they say: 
there aren't enough girls 
skating, ", : ~ 
' •~ '= i i , ~ . 
I I ii 
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Northmen 
flogg=ng 
dead camels 
SMITHERS - -  The Terrace 
Northmen kept their perfect 
1991 season winning record in- 
tact with a lop-sided 30-4 
decimation of the Smithers 
Camels June 22. 
In a slight mid-season change 
in the N0gth Cofist Rugby 
Union. the Northmen travelled 
to Smithers to wreak havoc in a 
Saturday night contest. 
The Northmen &fence was 
tested numerous times in the 
first half, but held fast. The on. 
ly points against were scored on 
a hotly, disputed play in which 
an accidental offside the Nor- 
thmen thought should have 
been called wasn't. The referee 
let play continue and the 
Camels scored giving them their 
only points of the'game. 
The Terrace forward pack 
played an awesome game, 
dominating the scrums, tucks 
and mauls with authority. With 
the pack controlling the ball. 
the backs had plenty of oppor- 
tunities to receive the ball in 
open field. 
John McGowan -- a season- 
ed player from the east coast 
and one of Terrace's newest ad- 
ditions -- scored the first Ter- 
race try early in the game to put 
the Northmen up by four. 
The Camels came back strong 
with Mike Dunbar scoring their 
controversial try and Joe Miller 
missing the conversion attempt 
to tie the game at 4-4. 
The ensuing kickoff saw 
Smithers serum half and most 
talented player Mike Dunbar 
taken off the field after a bone- 
jarring tackle by Doug Wilson. 
Dunbar had been trying to catch 
a perfect Willie McCleary "up- 
and-in" kick to the Camels, and 
was caught in the act. 
Shortly before the end of the 
half, a combination of passing 
from the back of the scrum out 
to the Terrace backs and back in 
to the forwards saw Emie 
Dusdal score a picture-perfect 
try and Doug Wilson, under 
threat of. being relieved o f  kick- 
ink" duty, "iiiissed' yet another 
conversion attempt o end the 
half at 8-4 in favour of the Nor- 
thmen, with Willie McCleary 
assigned to further kicking 
duties. 
The Northmen's long season 
of training and hard practices 
under the unrelenting direction 
of coach J.P. Dodd paid off as 
the Camels could not keep up to 
the dominating Northmen. 
The scoring started to pile up 
in rapid fire with Graham 
Bayles scoring two hard-fought 
tries and McCleary successfully 
converting both. 
Ron Newans --  a recent con- 
vert to rugby and the Northmen 
- -  played a verystrong game 
and was graced with a try that 
McCleary converted nicely from 
a very difficult angle. 
The Just try of the game was a 
personal career highlight for 
Dale "Squiggey" Orosz. 
Squiggey - -  being a hooker 
- -  rarely gets out of the mass of 
humanity in a serum before the 
play has stopped again. But on 
a long kick-and.run play by 
Graham Bayles that saw Pedro 
Rego almost score and Dave 
Hill lunge in and almost cross 
the line, Squiggey "swanned" 
in to clean up the play and 
score .  
Once again McCleary con- 
verted to give the Northmen 22 
points in the half and a 30-4 
final. 
The Northmen had the long 
weekend off and resume play 
July 7 in Prince Rupert. 
Team takes silver 
PR. GEORGE --  Terrace's 
under-14 youth soccer squad 
took a silver medal at the pro- 
vincial 'B* finals two weekends 
ago. narrowly losing to Prince 
George in the final. 
The team -- coached by Ed 
Lamke and Tom Fitziakis - -  
started out with a 2-0 victory 
over Williams Lake in their 
first ilnme and then faced 
Prince G~orge. 
They'lost 2-1 in overtime, 
with Prince George scoring the 
wlnne~ in the final five minutes 
Kelowna in their flrstgame, 
and then were eliminated 4-3 
by Vernon. 
But local organizers say Ter- 
race players gained con, 
siderable experience nnddid , 
quite well overall. 
"Terrace was the,only city 
in the northwest hai'had a . 
team actually make i t to  a 
final," said Bey Builas. 
The tournament tookpl~ce 
in Prince George. Winning. : 
teams - -  representing the in-  ~ 
terior and northern B .C . . .  
of OT,  now go on to face the teams 
/Ter race  =lso sent an from the Lower Mainl=nd'and 
undels.15 youth team, but they Vancouver Island in the pro- ~ 
dldn*[ hre m well, ~ vinclai ehamplonshl| ,...,,: ~,~' 
~ ~nd~tqSs>fell 4-0 to Kelownai  
:;:7 
i. 
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Gymnasts get hardware 
' f  SMITHERS - -  Several Terrace gregatc medal. She als0 won overallin provincial'B' tyro ac- AIIna Owens was fourthall- 
Peaks Gymnastics Club corn- golds on the beam and floor lion. She won-the gold for her round, with bronze medals on 
:~ P, eti,tors picked up medals at a routines, and she picked up a beam routine, and placed sixth her beam rand floor perfor- 
gY~nastics tournament in bronze on the bars; on the vault and bars, and fifth mances and fifth-place finishes 
smithers'tw0 Weekends ago. Two fourth-plaCe finishes on on the floor.' " ' '  . :'i:: :~:,  on-the'vault and bars. 
:;i: i!~:,1~ '.diyi.sional midgets corn- the bars and floor and a fifth on Leah Graham won a brooze ' In provincial 'B '  open com- 
~ pettti6n, shannon Chaluplak the vault were good enough for aggregate at themeet. Sheha da  petition, Terrace's Heather 
~,.0~k.sQldmedal on the bars, a sixth-place overall award for bronze on the .vault,m~d placed Albri~ht won the .~old Overall 
....... .... :' . '  , ' fourth on the bargland her floorl , medaT, after Winning golds in and::, a..stlver, for her floor Corissa Berlin 
i I roitiitie:She also;i~iaced sixth on Provincial 'B' argo competi- r0Utiife, and was~; fifth 'on the: ' tffo event~  the bars and beam 
ta¢ :beam and the vault, for a tion saw Terrace's Felicla Ar- beam. , earning a silvei ~ on the vault 
buah ~ win the silver all-around A silver all-around medal and tying for silve.r on the floor. ~'::' silve[ overallmedal. 
".,l; ~:i:Kdlg?.Juls¢ih' placed fifth medal after her silver on the went to Trlna Maieus. She had Kitten Holkeslad was right 
q~;e~rhll,iiifter placing fourth on floor, bronzes on the vault and three more silver medals - -  for behind her With the silver ag- 
the~iul i ,  fifth On the beam and beam and fourth-place perfor- her performances on the Vault, 8regate award in that division. 
~ 15~t~fli;on t~e fl0or, mance on the bars. bars and floor - -and  a fourth- She took the gold for her vaults, 
? ~'~E~i Mateus won a gold ag- Charlotte Jordan was fifth place finish on the beam. and had silver.medals on the 
,::~: . bars, beam and floor routines, 
5 i  
a 
• , )  
Doubling up 
' NANCY CONDON blasts a volley back in the faces of her opponents in the Terrace Tennis Club's . ••7: 
•••d•ub••st•u•narn•nt•••nd•nandd•ub•espa•tnerF•anMannh•dt•g•th•e•setst•defeatTer- I i~i,~/il i  i : t~T  ' 
~"race's Hester Flewin and Diane Cey 3-6, 6-3, 6~ in the final and clinch vlctory 6nlthe women!s ::/~, /i~ , 
':?dobbles side. Semifinals and finals on the men s s de were postponed due tO ra n. : .i, : ii:,!::',' 
J 
, . ' ' "  
:t No  88  
race .-. 
/' BOardl Office 
L Will Belnstituting Summer Houl 
• EFFECTIVE JULY 2, TO AIJIIUS, ;o, 
1991 INCLUSIVE, i /~ ;  :~:~ 
• HOURS WILLBE ii/~/'i:~ 
8:00 a.m.  to 4:00 p .m.  " • i r~ 
= . 
• :ilNew tire & battery 
Thanks to the co-operation of B( 
t i reat l ( I  battery retailers, new initiati~ 
I()l" VOtl tosa l idy  (lispose ofyot l r  SCl'a !] . , 
tires and used batteries are up and used b,'tttcries, tlmt arc being improperly 
ro l l ing.  ~' - " - .: d isposed o fcach  year, can I)e collected 
anti reused or recycled in to  ()tiler tlselhl 
How to get yourse~r ingear  ~ p,.oducts. Bul only if each or us dnes 
Efli:clive.lune 1; 1991, a th'e - our  part. 
collection pn)gram make.~ recycling 
used tires eas): When you buy a new tire, 
envi ro.ment-conscious retailers am 
accepting your used tires on a0nb-fo!-i~ ~ 
onc basis. ~ ; ; 
The same principle applies to lead- 
acid batteries. One used battery may now 
be accepted lbr each new b'atter);sold. 
O~. y()u may sell the battery to a 
recondit loner or so,'ap dealer. 
A 
What drives the I 
progra~ 
The grceu lc W of $3.00 
you pay on  new tires,. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION.ON 
THESE OR OTHER RECYCLING . ~ 
PROGRAMS, CALL THE BC 
RECYCLING HOTLINE. :! 1 
INGI~I~ATER I~'INCOUVEIi, C4LL : ~ "" ~ 
732-9253 (R-~<:-V-C-L-~.)" ~ 
British Columbia 
Handle with care 
:.:- , ~ . .  BUJ~Environment 
,.! !i ~ !; ,~. ~ ~ ~ "~! ihm.  I)m,e ,U,'r,'i,'~; ,Uini.~h,r 
,e  
~ k ~  OR CAI, I, 7DLL4,7U;.F. 
f ~ 1-800-667"4521,, " 
?. 
. , *  " 
W0REPLACE AO Oi 
PUT ENTIRE FAMILIES 
i?. / i "  i:!i 
;%% 
r 
, j ,  - 
TELEVISIONS THAT PLAY AS HARD AS YOU DO 
If you're looking for the name In Televi- 
sions that you can depend on to work as 
hard and. play ae hard as you do --  
you're looking for Hitachi. Hitachi 
Televisions are built for those of you 
-~ who demand nothing less than excep- 
: " tlonal performance every time. 
The amazingly clear, hlgh-resoluUon 
, "~ picture with MTS stereo and surround 
• sound, along with every one of the many 
• ., advanced features, will tell you - -  this is 
theTelovlslon to strive for. 
: H ITACHI  
21" 
L $449 
0T2033 
. . . .  , Terrace/co,oP\ GreigAvenue 
~: '  ~ Phone ~635-634' 
' i -  
Listen.  Every t ime you decide not to 
practice safety at work,  it's more than 
your  l i fe on the  l ine.  It 's the  l ives of 
everyone that cares about you. It's all 
wel l  and ~ood for  you to  dec ide 
safety is for tlhe othor iP~Y. But~ youdo 
have an accident:, and s ta t i i t ,~ i i~ i~ ~ 
there 's  a good  chance  you wi l l ,  you 
aren't the only one who suffers. One bad 
J 
decision can do a lot of damage, to a lot 
Of people. There 'snever  lUs tone  vi¢tlnl~ 
If  you wOnq.do ;R  for • - 
V . . " 
I t  " r  ~ , ~  ~ , , . . . .  
, k  
:Ref picked for camp 
~, 16-year-old Terrace hockey 
I to the Best Ever referees' pro- 
in August. 
was selected for the program 
'est zone after being evaluated 
son, and is being sponsored by 
:ockey. 
dnor hockey, adult men's rec 
=en's hockey league games over 
that many adults and older 
:," said Terrace Minor Hockey 
esman Brian Downey. "This is 
i~i}i('i~/:: ii~g0od recognition for a lot of effort. His level of 
~-#//;~{~commitment is a target for other young referees 
• .= .,: . . . .  
tO aspire to." 
Larmour says he l~as built up his own immune 
system when it comes to confrontations with 
players over his decisions. 
" I  just try to ignore it and cal[it the way i see 
it," he says. " 
He avoids disrupting the flow of the game with 
a lot of penalties. 
"I try to let the game go," Larmour says. 
"You have to watch out for safety, and I pro- 
bably call a few too many penalties once in a 
while, but for the most part I let the game go." 
He started playing hockey at age 7 as a goalie 
and played in the Terrace Minor Hockey SYstem 
• right up to midget level. 
II " 
S CORE BOARDI [ 
::::i::/TiBihy ~'tt2mE::i¢~i;,Tkins ,No, 5) Trophy #: ; / ' s2a~:#nl~O'Br!~:  
• - :  Heat - -  Ernie Perkins (No, 5) 
~: : ~Main - -  Dave Pilkinston (No. 44, 
; .  P, tince George) 
, :,:~ ,. : ' .  . '  Hobby Stock 'A" 
nhardt 
raig 
It 
tel 
Class : 
n (No. 22) 
~1o. 67) 
i,:~i!#i& 
Rob Larmour 
Heal - -  Danny O'Brien 
Main - -  Ernie Perkins 
Hobby Stock 'A '  
Trophy Dash - -  Phil Truscotl 
Heal - -  Phil Truscoll 
Main - -  Jules Le France 
Hobby Stock 'B' 
Troplly Dash - -  Don Pearson 
Heat -  Don Pearson 
Main - -  Dan Thickcl¢ 
S l ree l  Stock 'A '  
Trophy Dash-  Gord Klassen 
Heal - -  Gord Klassen 
Main - -  Keilh Marshall 
St reet  Stock 'B'  
'Trophy Dash - -  Dave Bruce 
Heal - -  Keith Marshall 
Main - -  Dave Bruce 
'C '  Class 
Hobby Heat - -  Wanda Friescn 
Hobby Main - -  Wanda Friesen 
Streel Heal ' - -  Jennifer Darby 
- Slreel Main - -  Shelley Reinhardt 
Inledor Open,Wheelers 
Associnlion Modified Class 
'B' Trophy Ozsh - -  Bob Mcers (No. 
?) 
'A' Trophy Dash-  Sieve Johnson 
(No. 6"/) 
'A" Ileal - -  Richle Larson (No. 22). 
Racers 
ready 
IN TRAINING for next 
weekend's Skeena Valley 
Triathalon are runner Gall 
Sheasby, swimmer Kathie 
Simpson and biker Andrew 
Simpson. The big event is ap- 
proaching fast and race 
organizers say more than 
200 competators are 
registered for the event. Last 
week calls were still coming 
in from places as far away as 
California, although the Ter- 
race deadline was June 24. 
The race is July 14; 
Are you a you 
British. Columbian-  
Do you care: about 
the future of Cana V 
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NEXT RACES ARE 
TERRACE SPEEE 
SATURDAY,  JULY 6 
Regular races 
SUNDAY, JULY 7 
Regular races 
SEE YOU AT  THE RACES 
To register contact 
 ulh 
B.C. Youth Council 
5th Floor, 1483 Douglas St. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3K4 
Toll Free: 1-800-665-1511 
Express your 
views at a 
youth forum 
in Terrace 
on Ju ly  18th 
]Registration forms are also avaUable at local 
Government Agenl ()t~ees. 
• A -Q UA B .AT  I C SPORTS '  
.......................................... - _= . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Stay warm on the 
Orysuits and l iners for 
watersports, from 
Colorado Kayak Supply. 
Wetsuits fo r  tr iathalon, 
paddling, and div ing 
from" Brooks and 
Fitzwdght. 
Lifejadtets and P.F.D/s 
from Extrasport and / 
Alpine Wilderness. /, Kayaks, Biddies,  and 
lots of accessories. 
Quality_ gear....¢om.mmtitive prices. ~.: 
Call or write for further information or catalogue to: 
site 75, comp.S, RR#2 Smithers. te1:847- 3678 
GO FOR A 
FREE RIDE. 
All VOU need to participate is a valid motor- 
CYCle license, appropriate riding apparel and an 
approved helmet. 
Just choose the bike you like and go for a 
free ride. 
I[.:' ..: .4,,,o.~;-:;.!~;:-:::,I~::.v~:.~. 
. ....i <~me nde.wt~ u :~ ~4." .+>, - 
July 4, 1991 
X E R R ACE -E-~IP-ME NT-S-AL Z S LTD, 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-6384 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO " 
JULY,  1991 PALACE  u,v, 1991 •• 
• Terrace Air Cadet 
PeaRs Terrace 
Gymnastics Anti Poverty 
1 Order of 
Royal 
Purple 
Kermode 
I-rienosntp 
Society 
9 10 
Kermode Terrace 
Friendship Blueback 
Society Swim Club 
Terrace 
Anti Poverty 
17 18 ,...0e 
747 
Terrace Air Cadet 
Peaks ' Terrace 
Gymnastics An, Poverty 
5 Older el 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti Poverty 
N.  I.U. 
Ter race  Loca l  
2 canadian 
Paraplegic 
Associatior 
N.T.C. 
Terrace Local 
1 Q Canadian I
Association 
N~T.C. 
Terrace Local 
& Canadian 
Assonla,'lon 
Kil~men 
Search & 
Rescue 
3 Rlngette 
Ye-'~--'-" 
Soccer 
Figure 
Skating 
"t  Little 
1,,# Theatre 
, , i  
Parents For 
, French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
27 "°or 
Softball 
Klnettes 
N,T.C. ::, ' './, F ig~, :  '{ 
Terrace L~al ' '~t i~  ' 
• :.~:/}f;!,!:i !:!,fl: :¸:! !!:::•!~: ::'•~:.•!/• 
7 ce Terra 
Athletic 
Assoc. 
!:}:~i~q~:: - 'A" Main - -  Cnl Johnson (No. 44) 
• . .~:~.~. / -~ , -  • 
RRY "HUCKLEBE 
I:: PI ED $5 000" CKERS FIN , , 
:{This headline may not have made thefront page .... yet. But, watch this space, 
if the government has its way, this headline could be tomorrow's news. 
I{~;,!.The, Biitlsh Columbia Wildli!e Federation is alarmed '.:, " • 
l l  ' - "~ ' 
Iii~a~f;th@;::cu'h.ent governments proposal to i. , ~ , /  
:,,.l!i/ieglelate Commercial Backcountry , ~ :'i:.' ' ....... 
. - - -1  -:~: ~: ?!~. Re0reatlc r ' ' 
[ _J '"';~'liii:{ThlsCould" : : ~'~ r : ' '  mean: ' . ". .C :,: " " ' r 
• G :!!:" .NOHUCKLEBERRY PICKIN ~:::: "::!:i i:~j \ 
;N'OOAMPING . ,:.r "~i!':"~ : i !;:;;"':" 
....... ,, :: :,!,,y \ ~NOFIR  ';"~::::" 
..:,.~:,:..-~:~:. ,~..~,.. ~LI ~ OUP/  " 
4 - ¸• 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Assoc. 
Minor 
I Hockey 
21 
~C 
8 TerPce 
Minor 
Hockey 
15 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
22 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Assoc. 
16 
' Kermode 
Friendship 
Society ~ 
'23 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
Terrac . i Terrace - : 
Athietlc ~ Minor ~: F~shlp,  
ASSOC. Baseball ,::Society 
24 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
31 
French 
Pre.school 
Snl; Afternoon GIme~ - :Doors 11:30 a,m, .~..• ~, 
PvonlngO,,m-- , ~ i~: 4:30 p.m. , i  : . . . . . . . . .  ..... x:, 
Fd;.,;$al:~te nlghlOami~k~;!ii?~.~?i~{~9:3Op;mi/' :;. ' GameiXlO:OOp,m. 
[OR~,~as~ ~ ~REMOVAL : : : ;AISLE CONCESSION:  
• " ,h  " ' ' !'. . ! 
• iI i :"~:~ . . . .  : !Y4,1 
I I 
%• 
.g  - ,  
I " "  
.'~.h 
::!i i 
\ 
~. ,  7 ¸ •~/:!? 
i~:c . -  ' • ,  r 
,:..,," 
• r t  
¢ti  
Hq 
:c 
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EAL STAT 
• . . r' U " .  . • 
, Feature h0 bY ; me 
~,t_ i l~: :  . :- :  ~ l lV I~ ~':'; ~ , : l ~ r  ~::4P'~1'-~:,8111~lk :  :~' :'~-'~: " ~-~ :~'-~ " =~:~'::"'-~:'~~~:' ~ ':~:~:~:~'~':~ ::":'~*~'~"":~"~ 
/ !" 636-1400 : 
-~.  • ~ , ~..,.~,';-£ ~ i '~  -~ • ,'~'~'~.~-¢ ' ~ ' ~  The spectacular ....... 
view is included: , ,  ....... 
Landscaping of cedar trees i ~ ..... ~ 
shrubs and pot ted  f lowers  ':::.:..i 
make this wellkept home a ~i : ; : -  . . . . .  .' ~ ~:~ ~ ~. 
p leasure  to  show o f f  to  , ,~ l  , : :~ 
fflends and neighbours, the " ' '~ ~ ..... ~ 
back yard is fenced to keep 
your pets and toddlers close . ~ "~ ~:~~ ~ 
at hand. Fdends and family • ! ~ •. ~.w,~;" 
will enjoy summer barbeques ] ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  : ;~o  
on the large sundeck with a ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , y , ! ~ ! i ~  
beautiful view of the nor- 
them mountains. 
Indoors you can enjoy the 
warmth of a cozy fireplace 
upstairs or downstairs. The 3 
bedrooms and main bath are 
just what the family needs. 
The lower level features a
built in bar and entertain- 
5336 Mounta in  Vista Drive 
ment  center as well  us a 3 pc 
bath. 
All these special features 
for the reasonable price of 
$89,500.  
Ca l l  E r ika  fo r  your  own 
showing .  
Sit by the cozy fire 
[ , .  ~ , • 
~, ~, i~.~,~/ , i i . . :  ' • : :  ::: ,, • : , , ,  : . : 
,,.,z,~ ,,.~''. . ~ .-. : , .  ,,) : 
Sunny  deck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TA.0. . . . . .  
NEW HOMEr 
No GST on this new home for you in 
the Thornheights Phase Ill. You'll lave 
the four bedrooms, finished family 
room, double garage, and the deck off 
the dining area. Owner transferred. 
Reduced to $124,900. Carl John MLS 
! 
FAMILY SIZE 
large home in a good area of the Bench. 
Home has bonn recently recarpeted 
throughout living area and painted recent. 
ly. Large sundeck ever carport adds to the 
features of this home. Priced at $99,500. 
Call John MLS. 638.1400 
CLOSE TO UPLANDS SCHOOL 
spacious split level home, Sunken liv- 
in.g room with fireplace, mainfloor 
family room. Dini~j and breakfast 
room. 3 bedrooms on upper level and 
full basement. 10 yrs. old, natural gas 
heat and double carport. Asking 
$139,900. Call Dick Evans, MLS 
4800 BLOCK SOUCIE 
Owners transferred and ~m,,IZ~t sell their at- 
tractive 4 bedroo~=qLar~l split in ths 
choice area. d~.~{-I~pll~ITas been com. 
pletely renovi0plJ'Tvithin the past two 
years and is a ~teasure to view. For com. 
plete details contact D ck Evans. Listed at 
$149'900 MLS ,::, ~ !, :~ ........ i ~. 
PRIVACY PLUSI i STARTER HOME • 
Almost an acre in an excellent location of 3 bedroom 1,200 sq. ft. home ona 60' x 
the Bench. This property must be seenl 394' lot in the hospital area, With a 
1,000 sq. ft. home with a V~ basement minimum down payment, the monthly 
features NG heat and is in top condition, mortgage could be less expensive than 
Call John for more information. $99,900, rent. Asking $59,900. Call Dick Evans 
Exel. MLS 
JOHN EVANS 
. ~'~:. '~*;:5 ~ .,"~,.,~ 
. . . . . .  -~ ~!(.,. • 
Everett Dupas 
! - ;  
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Soft Drink 
- Sundae 
Compliments ofMcDonald's 
In a clear record of delivery 
and a Job well done you've 
earned a FREE. McHappy 
Meal. 
  TERr CE ST NO R  
s , .v , .o r . , , .n .c , . - .  
LOOKING FOR A DEAL! 
Consider this 870 sq. It. furl basement 
home on 2 acres, Three stall barn 
with hay storage, three separate cor- 
rals, and fruit trees. The home needs 
a bit of work, but for $58,000 MLS, 
this is a good huy. Give Oord[e 
Sheridan a call. • 
CLOSE TO TOWN 
This 3 bedroom 880 sq. l~p~l~me features 
gas heat, hard w~,~h~,  finished 
basement NG(~j~l~"Won't last long, 
give Gordie $~'~ridan a call, Ask ng 
$64,500 MLS. 
- i  
f~ 
NEED-EXTRA ELBOW ROOM? 
Have a look at this 1,224 sq. ft. full base. 
merit on Tuck. 5 BIR's, large rec room, 
NG, 2 brick fireplaces. Give Gerdie 
Sheridan a call to arrange an appointment. 
Asking $97,500 MLS 
ALL YGU REALLY NEED 
2x6 construction (R20) Heavy 
snowload trusses (R40). 3 B/R (14x 
12) & 2(lOx9~h). Large "Eoro" kit- 
chen (11% x 25). Bay window in liv- 
ing room. Full bsmt to develop to your 
needs. New construction. Listed Ex- 
clusive with RE/MAX. 
.... T ,E  
3 yr. old home with many~ special 
features; oak cabinets with. bu;tt.in 
dishwasher + panW cupboard, natural 
gas fireplace. 4 pc, bath plus 3 pc. on. 
suite (shower staU/glass door) ~h base• 
mont. Large sundeck with garden doors. 
Call Erika for your showing. EXCL. 
" ERIKA PELLETI I=R 
~OADSIDE SCREENING DEVICES 
| FIT IN THE PALM OF 
I ANY P~LICE OFRCER'S HAND... 
.C. 
THE WORLD 
ISYOURS ...IF 
YOU, I(iVO W THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.: 
' Wherewt you. move 'lhe Welcome 
' W alert hostess ii the risht person to 
help you finder i)lica in]your new 
• i¢ommunily, ii ~: i~i !,', *. : r , 
i L! ' K,r~i~ii3~/OT 
I ,Km rZneS  oo4, 
l I "** i ,:'~ r q'",fi 'i ~i, ~ , ' 
MOBILE HOME AT IT'S BEST 
Check out this great 12 x 68 mobile 
home in immaculate condition for 
only $13,500. Give Shaunce a call 
for more information. 
PRIME BUILDING LOTS 
Considering building? All these lots 
are available to be utilized im. 
mediately. 4 on Eby Street, 4 on Be- 
jong Crescent, and 2 on Mountain. 
view. All amenities available: Call 
Shaunce for more information• 
GOOD VALUE 
- 1340 sq. It, -NIG heat 
- 3 bedrooms - 67 x 144 
Vz Basement 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown core we 
have for sale two 66' x 122' and 
one 85' x 122' cleared and level 
residential ots, rangi~o in price 
trom $14,900 to $19,000. For 
more information, please give us a 
call. MLS 
Sfan Parker 
636,4031 
SWIMMING POOL, JACUZZI 
AND SAUNA 
this four bedroom home has 1,400 
sq. ft. of living space, a full finished 
basement with kitchenette, two 
natural stone fireplaces and ensuite. 
Pool area is finished in natural ava 
and tile. Listed at $185,000 MLS. 
Call Ted now 635-5619. 
GOOD SOLID INVESTMENT 
FOR THE HANDYMAN 
Much of tl~e renovating has already 
been dons. All the material for 
finishing is included in the sale. 
Many lovely features and great 
potential on the Vz acre lot. Ap. 
pltance included. A great way to get 
started. Asking $59,900 MLS. For 
more info. call Laurie. 
10 ACHES 
Located approx. 7 miles south of 
Terrace, 10 acres level land, Asking 
$23~500 MLS. 
Yz ACRE SERVICED LOT 
Located in quiet residential area of 
Thomhill, This fully serviced and 
fenced lot is ready lot occupancy. 
The features of the lot allow for 
some creative landscaping, Asking 
$12,900 MLS. Call Laurie, 
• .k~/  "k '  ?!,( 
Jim Duffy  
635-6660 
Gordon Olson 
638-1940 
I 
YOUR HEXT HOME 
- 3,000 sq. ft, - 3 yrs. old 
- 5 Bedrooms - 4 baths . 
And much more. 
Asking $145,000 MLS 
HOME FOR THE TRUCKER 
COzy bedroom home.only 3 years 
old situated on_3~ acres lUSt 
minutes lromAiqli~l,,ll@e is an add- 
ed a t l rac l~2 '4x32 wired shop 
with conc~ floor, This is a great 
property for a small contractor or 
the ha~vman. Call Gordts Olson, 
At~actlve duplex In deal condition 
in the Horseshoe area. Great for an 
investment or a way to onset your 
mortga0e payments. Call ,Gord!e 
01son for more nformatlon and your ! 
appointment to view. Priced a t  
$85,900 MLS, 
This spacious 1,800 sq. ft, home 
comes with 4 bedrooms, 3 baths. 
rumpus room, and a family room. 
Kitchen has oak cabinets, buit in 
dishwasher, counter top range and 
wall oven. All this sits on a 84 x 
100 It. lot, with a double garage and 
a 15 x 20 It. workshop. It is a must 
to see. Call Shaunce today. Reduc- 
ed to $105,g00 MLS 
LUXURY EXECUTIVE HOME 
if you are looking for high quality 
construction and a large family 
home, took no further. Check out 
this attractive 2 storey full base- 
ment. home in a prime location. 
Features large spacious kitchen 
with adjoining family room, vaulted 
cedar ceilings, sunbeam living room 
and central brick fireplace. For more 
Inlormation and your appointment to 
view call Gordon Olson. P~iced at 
$189,000 MLS. 
CUSTOM QUALITY 
Can be seen throughout his 6 
month old home located on seclud. 
ed 75 x 178 let. Offering over 
2,100 sq. It, of finished living area 
on 2 floors plus a full basement. 
Three bedrooms. Two and a hall 
baths. Family room. Garage and 
much, much more, For your appoint. 
merit this 'truly well built custom 
PRIVATE BUT CONVENIENT 
This5 bedroom home offers com. 
plete privacy nestled on 2.36 acres 
but is only minutes from downtown. 
This 2.storey home with a lull base. 
merit will be able to satisfy all the 
needs of your growing family. Five 
bedrooms. Fireplace~ in.law suite, 
Wrap around sundeck. Call Jim to 
make your appointment to view, 
Askinu S129.900 EXCLUSIVE. 
Is this solidly built 2 bedroom home 
with a basement, Home ~,also 
features fireplacei'garage, sunroom 
and natural gas heat, Situated on 
60' x 375' lot with fruit trees, Call 
Jim about this homo priced at 
$64,900 MLS. 
~'~ i~,: 
NEW LISTIH6 
Attractive home on double lot. Call 
Gordie Olson for your appointment 
to view. Priced at $94,900 MLS, 
, 123 ACRES 
Located in serene and pi(:turesquo 
area ot Cedarvale on east side of the 
Skeena River i Approximately 3 
acres cleared year round,creek. 
main road provides ye~zr ound ac. 
cons, Firs and second growth 
timber. Asking $G5~0OOIMLS 
~ i2  X ' /2  MOBILEHOME • 
4 bedrooms~ 12 x 53: addibon. 
Special Features: 2 sundecks, ex. 
pando package, $25 ego MLS Call 
Ted. ' 
Carol McCowan Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbrlnk Ted Garner 
798.2286 §3§.0382 63§.11739 636-6362 635.5619 
I 
I 
I I i 
,,, i,,,, I rl 
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' Livingroom Highligh£ed 
With InLeresLing 
Window Shapes 
• ,, ~ I t  .~ ' .  " , 
What  a pleasure i t :wuu id!be  
• to  move in to  a : new house ,  . 
. se t t le  down and  then never ' 
need worry about having second ... L 
thoughts oil what should have  *~ 
been included in "the plan. : 
Choosing tlds tudor house " : 
wi l l  give you that  pleasure, , ~ ' .  : 
because it is complete in every  ; • 
way. .  ~ The extor ior,  o [  brick , 
and stucco is higldighted by . 
some very attractive w indow 
shapes. A well,proper tioned ~ : 
..Uving .room with  cathedral ~ ....... 
ce i l ing  and a dining room with : 
i ts  own covored sundeck are . . . . . .  : " " 
. set apar t  from the clutter ~ ?, I 
of  ,casual t ra f f i c .  ;lifo'total: :i;:; ! ,.~.. act iv i t ies  are " an impor i :a, t  : :  ,~" i • .par t  .of fataLly living and in th l s  plan there's  room fer  
those  act lv l t ies  no mat ter  , 
1,152 sq. ft. home on 41.04 acres. 
3 bedrooms, oil/wood furnace, 2 
washrooms, hardwood and parquet 
flooring, vaulted ceilings and lull 
basement with cold room, Asking 
$88,500 MLS 
OFFICE BUILDING• 
11100 sq. ft" including 2 
washrooms, kitchenette, nat. gas 
heat and ,air conditioning, located 
near the curling dnk, and price in- 
cludes 3 • 50'x 122 ft lots pro- 
viding room for expansion and am- 
ple parking. Asking $75,000 MLS 
; 
ACREAGE 
1,622 sq. ft, of handcrafted beauty, 
2x6 ccnst, with R20 insulation, 
hardwood solid doors, window gas. 
Ings and stair railings, Ceramic tiles 
on kitchen ~ & bathroom floors, 
designed in European style with 
double att. garage, Very private set. 
tin(] on seven acres. MLS 
COPPERSlDE RESIDENTIAL 
3 ~r0om ~ u~F s'4~o,'@@o on 
qulel slreel in floou ~uouwls~on. 
minules In town, silualed on treed 
lot with wired garage. Exclusive 
with Terrace Realty Ltd. 
Ralph Gudllnski Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Griffin 
836-4960 635.5764 R.I.(B.C.) 830-0404 
Fresh and bright this 6 month old 
home has generous.sized rooms, 
n.gas fireplace, soaker tub, 4 
bedrooms, full basement with heavy 
wired workshop, 9' ceilings, and 
garage. Located across from park, 
$129,500 
COME HOME TO THE 
COUNTRY 
Four year old two storey home on 
2.28 acres, 2 bedrms, pluspetal. 
Ual of 2 more up, oak kitchen, 
separate laundry & storage, and a 
newly built 24 x 24 ft. shop. 
Asking $79,500 MLS. 
UUal l I y  I l lO$ ly l t l  III lUll~ [ ;g l l lp i l~ ; I  
3.level spilt home. Vaulted ceilings, 
gourmet kitchen with island and 
garden window, ;jacuzzI tub and 
oak highlights throughout. 3 
bedrooms and part basement in 
quiet bench nelghbourhood. 
$119,500 Exclusive, 
SOUTHSIDE RESIDENTIAL 
Recently refinished 3 bedroom 
home in mmaculate condition::' 
Beautiful oak cabinets, built in 
counter top & self cleaning oven. 
Large lot with covered patio. MLSI 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING i 
Commercial building on 4600 Block 
Well kept home featuring large do~ Lakelse, Lower level currently leas. 
hie fireplace In living and dining ed. 2,600 sq. ft, main leve! a~ 
room. 1,067 sq ft, 3 bedrooms 1 800 sq. n. on the. upper raver 
1.4 pce, bath and large 81 x 132J Natural gas fired hot water heat, Ex: 
It, attractively landscapnd lot. Ex-J cellent holding properly! MLS 
:lusively listed with Terrace Realty~ $149,500 ! 
Ltd. I , 
Run Redden 
638-1915 
i t : :# ' :~ 
Joe Barbosa 
635-6604 
what  t lm weather  . . . . . .  - I I I ~ \ \ \ \ ~ ;  ~' / /~Z~._~ ~ ' I ~  
" . . . . . . . .  '~'" ~.  ~II I I I . . . . . .  DESIGN ,~ '~ ,~ ' " ~ ~ . . . . . .  II llr'0~,n,~,~,'Z[l l.~.lO=le.e I e.o=~o I i I 
n n 
- -  1 . .~7x~7)  XK8s5689 % ~ ; ~ ~  
. o  . .  , , ,  - o,o 
J~/.,,~_=.j.q~ ~ uP IF 'A~ER  '~'IIIIII#II~,#I~0 LAID.BACK YET ELEGANT REDUCED BUNGALOW REVENUE HOME 
, = Ooz,,oo .ar. . . . , .  
sotrey, formal dining room, 4 BRI4 Horseshoe bungalow whicl~ has BR/2.4 Pce. baths. PLU~ *Main. 
• I . . . . . .  f ,~ ,~.M' . .  I I : Pce. and 3 Pce, baths, Jenn.Air been tufa y remodelled has all the level laundry Fencing Gas heat W,III,,,,,~- - - - - J l  136xl7-0 I , ~ range. PLUS "Gas heat *New ameniUesforanewhomebuyero a "Near schools - shops *Fruit i - : - ~  I II ,,,,,,m, I II I ,~.,,R~,~ ~ II ~,-..-~ I II carpet& ling 'Gas& Wondfireplace retiring couple as it is close to trees. Each suite has its own ap- 
e ~)e,r.~-* ~ u , u , I "Hot tub room. "$114,900" schools and town. Kitchen ap- pliances, 7' crawl space. 
(910018) Joyce Findlay 635.2697s pllances included. Reduced to *$89,900" (910097) EXC. Call I " '"  / $56,000, The yard Is fenced and Brenda Erickson 638-1721. n .~,'~"~r---L._ ,n  TRUCKERS SPECIAL has a wired shed at rear, Call aren- a ]  COUNTRY DRAMA -"~BAIH II l'l,~nl Include baiamont 638.0268 ~.'~ I I tun . J~1~-~ "ndorlivlns. dil~n8 and Shop 24' x 40' X 16'8" cement da at 638.1721 or .~=, 
r]'t'rn'n'rr "z£z,.,,,gi kZt~hen tov,~L block with all services on 85 x 267 (900170) onRamblingl.6 acres.raiSedcheeryranch heart ,ranch'tyPe'cir- '~  
!1"~ P '~ ~ ~ ° ~ I ~  foot lot. Super location for your cular ddve. Root cellar, lots back ~= 
~ q Width; 46'-0" ' mobile or to build your dream home. ' ! .1:_,~ I ~)  ...J noptb: 44~-0" . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Only $58,OOO..MLS.=:Call Verne , ~ " ; . . . : .  ~' ~ onto Willow. ~Crsek, marketable .,, 
"'$116";,500" ~9000087) Brenda" ' I ~  :I' ~i;'~: I': - , ,0  6 Lower Floor~: Fergus0n 635.3389 ..... : C,.,~;.:~ : V'ALUE-WlsFBUNGALoW'" timber.' Pric#~:~reducedtcan', last, 
. . . . . .  " Engaging Horseshoe residence~of- Edckson 638,1721. 
I -  . . . . .  L .  I 1211 sq. [t. ' FRIENDLY AND INVITING feting real comfort, Kitchen ap- 
L v - .  .... J--'-'~' s Else°g" a F,oO,:e 734 eq. ft. L. - ~  Socond Floor " Interesting lifestyle with mtn, view. pliances included. Sauna with LAKELSE LAKE CABIN Remodeled. New kitchen, 3 BPJOne shower and change room, ALSO Lakelse waterfront at mailbox point. 
u-Qo P l  4pce. baths, kitchenapptiancesin- 'Shop 22 x 16, immediately 200' frontage. Lease of with small 
an:_ Storage shed, childrsns playhouse. Joyce Flndlay MLS 635.2697 & lights. Only $23,500 MLS. Call He Av "1 bl Through c,.~ed pa,,a,,y,,n,sbedbasemen' avai lable,  $59.900 (910110)Call cabln includes propane stove, fndge 
(910107) "$68,500" MLS . Veme Ferguson today to view. 
'i 
, . ,  i BUILDERS 
CENTRE This compact home on 60 x 400 i:,i '~ V'~ 
loot lot on South side Is pedect for ~.: : 
single. Natural gas heat, one 
bedroom, detached garage, Only 
3207 Munroe. Terrace $45,000 MLS (910099) Call Verne 
635-6273 Ferguson 635-3389 Lakelse Realty 638.0268 Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Gordon Hamilton 
635.3389 638.1721 635.9537 
I I 
"Chdstel Gedlinskl 
635-6397 
~) A I I i ' tO' lr ' l~ A 
n u m ~ g l l . z  I arq( u 
U ~ a q i l  mm maw U i~mw 
m=~m u-  =,,=,,.,,- v ~ ~ =,,,,''',,, ... SINCE 1955 
TRA NSPOR TA T/ON 
, ~ S Y S  TEMS L TD. =_ 
BENCH ] CHEERFUL HOME 
Looking for one of a kind? Do J Super sharp Southside home made 
vaulted ceilings, lots of windows, for comfy living, Great family area, 
and cozy evenings in front of a gas heat, fencing, 3 6R. PLUS 
beautiful river rock fireplace appeal *Near schools - bus. Ideal for say- 
to you? 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, N/G, vy buyer. Priced at $49,900. 
garage, private back yard. (900156) Joyce Findlay 835.2697 
For details, call Joyce 
,635.2697 MLS. 
FIRST HOME SOCIABILITY 
Go.getter will be tempted by its af- 
fordable flair. Remodeled bungalow. 
Great family area, gas heat. new 
carpeting, kitchen appliances in. 
cleded, 3 BR. Possession now. 
$76,500 (910108) Joyce Findlay 
Exclusive 635-2697 
Joyce Fmdlay 
635-2697 
Good starter home on a large lot. This well built 3 bdrm bungalow is 
I ~ . . . . .  - . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  ' 
• , ,  
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK o,,3LL,~"°v"°,v~Ew ~ ,~UST USTER CUTE ~ COZY .O,SESHOE LOCATIGN 
Zoned commerical. Over 1,000 sq. 
ft. of living area, 3 IxIrms, vinyl 
siding. ~riced to sell, Asking 
$52,500, MLS. Call Dave now, 
located on % acre and is truly a 
gardeners delight. You can beat 
high food prices by planting and 
picking your own vngetahles and 
herbs in the sunny yard. Also 
features a 16 x 20 workshop for the 
mechanic of the house. Call 
Suzanne to view this home today. 
$65,000 MLS 
ORIGINAL OWNER 
$79,000 MLS, 3 bedroom solid 
family home built in 1982, Offers 
2x6 construction, twin seal win- 
dows, large bay window in the living 
area & vinyl siding on the exterior 
for a minimum of upkeep. Modern 
equipped kitchen with built in Jenn. 
LAKESHORE LOT 
At the start of Lakelse River. Boat 
access only. Very private, 
reasonably priced at $15,000 MLS. 
Just shy of an acre. Call Dave, 
. WHY.PAY RENT? . 
Great little starter home in nk~e.area 
of Keith. Estates," HOUSe;i'h~ :Been 
recenty renovated and.is~ih goo(I. 
condition, Priced at only 
• $42,900" (910104) MLS For 
more information call Gord at 
635.9537. 
Want to buy an island?? 105.26 
acres. 3 homes & various out- 
buildings. Island -- approximately 
70 acres. 2 bedroom, 1,000 sq. ft. 
home. Prime Land - Vendor will 
consider selling this separate from 
the main parcel of land. Homestead 
- approximately 35 acres. Main 
House - 2 storey, 1,716 sq. It., lull 
basement, 4 bedrooms. 2nd House 
- 1,650 sq. ft., 2 storey, full base- 
melt, 3 bedrooms. Beautilul view of 
the Seven Sisters. (900154) Please 
call Joyce Findlay 635-2697 or Got• 
don Hamilton 635-9537 for more 
details. 
PRICE REDUCED 
• FORKLIFT SERVICE : : ,  : ,  
• DAiLY FREIGHTTO~KITIMAT :~.. 
• SERVICE FROML PRINCE GEORGE 
• LOCAL &LONG DISTANCE 
~ ; . . . .  CHARTERS " " ' ~.:q t' 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
• HIGHWAY 37 N. ~. , 
DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL ~ i!'!; , 
,VANCOUVER ....,.,, ' 
Unltad Van Unee .!,.,.,.?' :"-;?,: L-:- , 
KnTnMAT . . , ,  'rERRAC[ 
 632-2544 635-2728 ! 
i~! 272.3rd  Street or 635:7102 ~- 
On this 12 x 68 mobile home, It has airs oven & countertop range, 
~usl been reduced to $7,5.00 MLS. Downstairs you'll find a large bdght 
balm, 2 additions, n.g, neat. Set laundry room and a woodwork shOp. 
up in local park. Call Cave newt Many extras throughout. Call 
Suzonne On this beautilu y main. 
rained home today, 
I 
I 01  the mountains from this newer 5 
IxIrm family home. 4 levels with 
Vaulted living room & lB. kitchen 
with honey oak cabinets. Commer. 
clal quality flooring throughout. 
Underground sprinklers. Asking 
$159,500. Call Joy. MLS. 
SACRIRCE SALE ON 
WESTVEW AREA LOT 
Larger lot in secluded part of the 
Ranch which 'needs a little fill, 
Owner prepared tO look at all offers 
to $14,900. Call Joy. MLS 
MAKE AN OFFER 
on these R2 residential lots, 2 adja. 
cent lots are 61 x 146 each and 
zoned for duplex ¢onstructi0n. Ask- 
!~.$19,900 each, Call Joy, MLS 
i 
*" CLOSETO SCHOOLS & 
SHOlqqN6 
Located in a quiet area of the 
Horseshoe, you'll find this 3 
bedroom starter home. Has a 
[ ]  pdvata 78 x 122 fOOl lot with Iruit 
[ ]  trees as w~ll ~ a separate detach. 
[ ]  eU. GaraGe, Roo~ has just been re • 
[ ]  shln~ldd, Call' ~zanne tot more 
[ ]  details. Make an oiler on $53,500, 
I MLS 
• ' I '1 II & 
i PRUDEN 
1 lit II ] I 
~,~ 
3111:  Blackburn 
J WORLD OF LIVING 
in this newly redecorated family 
1,240 sq. ft., 2x6 framing, twin home. 3.level split with 4 brms on 
seal windows, 3 brrns, 3 baths plus upper level. Situated on quiet street 
ensuite, full basement with family close to Uplands School, An ex- 
room and 1 brm in.law suite, cellent buy at $96,900. Call Joy. 
N,G.heat and hot water, Attached EXCLUSIVE. 
garage, paved drive• For more 
details, call Dave, $109,900 EXCL, 
ON THE BENCH 
This 4 brm home has over 1,400 
sq, ft. on the main floor plus a 
finished bamt, efficient e,G. heat 
and water, 2 baths plus ensuite, 
)lenty of parking with double car. 
)ort plus workshop. Large sundeck, 
,~111 Dave. Askin 9 :~93t500 MLS , 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
10 yr. old, 3,800 sq, ft. concrete 
blk, building divided into 3 sections, 
Each has its own entrance, Upstairs 
is unfinished & needs to be 
developed. Good potential or in- 
creased revenue. Asking $120,000 
MLS. Call Dave for more details, 
John Currio .70.o-J°Y-II-D°v"er ' Oave Reynolds Soz6nno Gle~'son 
_ 635.9598 .. . . .  , ,, U14110 , 635.6952 
CURRIE (1976) LTD, •. ~ ~ ~.  ,:~.~:•:.~. 4650 LAKELSE 
"' I - I l l l l  I 
YOU CHOOSE THE OPTION 
"[his newer 3+2 brm home wil! 
offer your family plenty of room or 
provide the advantage of a deluxe 
in.law suite. Oualtty finishing 
throughout including spacious kit. 
chert with oak cabinets &. formal 
dining rm with sundeck access. Ad. 
jacent lot is also for sale. Asking 
$110,000. Call Joy, MLS,;. 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
2 edrm house on a 75 x 200' tot 
zoned central commercial in a 
developed commercial area, Asking 
$55,000. Call Joy, MLS 
] 
ONCE IN A WHILE 
We list a real bargain, This 3 bdrm 
home has a legal two bedroom suite 
downstairs that reals for $4001mo. 
and Is located ona large 78 x 297 
. ft, lot that has subdivision potential. 
[ For the gardener in the family, there 
Its an astabBshed garden area,' 
[ greenhouse and fruit trees. Call 
[ Suzanne for your pdvate showing 
I today, $89,900 Exclusive, 
I i ,~, 
AVE. 636.6142 
i• 
.:.: • 
k 
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lU  
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIAL IZ ING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
• & MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BO/(TS --  BOAT REPAIRS - -  EVINRUDE DEALER 
. ~.. ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
,; : . . . ;  : RUNN!NG BOARDS - BOX LINERS - i0 FT. SHEAR 
: ::;':: .~ : ':, • \ ~ ~ . 2 . 0 0  TON METAL BENDING'"'S'  I 
~:  .,~..-~ ,' .... '--,-.-~'T. JIM NEID i 
• Y,Y l l  r / l  " _._~.~ ," 4575LOWRIEAVENUE I 
SUMMER SPECIAL  
"i " =54'",  ,.,'"*'"°°MSsz. 
Check our rates for other furniture and carpets 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
. . . . . . .  OF THEE WEEK USINESS 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• ~ .a ,  ';'";, 
4 6 1 0 "  , . L 
' IHAIRREMOVAL : :: ,,: :1 : ~ 
: ,~ , . . . . .  ,~ :! PLUS 
:;" ::4~2 Laze l leA~ lO & TOI'.,,.... .... ~, , .  
:, Terra ce,B:C,  ~:~ 
• VRG 1Sb Total Beauty & Fitness Care" i. '~  ': 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
• • V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
! i i~ ,~ * Portable Radio's 
• Marine Radio's 
• " • Mountain Top Repeaters 
• Scales 
~Ik  ' O LAN IDI]-~F~ r . " ~..O'.O.,~...OIO="~"O"~,,AOA~,0. 
• NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
A A A  A A A J  
' ' :No. 4-5002 Pohle U~UmUZbl 
RICHARD STEELE FLOORING 
"Specializing In Complete Flooring Installations" 
- -  Carpets, vinyl, tile and hardwoods 
- -  Residential and Commercial 
~ .  SERVING TERRACE AND AREA FOR 25 YEARS 
[(( ))) 635-7466 
~ ~ "  4627 Munthe Ave. Terrace, vaG 2H7 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
F--ITERI CE STANDARD I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
I 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. I This space available to. advertise 
Division of East End Holdinos Ltd. i your business or service centre! 
I Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, ' I Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I Reinforcing Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, I L 
I Sono Tubes, Blasting Sand and Many Other I ~ l ' r l~ '13T~ A r ,~  CT'& ~TT"tA~DT~ 
:~:: " C.Q, h S, tF! )!, n Supplies ..... :: , 
~' ~ ":l''::J----A!SO Agdilabie Sand and: Gravel. ' I ~La.z~ ~ 
' / • Concrete  • Screened Top  Soil 
3751 01dLakelseLakeDrive 63,5-3936 or 638-8477 4647 el venue. " 638.SAVE 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpent ry  - Renovat ions  
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. Malcolm Simons 
'TeTrace, B.C. Journeyman Carpenter 
vso  ~z3 Ph.  635-7724 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Cmmatoflum 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE 'DE FRANE 
s,onz' pts~ues 24 HOUR ;A. 
& monuments Answering and Pager Service 
r r~- t  
Terrace. Ki,mat. Smi lhers  635"2444 ,uo~,~,~ . . . . .  
& Prince Rupert Ar,~c~tion 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
['ERRACE STANDAR D 
t SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
General Contractor 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
638-8478 
i~ '4.' 
> . .  
?!i/ 
~y:" 
BONDED, INSURED PHONE 635-3908 
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE FREE ESTIMATES 
I~  FIRST CLASS JANITORIAL SERVICE 
~.~J~ Your IndUstrlaland Commercial Janitor 
' - - - - "  and Caf'pet Cleaner ' 
L . . : . i ~ . . 
• • , 2807 Hall Street GARY VENTURA, Owner 
JOSE VENTURA, Manager TERRACE, 6.C. 
D A | l~r l iP '~ i lA  
U m :11  l l~  
Q~nl l - . , t ,  , , ,~ . .  s,=.,. .  
TRANSPORTA T ION 
- -SYSTEMS LTD.=_ 
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: (604) 635.2728 
FAX:(604)635.719T . .  MEMBEROF~,~ 
3111BLAKEBURNST.,  TERRACE, B.C. VSG3J1 I 
I 
I 
When you gotta have it We'll ~ Ill 
.I[~ Senl~n g~.,- .:~: :~ ' . -~ '~ '~=:~ m, , ,~= ..... I 
7 mmc0u~_~. : "  ... . . . . . . . . . . .  ., ~-~:".':~~ ,~-,. J 
c, HIN~0PDEL~V ER Y your COmGl~l~.;~ O i" 4(] . . . . .  ' ;a~ 
| ' " ' 11 
I "=~ A~ ~m-- ,  Parts&Labour ~ I 
I r ~  ~1,, ,  | | lm~- f0r  any VCR or ~:~, ,~ I 
I fm~ : IU  ~ l ' . l l  Camcorderrepalr~r~. i~ B : 
I . • with this coupon.~ I~V~ . 
IR_':IIR.7 7R9 G°°d Untii ! ~ I~ ; 
• I V V V  • • V ~  31 Aug 91 ~ ~ I 
I ~ ~1~ I 
1202-4716 Lazelle Ave.,Terrace B.C. VRG 1T2~i~ I 
mmmmm, m mmmmmmm mm mmm mm'mmmmmmmm mmmmm J 
i PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING Thornhill Electric . . , .= . . , : .  
• Residential & Commercial Wiring .wa~c~ . ~  .F,,.C~S 
• 24 hr, Answering Service . sc~e~,u  .escrows 
* Service Calls our Specialty 
Terrace; B.0, VSG5A7 ?~;,;:,ii~.~,g,~ii~iO~i-~!'~eg",4 i;:: ~.:,:~ : Propdo 
I ] I I I " I i ] I "  
. . . . . .  : ' L ,~ , . .~  >"* ' ! :~, '~% / ; : ' ,  
~.HICk McCarron 
i ~ '  ~:  
, Eyf/A~ a k'YEa#OW T~WT/NG 
• w~,e e~c~ ec4Je e~OWL 
p.-.o..= e~s.4w7 ............ : plus 
I&52 Lazelle Avenue,  :: ,,~ . ~ : ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, This space available to advertise 
your business orse~¢e centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertlsin8 Consultants today! 
~S|RV HG IHE IERRACE ARIA, : ~- "- 
= • , 
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 TION ADS . 
*'BUY  'SELL P'RENT P'TRADE 
' ACT ION AD RATES 
  638-SAVE 
:DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
.!i.":~.CiassJfied :and Classified Display ,, . 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a Mat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, tha deadline ia Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all dloplay End clasBIfled ada. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1S8 
NI classified and classified dieldoY ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastorcard, When phoning In aria please have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. 
30 wm'dl (firat In~lrtlon) $4./0 plue :12¢ for additional worde. *(Addl. 
lionel inaortlone) $3.10 plue 9¢ for iddltlonal words. *$6.96 for 4 weeks 
(not excHdlng 20 wofdl, non.~ommero111) Pricas Include 7% O,6.T, 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25: Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wantedto Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. '17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc• 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. LeRal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel • 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
I 
The Terrace S ~  the right o ciissJfy 
under Ipprepd41be hlldhlgs ~ to t411 rites thlrefo~, and Io 
determine pa~ to¢a~on. 
The Tl~ace Steadied ro~es  the tiOM to revise, Nil, 
crassly O~ re~t aqy . Ive~nl  and to retain any Inswm 
dkontod Iotha N~ts 9ox Reply Service. and to r~ iy  the 
customer the sum paid to~ the advefltsmnot and box ren~, 
Box ~ on "Hold" iesbucUons not picked up within 10 
dlys ol expk'y of lin idverUs~mml wnl i~ destroyed u~l~ 
n~d~tnO lash'DeUces zre received. Those answer~0 Box 
Numbws are requested not o send originals ol~ocuments Io 
Ivo~d toss. 
All dalms ol e rms  in idverUsomlmto ust be ro¢livM by 
the P~5~$haf within 30 days after the first pd~,aeon. 
It to ~ by the adv.ltsM rNUSSUn 0SpOCO that he 
iUl~flty el the Tena¢e Stind~d i~ the event of fIAgre to 
I~  an adv0flJ~ or M tha tram o~ an error appea~lg 
In the Idv~llsm11~il as p~ sh4dl be imitM to the 
iifllol~1 plid by tho iilvorU,llf tof Ofl/y Ofll inoo~e¢l lfl4M~ 
fw the pm~on ~ ton ad~ space occup~d by the Ir,¢o~. 
ni¢l ~ omittld ileal only, a~d that ~lere shall he no llllAlily in 
event Oroito~ tha amoral paid for s~h adv.tlSb 0,
1. RealEstate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4,24 acres of leased !ecreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
1.: Real Estate 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE with N/G heat. 
Fridge/stove included. Asking $39,500. No, 3 
5714 Davis Ave, 635.3102 or 635.3991 
4p10 
QUIET COUNTRY SE'i'rlNG. Spacious, well 
kept, 3 bdrm log home, poss. 2 more bdrms. 
rustic stone fireplace, Separate garage and 
shop, garden, greenhouse. 638-0768 4p10 
AI"FRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM HOME ON' 200x80 
lot. Natural Gas heat, workshop, greenhouse, 
fruit trees, garden area. $69,000 OO0. " 
635-5974 4pl 0 
HOUSE FOR SALE, 12 Yrs. old, 3 bedrooms. 3
lull bathrooms, n,g. heat and water. Large 
backyard. Asking $87,000.635.7775 6pll 
WANTED: REMOTE WATERFRONT PROPER- 
TY, Mature trees, mountain view, road access 
(4x4). Suitable for year round living. With or 
without buildings. Price negotiable. Reply to 
Bo~ 26 Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave.. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 158 4pl 1 
WELL MAINTAINED 3 BORM. 2 storey house 
miles south el Williams Lake. Comes with 9re- on 30 acres. Play yard, large garden area, cop- 
pane stove, cook stove and propane li0hting. Pals, barns, workshop, year round creek, 20 
Finished cunb~rd~ nd Inl~rinr w:,t~r ~vct~rn miles north el Ft. St. James. Cyndy 996.5390 
"~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ...... home 996 8204 Work 4pll No field or wel Lake has private, air strip.•.~ • " • 
~Asking$16,500torquc s le  ~Gr " ' C " ~ ~ 1 , ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  I~ a~ ~a~i,J.r~_~ ac.~ ~)IVI~-OI~A~BI, E~ ;2 ;,bedroom , house o n ,46, 
~inTjar at RealtyY;edd Northern torlurther into., acres, city water, sewer, cable. On Bench: 
398.8266 days or 398.7470 evenings, Lease 
is assumable or available Ior purchase from 
the B,C. Government. 44tln 
PRIVME SALE, LOOKING FOR SHANGRI.LA? 
1 mile takeshore, 117 acres. 3,000 sq, ft. log 
home, 2 fiieplaces, 2 baths, hot water 
heating. 2 car garage.-Breathtaking views. 
2001t, barn, out buildings: Ideal for retirement 
or deer, sheep, apiary, fish term. Timber, 
secluded wildernes: setting, Much more. 
Serious enquiries only $250,000 firm. 
1,694.3317 " 4p10 
3 LOTS FOR SALE !n on e price:' ~ose ! o town, 
school, hospital. Good for Condominiums, 
Truckers pecial. Must be sold. 638.13764p8 
ON STEWART CASSIAR HWY.  40 scenic 
acres, just 12 km from Kiniskan Lake. Ideal 
for a oroop of people, so let your friends know. 
Good area for fishing and hunting. For more in. 
formation write Jack Taylor, Iskut, B,C. VOJ 
1KO or phone JJ3.7280 Fort Nelson radio 
phone operator, A steal at $60,000, 4p9 
10 BEAUTIFULACRE S WITH 22 campsites, 3
cabin shelters, one motel unit with 2 rooms 
" O'Pd kitchen. Convenience store with tauodry 
and Showers.~ 4" bedroom homes and work 
shop;.Contact Jack Ta]/Io( at WillOwRidge 
Resort, Hwy~37,3'skut~ e,c.: VOJ 1KO Phone 
JJ3-7280 Bob Ouinn or Meehaus Ch. Pdced to 
sell $175,000 . . . . . . . . .  4p9 
OEASE LAKE ,FURNISHED HOUSE, Full ap- 
pliances,'satellite, ievell treedl large corner 
lot. near School and,lakei,lde;;I lop hunting 
fishing, gold mining. 852.2454 $30,000 4p9 
3 BEDROOM BUNGALOW.New'vinyl siding, 
new carpets and floodng~ Freshly Painted. N/G 
quiet location, $79,900, Call 638.8382 4p9 
~3 SERVICED, CLEARED RESIOENTIAL lots on 
very near town. Great starter, $68,500, Call 
635.7405 evenings 4pl 1 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE. One yr. old home, 
1,250 sq. ft, 3 Ixhm, 2 bthrm, unfinished 
bsmt. In Thornheighls Phase III. Asking 
$I 15,000. Serious enquiries only. No agents 
please. To view call 638.8877. 4pl 1 
BEAUTIFUL WELL BUILT RANCH style house 
i~ town. 1,650 sq. ft,, 3 bedrooms, family 
room, 2Vz bathrooms, large sunken master 
suite with walk-in closet and i~rivate ensuite. 
Heatatator fireplace with blowers. N/G heat 
and new hot water tank. Asking $83,500 
OBO. Must be seen, Call 635.9139 3pl 1 
REVENUE 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
9 units containing a mix of 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom homes plus 6 mobile home pads. 
Located on 2 acres, Excellent Income. 
Asking $260,000 
PHONE 635-4453 
2, Mobile Homes 
THREE TRAILERS FOR SALE, Two loP $5,000 
each; one loP $2,5D0 or all 3 lop $10,000.' 
Call 845.7856 8p5 
1979 14x72 FLEETWOOD w/expando plus 12 
corner location In Stewart, (100" X120'). Can. :x 12 addition, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, verynlce :.. 
belly located, southern exposure. Phone layout, $25,000. Ca l l  Dave 636.9222 
636.2393 - 4p10 Mezladin Lk, 4p8 
1,266 SQ, F'T. HOME, 2 x 6 construction, only HELP! HUSBAND HAS ALREADY GONE to new 
:2Y. years old. Slab ,on grade •basement, 3 'job with our furniture, My job -  selling our 
bedi~m~;;U[~stairs wlih ;lr/z:/bathrooms, ~mobile home. 112 ,x :68, '3  bedroom, 
Oownstal(S,.~:~2 bedrooms:with ~ full bathroom - '  fddgelstove, N.O, plus extras, Located, In 
plus 1 bedroom mother.in,law su re. Only:2 family section of Timberland Trailer Court 
blocks' from down tOWn, Make an offers, •. Asking $13,000, 635,4830 3p9 
:Phone635,7583 '" ' , 4p10 1981.14,x.70 3 BOR. Atco mobile:home, 
"IMMACULATE 5 BEDROOM HOME IN i ;fiidgel ~;tove,washer, dryer, 1Vzyr. ~old.New 
~Horsesh®],al;esl.:-,J:ully finished pasemenL ~ rug,: propane heat, phone 845.3729 or 
:Laroe..lol~:lm!t t[e~;'¢lose toschool, In 70 s.' 845:22,Q7,.,. ;.: . . .  . ..: :,.~ '.,..~ 4pi0 (: 
6356154 ,, , 6p10 • '. ::..: .r • : ~ " t2'x 68 MODiLE HOME N/G heat, fddge/stove 
2 LOTS FOR;'SALE:~'iN THORNHEiGHTS en included,' Everything,ts working order. 
"~blackiop', ~va~r, n/gi~.Suitablel for mobile $12,000 OBO, Calf 635.4894 lOtfn 
:~omoD. ~11 ~'6'35.6641,1or inoreinformatlm: ;~i~ : ,~.'.~/::i'~' /i~'/,, - ' ' : ' 4prO '1978 3' 8EOROOM ATCO Sierra'14xTO mobile 
home in excellent condition, Asking $22,500, 
':~IANCH i Six bedro~hoose 150 acres 70 appliances optional, Leave message: at- 
i:~cresin~y:ca1!HoddtOh~845,2417 p10 567.3808 ,,  :.~4p11:~ 
• • ' '%E- - - - : ' '  
~:~FOR 8ALE,OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS :.' 
:":";~!".,i: ~:~i :"' "r'"4632 LAZELLE AVENUE :.  " ' 1 "~ . :: 
Natu~#ib~ Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Frldge, Stove, Drapes; 
.... ,~;:::::"~ IbshC~ting;  Balconlesor Personal Patios,:' :: ::::~; 
:~'~'~. i: ~!:!~.i  ~! Ce~!c  Tiled Bathroom6 & Ensuites : i., [ ~"~: 
, 1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MacDonalda, '~r: ''[~: '~ :~ : : ~: ~'~ 
. ::~ ::,::':::i:!~ ;:~ ge  KItchena,~ . . . . . .  beautifully appointed., ' ~,,;~:~ ,::'~. 
:i ~ :~!i~i::;ii~i~:~!~i~:i, i : i< . , i~** . . . . . . . .  : .~= ~..' ,~:~ ,: ,!:~:~ 
~, L 
.., . r  ' " l  "' : "1 i ' " '  
3. For Rent : :~ 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES = featuring •
1150.1300 sq, ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston. Phone845.3161. : ' :  : 31tin 
650 SQ. FT. of office space, 4623:Lakelse, 
$425permonth, Cal1635.2552; ~ .] 24tfn 
TRAILER PADS FOR RENT. Located on Clark 
5. For Sale Misc, 
22 - 250 REMINOTGH VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour barrel. 4 x 12 power scope, 
$500. Call 635.4804 29fin 
SOFA SET (3 PCS), coffee table set, lamps, 
Video machine, cabinet, steel shelves, dining 
set, dishwasher; frfdge, Cal1635.3336 4p8 
BIRCH LUMBER FORSALE, Phone 842-6225 
St 635.2655 52~n . . . .  4p8 
1,500 SO, FT. SHOP SPACE AVAILABLE 
close to down town Phone 638.0808 or 
635-7732, ~-~ ~. 4p9 
ROOMMATE REOUIRED TO SHARE:2 bedroom 
house, Prefer'clean, quiet, mature-person. 
Avail. immediately, $3501month. Utilities in. 
cluded, Carl 635-5789 . • ., 4p8 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT tea:working, 
non.smoking female, Students welcome. All 
the comforts of home, Two blocks from town. 
$250 per/me. 635.7504 after 4 p.m. 4p8 
2 BEOROOM DUPLEX SUITE, Fridge, stove, 
w/w carpeting; in ~town, no pets, call 
635.5464 4p9 
FOR RENT OR LEASE,' 625 sq. ft. of commer- 
clal building. Located on Lazelle (presently 
Copytron) in high density commercial area. 
Available July 1191 $600 per month, Phone 
635-2360 3p9 
FOR RENT BASEMENT SUITE. Fridge, stove in. 
cluded, 2 bedroom. $450 month, 638.1094 
4p9 
85D SO. FT. HEATED SHOP for small business 
or storage for rent. 635-5893 . 4p9 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT FOR SINGLE 
working person, Non.smoker. Centrally 
located, Immediate occupancy. Call 
635.6154 4p10 
TWO BEOROOM APARTMENT. Ouiet, clean, 
fridge, stove, laundry facilities, Drapedes, 
parking. Available Aug, 1 $465 per month. 
635-2556, No pets. 4p10 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT, Call 635-7176 
• l p l l  
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft, of centrally I~ated 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re.decorate to suit te- 
Rant. 
Contact John Currle 
635-6142 Days 
635-9698 Eves. 
ALL FURNITURE, Bedroom suites, kitchen 
table, hutches, 2 years old, NEC. TV, chain. 
saw, mags, and many Other misc items 
638.1376 4p8 
1) LUXMAN STEREO UNIT with cabinet, In- 
cludes side by side cassette deck, compact 
disc player, Bose speakers, includes cable, 
Asking $2,000 firm. 2) Large dining room 
suite, seats 12-14, includes large buffet and 
hutch. Asking $2,000 firm, 3) Sears Best 30" 
almond coloured range, also 19.5 co. ft. Sears 
Best almond electronic ontrolled fddge Ask- 
ing $1,600 for the pair. Large student desk 
and swivel chair, asking $200. All above 
items in mint condiOon, Phone 635.6780 4p9 
O ° x 6' ALUMINUM FRAME SLIDING GLASS 
door In excellent condition, clw double glaze 
glsss. Must sell $500 635.9678 alter, 5:00 
p.m, 4p9 
LIFE STYLE COOKIES AND CAKES now 
available locally; DIsbibutors wanted. Phone 
632-7547 4p9 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 14' Deluxe round tram. 
polines, For information call Freedom Houston 
1-845-7494 4p9 
PORTABLE GE DISHWASHER $115, Carpet 
and undeday(12' x 16') $50. Tub Insert $15, 
sliding donrs for tob $35. Call 635-5719 4p9 
1 - 50 GAL DUAL COMPARTMENT FUEL 
tank, hoses and stand $350.1 - 150 gel fuel 
tank $100, 1 -- 100 gel fuel tank $50. Call 
845.2417 4p9 
SEARS 10" RADIAL AR51 SAW, 10" band 
saw. 2 HP, 17 gal air compressor sand 
blaster. Both new, 635.3253 4pl 0 
NEW FILTER QUEEN VACUUM, Paid $1,800, 
will sell for $850. Call 835.5725 2pl 0 
BLACK BEAR RUG $695, moose head mount 
$850, 2 mountain goats mounts $250 each. 
One tan black bear hide $100. 635-9462 
4pl 0 
FOR SALE: PREFAaBEO gardensheds, 
workshops, barns, garages, other out. 
buildings, wood constructi~. Assembled. 
From $600. Call 638-1768 evenings. 6p10 
TWIN CYLINDER, Oil lubricated portable com. 
presser with dual air tanks. 1;5 HP electric 
motor. Air deliver/(SCFM) at 40 PSI (7.0) at 
90 PSI (5.6) Volts 115-230, amps 20 • 10, 
rpm 1,725. Size (inches) length x width x 
height (32 x 24 x 26) $500 or reasonable of. 
WOODLAND I fers. Call 632-5079 anytime. 2p1.._0 
APARTMENTS 
• CORNER OF KALUM&$COT£ H. .  ~ 
1:  SPECIAL Ffidge, stove, heat and hot water includ. 
'ed, Carpeting, laundry facilities, storage, 
space. References required, 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405,00 Wire 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 Avollabis 
3 Bedroom Apt, $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 635"5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer watedront, Reply Box 
6291,4647 Lazelle, Terrace. 35tfn 
4 BEOROOM HOUSE NEEDED FOR Aug. 1/91. 
Call 635.4654 2p10 
SINGLE WORKING MAH SEEKING ROOM or 
shared accommodations. 635.6197 after 5 
pro. lp l l  
5. For Sale Misc. 
J,D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new, $5500, 32 It, house boat 
-liletime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
-$19500, 82 lade 2.door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft, Td.huII speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. lacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Bex 161 
Quality 
Screened Topsoil & 
Driveway Crush 
638-8477 OR 
635-5110 (EVENINGS) 
FACTORY DIRECT 
16" x 16" concrete pads 
only $2.93 
24" x 30 I' ton crete pads 
on y 8.93 ee. 
SKEENA CONCRETE 
PRODUCTS 
3751 Old Lakelso L.k. Rd. 
636-8477 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. 1911n 
FOR RENT 
WAREHOUSE --  1,700 SQ. FT. 
WAREHOUSE - -  800 SO. FT. 
PLUS OFFICE SPACE 
Located 4925 Keith Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635-5250 or 635-5500 
¢OlumblalOuatslno AptS. 
. : . . . .:! 
*2 MONTHS 
FREE RENT!! 
: ; i ' / I  bdrm. apts. with mountain views. 
''~ r~ *"  Drapes 
, wlw Carpels 
, Ensulte Storage 
,:': ! *  Spacious & Clean 
.]- .~.;.~ . .  
.~:~:~.~ : 370 & 80Ciuatelno Blvd, . :  :,,~,~. 
......... : ~,-~ To View ~11 Richard Arnold ~ ' :  i,:;i~!~ 
........ ..... i 632 .45  .... 
, Cablevlelon 
, Super Channel 
, Balconies " -  
, Free parking . : 
:,, .., 
- : • . ~ ,  ; 
5. For Sale Misc. 
LADLES 18K DIAMOND RING with seven larger 
stones, Buying house; need moneyl Sl,200 
080. Call 635.5725 4p10 
SEASONED BIRCH FIREWOOD (Split), Full 
stack cord $90 Terrace, Kitimat,-Pd~e 
Rueeri. Free detivery in Terrace. Call collect 
633-2046 4pl1 
CHESTERFIELD AND 2 chairs. $250 000, Call 
035.6376 after 8 p.m, 2pll 
FOR SALE: 250 gallow tuel tanks from M-1OO 
haulage trucks. Suitable for many appOca, 
tiers. Pdce $159 each. Contact Tony Themp. 
son at Endako Mines 699.6211 4pll 
1 • 300 GAL. OIL TANK, $200; 1 • wood/oil 
combination furnace complete with plemmlS 
and humidifier $400; 2 - 100 gal. galvanized 
hot water tanks $70 each. All items are in 
gad conditions. 635.3340 4pll 
FOR SALE 
10" Delta tablesaw with un]fenoe 
3 hp-220v $1,700.00 
Webster air compressor with tank 
model 34 1 hp 110-220v 
$360.00 
20 cu. ft. deep freeze $160.00 
Fuji air impact wrench with 
sockets 1" ddvs. Near new. 
S200.00 
PHONE 638-1313 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED USEO 12' Aluminum RowboaL Seed 
condition. Call 638.e841, 41)7 
8. Cars for Sale 
1981 CORVETTE 350.4 slxl, mirror T-top, 
leather interior, 6,000 km on semi high parlor. 
mance engine, Lots of extras. 1,695.8393 
4p8 
1990 PONTIAC FIREFLY 2 door, 5 speed, red. 
2O,OO0 km. $6,400, Call 635-9315 alter 6 
p.m. 4p9 
1979 PONTIAC LEMANS 4 door, VB, ors 
owner, very clean, 47,OO0 miles, $2,900. 
Phone 635.5977 4p9 
NO GST- 88 SUBARU DL stationwaoon, 
silver grey, rust check, 5 slxI, reel rack, 
stereo, 38,000 kin. $9,900 635-2116 4p9 
1988 BURGUNDY IN COLONR DODGE OMMI. 4 
cyl., automatic, very good condition. $5,400. 
Phone 635-9080 4p9 
1978 BUICK LESABRE, Excellent cord., no 
rust, one owner• V6 Turbo, 79,000 km. 
$4,200 OBO. call 638-1088 (Must selil) 41)9 
1978 TOYOTA CELICA ST COUPE in excellent 
running condition. Rebuilt auto transmission, 
new batteries, and tires, Phone 635.6154 4p9 
984 SUBARU GL 4x4 stationwagon, Stan- 
rd, low 38,000 mites, non-smokers car. 
Show room condition, $9,500 OBO. Call 
639.9323 41)10 
1987,VOLKSWAGEN FOX 2 dr., low mileage, 
one owner, comes with 4 new winter tires, 
Excellent condition. 638-1280 ewnings, 
weekends. $5,500 4pfl 
1983 DODGE [Red). Excellent conditioo. Ask- 
ing $1,000, Call 035.4068 lp l  1 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1980 FORD FIO0 Pickup with canopy, P/8, 
P/S. auto, bogy and engine. Excellent condl. 
tion. Trailer brake installed. Reasonable price, 
call 635-4671 4p8 
1981 DATSUN KINGCAB 4x4. Good conditiofl. 
Lots cf parts $3,500. Call 798.2492 4p8 
1988 DODGE DAKOTA. Only 50•000 kin. Call 
638.0680 4p8 
1984 FORD F150 2 WHEEL DRIVE PAl. 4 
spd., new clutch May 1991. Non smoker, 
very clean. AM/FM cassette. Asking $4,500. 
call after 5 p.m. 635.3662 (Dave) 4p8 
1986 GM STX Ralley Van, Low miles. Many 
extras $10,500. Will consider trades 
635-3710 4p8 
1989 GMC PU V8 4 spd, auto. Loaded except 
air, Professional lowered with Bell Tect. LOw 
kin. Must sell $14,900 080 635-5210 4p9 
1990 CHEV SILVERADO Vz ton. fully loaded 
with canopy, running boards, mag wheels, 
bug and wind deflectors. $1e,500, 
638.0022 4p9 
1989 RANCHER XLT. Extra cab, VB, 5 speed, 
air, cruise, new tires, aluminum wheels, box 
rails (No GST) $11,800. 635.2540 alter 6 
p.m, 4p9 
1986 GMC 4x4 PICKUP c/w 1981 Frontier 
camper. Sold as a package or separately, 
635.5338 after 6 p.m. 4p10 
1976 GMC JIMMY 4x4. Excellent drive train, 
Runs great. Body rusty, Will sell for $1,100 
oeo, call 635.5725 4p10 
1985 GMC SAFARI MINI VAN. Seats seven. 
EC, $8,500 0B0, 638.8225 4p10 
1981 DATSUN 4x4 PU, Long box, standani, 
with canopy. $2,750 090. Call 639.9323 
4¢10 
1908 JEEP WAGONEER, Limited Edition. 
Automatic, 33,000 kin, keyless enby, 
Leather seats, running boards, tilt steering, 
cruise, air, stereo, bug deflector, power win. 
dows, doors. $20,000 847.4776 4pll 
10. Aircraft 
1956 CESSNA leo floats and wheels, Total 
time 4380 SFRME 457, PTopellor 89, Full 
covers NON $50,0001,692-3821 4p8 
1971 185C Cessna NavCom 80F Arnav Loran 
C Model 21 total Time 1730 Hr. Motor 129,9 
hr, Prop. 0 hr, Bubble windows, wing tips, 
Iloals, wheels skils, Condition 7-10, $71,000 
( :f rm. 798.2594 : 4p8 
: <~i974 SUPER CUB. Airframe and eng,ne 1056 
I~'. No major damage hlst~y, fresh C ot A 
date of sale, Fuselage recovered f90o. EDO 
RO00 floats - Borer and Sensenich cruise 
s~, ' Full gyl'o panel. Avenger Lomn, Gemve 
NareoNav Corn's. Intercom - D,C, head 
,::sets,~,mw iAWD 'free wing strutS. Bedell 
' brakeS, Acre 2000 skis, fish red tube (need 
':your fishing rod) $46,000 finn or with Flilite 
~000 ~ Hydraulic ,.wheel skis $52,0t00 firm. 
~:-~:ownsi ' :~ 604;992,7247 or enDineer 
~, e04,699.6392 ~~ ~ ~ 4p8 
10.  Aircraft  ~ "r ~" '~ ' ~ 
1985 ULTRA LIGHT BEAVERRX500, c/w 
floats, wheels and ski's. $1,150, ()00 
1-695.6544 4p10 " ' 
11. RecreaUonal 
Vehic les  : ~ 
1985 34 FT. SPORTSCOACH MOTCRHOME m ~ !~ 
cbav chassis, 454 engine, cruise, air;,tilt -:.~ 
steedng wheel, ddvar door, deluxe captains: 
seats, swivel and recline, cenb'ai vacuum~ kit-~ 
chen center, microwave, rear bedroom, awn- 
ing, 5 kw Owen gecerafor, storage ped,~tow 
package and car dolly, automatic leveling 
lacks. This unit is v~ry clean and In exceilent 
condition, Wifl consider bade, Interested ~r .  
sons call 846-9446 :4p6 
1999 PROWLER 16' Tandem. Awning'near 
bathroom. Steeps 6. Furnacs, like new. 
$10,600,1001 Yamaha 650 14,000 kin, Ex- 
cellent shape $1 ,100.1 .699 .6900 " 4p8 
1976 EMPRESS MOTORHOME. 23 IL 39,000 
miles, roof rack, awning, tape deck and rear 
speakers, sleeps s~x, do~ls aink, 4.bamer. 
stove with oven, large fddge, coinpleis 
bathroom with tub. Ve~ clean,. $18,500; Call 
Houston 845-7569 - 4p8~ 
30' DODGE CLASS "A" TRAVCO Motedwnmo ~ 
Asking $13,900. Trade considered. "Call 
638"6134 41)8: 
1078 ONANAGAN MOTONI'K)ME. 05,000 kin. 
Mochani¢aRy good• 400 Chev chassis• 
$12,000.1-095-6411 Dums Lake. :4p9 
1978 11 FT. VANGUARD CAMPER. White: 
fiberglass top. Bathroom, stove, fddge, com~, 
mend canter, hydraulic jacks, VGC, $4,2DO'. '~ 
Phone 635-9080 4p9 
9Vz SECURITY CAMPER. 3.way fddoe, heater. 
flush toilet, double sink, 4 burner stove, 2 pro- 
pane tanks, venetian Minds. Excellent condi- 
Uon, $4,200.635.9121 • 4p9 
1973 DODGE OLYMPUS 27 fLmotorbame. 
Class A•, air, oenerator, steepa 6, excellent 
cord. Reduced to $14,995 OBO, 639-9323 
- 4ci0 
1975 GMC 21' MH, EC, Renovated, low miles, 
air in cab. New tires. $15,000 0SO. 
638-8225 4p10 
1977 WESTFAUA VW CAMPER. Excellent 
condition. 80,000 mites, Spare tires and alms. 
Rustcheck and undercoating $5,800. Phone 
635.4589 4p10 
81/2 FOOT OKANAGAN CAPEBETTE. 3 way 
•dge, stove, fornace,hydrautic ja ks, Asking 
$2,000, Phone 038-8829 evenings. 
635.4072 daytime. 4p10 
1981 24' TRAVELAIRE MOTOR HOME. In ex- 
cellent condition. Full bath, awning, eye level 
oven, dash air, Price reduced 638.1236 4pll ' 
1984 24' CITATION 5TH WHEEL TRAILER. 4 
new tires, TV, VCR, stereo, large 2 door 
fridge, one piece afumir~rm roof. Excellent 
condition. $17,5000 OBO. 638.1280 even. 
inga or weekends, 2pll 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS. Panelled inside. 
started to eampadze, You finish your way! ' 
Asking $2,500. Call 035.6205 4pll 
12, Motorcycles 
400 YAMAHA SPECIAL EDITION. Also CB 
750K Honda with windjammer. 550 Maxima 
Yamaha. Mint condition. Excellent tuning 
order. 500 Honda on or off road bike. 
635-2819 2p10 
1981 YAMAHA 650 Midni0ht Maxim. Black 
with gold trim, kicker, header and near new 
Pirrelli tires. $1,300. Call 638.0714 4p10 
14. Boats & Madne 
WANTED 115 Hi) OUTHOABO with jel pump. 
call Bob at 1 ,(403)-253.3016 8p4 
VANSON TANDEM BOAT TRAILER 6VW. 
2800 kg, Will accommodate 24 It. bosL 
$2,500. Call 535-4894 5tfn 
18' CAMPION WITH 90 HP Madnor. Like new. 
Lots el extras, $16,000. 638.0419 after 5 
p.m, 41)8 
1979 BAYLINER NiSOUALLY 535"1"~. 305 
Chev. 280, VOlvO le0; 7,500 Ib. EZ load 
bailer. Nice condition. $16,500. 1-695-6411 
Bums Lake 4p9 
24' FIBERGLASS RIVERBOAT. 50 Marc, motor 
~th jet and bailer, $6,500, Phone 635-2122 
~ 4p9 
1976 FIBERFCRM, EXECUTIVE lenD cabin 
famgy cruiser. Command bridge. Recent 
survey at $42,500. Will take offers on 
$29,500 Call Bill at 1-800.663.2968 4p9 
DRUMMER ALUMINUM 17' Whttewater canoe. 
Like new, 635.3253 4p10 
LIKE NEW 151/! FL Double eagle fibanglsss 
boat with 60 HP Mercury and trailer, $5,950 
OBO. Call 039.9323 4c10 
FOR SALE: 24' Marathon Riverboat with 455 
Olds, $17,500. Phone 635.3353 after 6 p,m: 
4p10 
24 FT. FIBRE FORM PLEASURE CRAFT. 250 
Chev, OMC Leg. $8,000 000, Phone 
638.7250 4pl 1 
18' WELDED SPEED BOAT. 80 HP Madnsr. EZ , 
trailer. Phone 638.8724. Asking $13,500 
4911 
1 5. Macmnery 
32' ALUMINUM HOUSEBOAT $17,000• 01~6 
Cat $10,500; HDBAC Cat $6,800; 350JD 
loader $12,500; 80 Case backhoe $17,0DO; 
75 JO 510 backhoe $13,800; 9U Bms l t l~  
$1 ,SO0; 0C30Nvsr $§,200. Call 1.697.2474 
or 1.697.2393 7tfn 
FOR SALE 1980 986-C wheel ls~ter, Obad 
rubber. Excellent condition, $85,000 firm. 
Phone 646.5569 evenings or leave nms~• 
4p6 
966C 30K 1267 GRAPPLE, bucket with teeth, 
12' blade, new chains mis¢ spare pin"tag lots ~; 
of hoses and filters. $39,000, S18,cat Hoe : 
skidder, 94U99, many spare parts and fllter~ 
$18,000,1 .695-6446 • 4p9 ~: 
WANTED EXPERIENCED HOE OPERATOR for ': 
road building and her chucking, expedencod: 
bucker and expldenced operator for 740~ 
Groppter, also wanted 2 tar0e line sial(Ides ? 
w th IalW. 635-5541 ' ~ " 21)t,1 
1979 GMC GRAVEL THUCK, Otesai,335 HI =, 
certtfled,'$16,Ooo, Older travti trailer 17' :, 
! 
f 
j,, 
S~ 
L' 
-] 
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.i ill 5. Mach!nery • - 
.'1"015 - c /w  straight blade, brush blade 
winch, and new main line. Al'so 667 Clark line 
skldder c/w spare tire, new chains, new main 
line. Alter 6 p.m, 635.6437 31)9 
6~#A ~JOHN DEERE LOADER. Excellent condl. 
tii)h'~" Wo'rk o~fefs"available:: Owner moving. 
1-694-3508 ~ .......... -_ ~ . 4p10 
D6 9U GAT, IN EXCELLENT WORKING ¢ondi. 
tlon, 12':blade, • Wtnch~ $11,500 1.694.3456 
I?etdre 8 a.m;orafter 9p.m., 4p10 
JD 544 LOADER. Now engine and rod. Grap- 
ple, bucketland spare tire,:Goed condition, 
Ready for work, $19,500, 1-695-6411, Need 
bl'gge[loaded!' 4pl 1 
16 .: Farnl * Produce 
~AY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain. $3.00 
per bale. 635:3380 . 8p4 
18, BuSiness Services 
BORED? LOOKINGFOR ADVENTURE; exclt- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the spidti ffn2 
RETAILERS WANTED 
We have a pdme retail location 
available in the 
DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS 
Highway 16125 -- Motz Rd. -- 
Consisting of 20,000 square feet 
We are prepared to offer generous te- 
nant allowances and concessions to 
strong quality retailers. 
Call Karl Motz 
: S35-2312 or 638-0444 
NOW OPEN 
THE DOG 
HOUSE 
Professional All Breed DOG Grooming 
"THE BEST IN PET CARE" 
Appointments not always necessary 
635-3737 
4546 Lazelle Avenue 
We Manufacture a Complete 
Line of Stair, Rail & 
•replace Mantel.Components 
.~r~,~ui~ply.andJnatell ..... 
Retail Sales for the 
Do-It-Yourself or 
PHONE 561-9444 
FAX 562-822S 
1721 S. NICHOLSON ST. 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C, V2N 1V7 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
Reglstrntio~t NO. 16573 
I I~--'--CALL ----'~ I 
TO ALL 
SUBSCRIBERS ON 
WOODLAND 
UTILITIES LTD. 
In effect immediately in upper 
Thornhill area. Even numbered 
houses - water on even days 
between 9 p.m. - 11 ~).m. only; 
odd numbered houses - on odd 
days between 9 p.m. • 11 p.m. 
only. 
One sprinkler only per 
household. Violation of these 
regulations will result in your 
water supply being shut off at 
your property line. 
i 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to ~ a~ ~ a~ 
Found Classilied. Phone 63~F,~ I~ 112 
Noon Saturdays. 
19. Lost t Found 
LOST ORANGE AND WHITE MALE CAT in the 
Sejong Omscent area. Phone 638:8097 alter 
4 p.m. 2p10 
LOST ONE BLACK NYLON WALLET at the cor- 
ner of Lakelse and Kalum on June 14191. Ap. 
prox. between 1:30- 2:00 p,m, if found call 
638.1749 '(evenings) or 635-9982 (days) 
2pl 1 
20. Pets & Livestock 
.PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud. 2% yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dlspos. 
tion, 635.367.7 evenlnos or weekends. Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635.3677 45fin 
PUREBRED SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPS. (Field 
dogs) Small size. Liver & white. 6hots and vet 
checked, Ready lo go July 20. 
847-5541 4p8 
THE FIRST SPRING LAMBS are almost ready 
to butcher. Secure yours by erdedng now. 
638.0102 4p9 
OUARTER HORSES FOR SALE, Weanlings, 
yeading two year old, well broke mare and 
two broodmarss. From the Bulklny Valley's 
leading breeder of quality quarter horses, four 
& quarter horses, Smithers 847-4195 4p8 
LOOKING FOR A DEVOTED COMPANION? 
Adorable bails of lur,.CKC Reg'd Toy Pores. 
4-7 Ibs. when full grown. Phone 846.5878 or 
847.5847 4p8 
MiSTHILL KENNELS REGISTERED OFFERS, 
Grooming, b~ndlog, obedience. Instruction 
Shetland sheapdogs, helties, years of setec. 
tivo breedino. Average about 15 inches. 
Guaranteed isease free, 1-692-3403 4p8 
IF A DOG iS TOO SMALL, IF A RORSE is too 
big. Try a Llama as a companion. Not only 
kids will love Llamas, but grandparents will 
enjoy Llamas, For more information call 
1-694-3456 4p10 
PROFESSIONALLY BROKE YOUNG MARES. 
AOHA Appaloosa halter, english, western, 
breed, quality counts and these girls have 
that. Contact Hillcrest Farm. 1-692-3403 
4p10 
COMPLETE HER9 DISPERSAL. Angora and 
cashmere goats. (Cache Creek) 453-2568 
4p10 
iNTERIOR TRAILER SALES. Charmac and 
Logan Coach. Stock and horse trailers. Also 
used trailers 1-747-3765 or 1-992.9293 
18pll 
LOOKING FOR A DEVOTED COMPANION? 
Adorable balls of lur..CKC reg'd toy peas. 
4-71be when fully grown. Phone 846.5878 or 
847-5647 4pl 1 
21. Help Wanted 
NORTHEHN MOTOR INN -- We are looking Ior 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
be a part of a growing team that takes great- 
pride in their work. F.xpedence ispreferred but 
will train the right individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn, We of-'. 
• -' fer,compatitive:wages;and ,an excellent: 
benefit package. We are now taking applica- 
tions for the following positions: 
Waiter/waitress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
walterlwaltresses, ¢ookslprep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. 14c2 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
nitura chain in NOrth America: United Buy and 
Sell Fumiture, From High School graduation te 
Manager in 3 yrs,, to Sups|visor in 4 yrs,, to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs,, etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings for 2 Individuals who are deter- 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in. 
dusW. No expadence necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. Nosmokers Phone 635.4111 9tfn 
LEGAL 
SECRETARY 
The Minisby of Atlomey General, Crown 
Counsel Office 'wishes to employ a Legal 
Secretary In Terrace, TNs besy office re- 
quires an energetic secretary to provide 
secretarial, administrative, and ¢ledcal 
support for Crown Counsel. Duties include 
monitoring case tiles to ensure readiness 
for Court; preparing all documents and 
correspondence re~atad to Co~t pro- 
ceedlngs; notifying witnesses of trial 
dates and adJom~mente; prepadng a 
variety of routine legal documents; Ilelslng 
with Police, Judlclap/ and defence 
lawyers; typing confidential cor- 
respondence; and performing other 
general office duties, 
Oualiflcations • Successful applicanl must 
possess 4 years stenographic experience 
and have 50 words per minute typing, 
with Word Perfect expedense an asset, 
Prefer Grade 12, supplemented with legal 
sacretadal course; 4 years related ex. 
~erlence within the Cdmlnal Justice 
system; and knowledge of Cdmlnel Code 
and Court proceedings, Demonstrated 
ability to work independently and com- 
munlnate ffectively u~er stressful clr- 
cumstances including dealing with reloc. 
rant or hostile clients, Applicant must con. 
sent to a police recoil and other reference 
checks, Eligibility list may be established, 
The salaff range for this position Is 
$964,29- $1,040.02 hi.weekly, For fur. 
information, please cnotact Cathy In 
the Crown Cmnsel Office In Terrace at 
038-3251, All applinatio~s must be 
,¢e~d by the M~s~y of Attorney 
General, Regional Personnel Office, No, 
455.1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, 
V2L 3H9 by 4:30 p.m. July 24, 1091, 
Ptease quote competition number 
AG91:t346. 
i ~ TI )N:f 
 BUY  'SELL RENT  'TRADE 
21. Help Wanted 
STAY HOME EARN MOHEYI Vadety of jobs 
available. ,Faro $400+ per week. Call 24 hr. 
recorded message f()r amazing free details. 
(604) 691.0520 ext, A60 4p9 
AREA REPRESENTATIVE REOUIRED. Must 
have strong organizational skills. WllllnOness 
to expand recession pi'oof product, High in. 
come potential. $1,500. $3,000 per Week, 
Phone 561.1064 9 a,m.. 2 p.m. 4p9 
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT REQUIRED. College 
graduate in accounting course or university 
degree in commerce field, Must be currently 
enrolled or eligible to enroll in CMA,or CGA 
professional accounting program, Salap/ 
neootlablo dependent upon qualifications and 
experience. Send resume to Marmon Rnancial 
Management Co. Ltd,, P.O, Box 614. Bums 
Lake, B.C., VOJ lEO 4p10 
CONVEYANCING SECRETARY with minlmum 
two years expedence required for a busy 
Pdnce George law office. Wage negotiable 
based on experience. Send resume to the 
Pdnce George Citizen. Box AB.2281 2p10 
THE TERRACE DAY CARE CENTRE is accep. 
tin(] resumes for the position of Day Care 
Assistant. Eady Childhood Education Car. 
tificate required, Experience an asset. Send 
resumes to: Terrace Day Care Centre Society, 
clo Supervisor, 3425 Kalum St,, Terrace, B.C, 
vaG 2H8. Deadfne f0r resumes i  July 26/91,2p10 
$2,500 MONTHLY INCOME POSSIBLEI Easy 
work at home, No experience, CALL FOR iN. 
FORMATIOH 1.604.591.9975 24 hrs. Dept, 
A.50 4pl 1 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tisam that the human fights code in BdUsh 
Columbia forbids publicalion of any adverUse. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to turnlsh 
any inloi'mation concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief, 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad, Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelte, Ave,, Terrace, 
B,C., V8G 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patio, painting, 
Also builds furniture tc, Call 635.6277 and 
leave message. 16p6 
STEVE'S PLUMBING ANO HOME Im. 
provements. Hot water tanks, plumbing 
repairs, painting, tiling, low rates. No job ton 
small. Call 635.6571 4p9 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER WILL DO ALL 
aspects of carpentry from start to finish, Con. 
crete, framing, roofing, siding, dP/wall,. 
finishing. 16 years experience.No j b too 
small. Call Wayne at 638-0352 2p10 
HEAVY • DUTY MECHANIC needs work Im-," 
mediately. 15 years.experience. 635.4654, :
References avallabler: 2p]O 
MOTHER OF ONE WILL BABYSIT in own ho~e 
in Sunnyhill Trailer Court area. References 
available. 635-5017 4pll 
CAT.12 GRADER LOOKING FOR A ROAD to 
maintain. Edc at 635.5922 or Roger at 
633-2445 4oll 
24. Notices 
PRO.UFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending tibrapj, 
dealing with human life issues such as abet. 
tion and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638-0382. 5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the spirit tfn2 
r 
ZION BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Sunday School: (all ages) 9:45 am 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
Pastor: Run On" 
2911 S. Sparks Street 
63S-! 336 
24. Notices 
WANT TO LOSE WEIGHT, CELLULITE, INCHES 
and not feel hungry? Want to improve overall 
health and energ~ Act now1638.0134 4p10 
ZEN PRACTICE GROUP meets Tuesday even- 
ings. 7-9. Please call 638.8396 or 638.8878 
.;.:8p8 r " 
From the BAHA'I HOLY wdtlngs 
"The best beloved of aft things In 
My siDht is Jusgce; turn not away 
therefrom if thou d6sire3t Me.,," 
To explore these writings further call 
635.3219 or 636-g012 
25..Business 
Opportunities 
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Phone 
635-3484 42tfn 
THRIVING GENERAL STORE IN BEAUTIFUL 
Adams Lake, B.C, Completely renovated with 
living quarters on V, acre. Great location for 
the family. $275,000.1-604.679.8904 4p10 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard, Confidentiality is assured, Phone 
636-7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a,m to 5 p,m. 
DOES THE WATCHTOWER SOCIETY use mind 
control to attract and keep its members? To 
find out call 1-847-4354. for recorded 
message. 4p8 
BCYCNA 
BRnlaH 
COLUMe~A 
~NDYUKON 
COMMuNnY 
212 ASSO¢IMION 
[ 
ANYONE SEEING THE ACCIDENT AT THE Piz- 
za Hut parking lot on Friday, June 14, 91 in. 
relying a blsck Dakota Dodge truck and yellow 
volkswagen car, Please call 635.9483 2pl 0 
'~ '~:" ~?: :':'~! :::~!:~i! ! ~ .  " . 
 tudents. • . g :  
for a summer job? 
The Canada Employment 
Centre for Students 
can help you in your job search with  t ipson~sume 
writing and interview skills, ands  Wide~s~l~tio-rl  o~ 
job openings ~ 
Why not cal l ,  
635-713z 
or droP byo~ 
4630 Lazell 
l~e  Oo~m, rnm.nl o~ C ,~ 
Minlll~r o! SIlls Io1' Youth 
" - j 
. • + 
% 
A Lol 
"lree  
If your jams are threadbare and your 
wheels are worn, don't crashl 
Money for the teenage necessities 
can be yours. Call the Terrace Stan- 
dard circulation department at 
638-7283 for all the details. 
170 - 81rnh, Cedar, I~ddnl, Walsh 
241 - 6000 • 6300 McConnell, Soucle. 
Royd. Marshall 
240 - Mounhdn VI3ta 
BACKUP CARRIERS ARE NOW NEEDED FOR THE SUMMER 
CallUS Terrace Standard 638-7283 
Today  
I 
I 
for2S 
$195 - 
$.3,70 each acldtiiou~ word 
• BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. nnd Yukon 
and reach more than 3 milllonreadars. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BGYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
ANNOUNCF.MENIT8 
You could be Miss Canada 
19921 The search for Miss 
Southwestern Brldeh Colum- 
bia Is onl Travel to Toronto. 
Enter the Miss Canada Pag- 
eemt, October 1991, Single? 
Aged 16 to 24? Thls Is the 
opportunity of your llfel EnW 
forms at Miss Southwestern 
eUSmESS OPl~mlu~mEs 
Pub for ,Sale. N~dy l)ul~ a 
month ago. Owner forced to 
sell. S76,000 Including sacK. 
Call Run 1-243-2246 after 7 
PM. 
m.s .eM C 
SPORTS CARDS SUP- 
PLIES. Place your ordernow 
for 1992. Reset 76th Annl- 
versery Hockey Cards plus 
the new C.F .L  (RooKet 
Ishmell) Cards.. Urn;!ed su~ 
plies- All major omnas. Whm 
we don't have, we' l l  getl 
, (604)731 4667, 6 AM - 6PM, 
CradltCard-Cheque- Money 
I IELP w.4~l 'rd) 
WHOLESALE FIRM since 
1976 now seeks 2 repm- 
sent~tives inyour we,, Dis- 
play and emrvk~ merchan- 
cllse in estsldtshed retell so- 
counts. Minimum weekly 
earnings potential $800+. 
Call (416)756-3174, 
(416)756-2156.  
HELPWANTED 
WANTEDIII 05 Imporfoot 
..People willing to eat anything 
u~y want and tom up to 29 
Ibs. In the next 30 doyo, Call 
toll-tree 1-600-368-5640 
(voise box 1112). 
Ad~n~ IncomeO~o~- 
nlty,.Sells Itself. Unique, at -  
OpUad DispensmyinWdllam8 mmcuve, new nJe~ c~P~ OpUdan Managernoedad for 
B.C., Perfect Setting Bridal, ~ Handl~ ' . I J~.,  Mlrilmum ]Z years ex; 
124 West16th Street, Norlh (x)in~ndantLCordaof:Her- Order. NEED EXTRA $$$$. C&M permnoe, eendresumewlth 
Vancouver, B.C., WM tT4. Itage Coin Art, 1846 Liver- G]ftoneedademonebafomto mfommee to Box #261, e/o 
(604)985.0556.AskforGer~e po01, Sulte 106, Picketing, Canbizarmachssandpalns seitfoyo&glfteathomeper- Tdbune, Willlm'nsl.aka, B.C., 
Todd. Applications de~lline ON, L1V 6M3. be caused by the mind? Buy ties. No kWestment or expo- V2G 1Y8. 
July 26, 1991. JUICING AND VINEGAR andraad'D]anedcatheMod- denca required. Estobllehed I~RSONNJI 
SUSl,E--.. you, owe ,od.y 
1301411 Well estobllihed Van. - $7 . : " " ' , M] S 
DOORSIWINDOWSIInmto[ cower Island Product line couv~DI.ane, ll~_Oenterr40t ~ .  ~_  ~u~ma] lvP~ II~dr~°~ 
ande,xte, dorwced.,~_..~._ with e~tlng ~ poten- West HuUng.a S.t~e..t, ~r~. P'~l.Ulrea.~-me~zm.IX' .~'~," BOO-#.(~.R. I'~,U:+.I-L-- "" 
 mn ooor wceowm-- -,  ,eox2 ,Cobbk, Hm, V0a 
10 WFI4.1MCM ~ la t~,  ; • vM.  ~ .  , . 
P6004Vlt21nlfVpnoouver at .Own. ~ new epmp~_ l ~ ay~n. ' w~l~IP~(5620:  PROPERTIESTOBESOI,,D 
t~,qz~-~u~.  ~ mem..rs room _ , :  pete¢eBros,.Pavingaqd, In: =- I them BO VOJ2NO forunpekltam¢CrownLand 
otmr  weemX ~ i ,  Imldocnl~zcungDisposlngm ""  _ ' ' " __ ' avzdlabg For Inform 
BUSlNE88OPPORIUNI1Ea, area?~lmyou#01e~io 200 aofSurplusE ulp- Photo847-9428. Fax847- on  both~xit~: Pro atlon your pk~e r pertkm, 
.~t,,r,=~,,.o.,,~,, , , :  run l t ' /G lveusa0a0a; l '~o"  ment. Dump Tracks, ;~-  9564, ~ ' r . ~ CN, Box r~80,SIn F . . . . . . . . . . . . .  sebOl • . . . • , o on to Belly . . . .  * • 
and stook. Call ~on 1.243- ~M. I [M IaO Excavatoil, Pavera, W1ndow TRNNTO.Ma.rm.gean.'~0~n* 
2246 after 7PM. , " - - "  "" Elevator, Rollers, uozers, ment/Gondomlr,umoumng. ~ammatHecraaUona l  | 
!! n~l~,  bu  
now.would~o.UlilUlto!e.lla; I 1~ 0fi ~ lme 'commerdsl meflt, T~, .acN: '~ea ,  ano 9et!.J.or_.Iree_ or~n.~uro I .r'~_.m.~I..I'I~.'L-UOX. 1.50LBOnd i 
4' setslllteOiSlleaco.m.p4mm . .^M, I . .  ~-. Ce l l  Clod TruckBodes.uagvloKamPe, L~4p~;'o4emorz'ma~'o~P I . .u~J~.~,,W,~lHO. Phone • 
w,h an eleofron~z sa ~wls [~[~'3~J.~OSSS Y (604)40S~ml. essg,~ :~ - ,tuuq~e~o.zaza, _ + • 
26, PerSonalsT:i :/:i !+ ::,, 
FOR TWO MEi~US+WITH ~SELECTED recll~,. -~. 
and free brochure Outlinli~ooi:Eomplete s r:7+~ 
vices send $2.00]o, Menu Maglc,,Box+382,., 'Memorial Hospital, Terrace, B.C. 
Vanderhoof. B,C.~VOJ 3AO::G?:~;:II+~ :'-i:'::'+ 4p.1_ !: " ' Yvette was born In Drummond,: N.B. In 
AnENTON. JO.N FERnUSON OOB ,OC- ,1933and moved toTerrace In 1965. -:. 
tnnrn 9 10r ,+t+'~P~m:~nnt=r+_t+~. i~ i  ~O~ker' ' ' She IS survived by her loving ilusband Modl, 
J;~'t'"S'll~/;~at':~linl'~'S~¥1i~]ces al~ her children Denise Donald Glnetta, Oanlel 
H0udnn m~m +¢oo+ -~.~ ..,~ m~.'.t vnn and:Marcel her+:9 grandchildren mother.Eva 
cow; r . . . . . . .  ': '-' :-'~:" ';+":~ "~;' f +=n..: Cote 8 brothers and s Stars a+ld severa e ,  British.COlu,,,u,,zvom .,n,,wv.,r : n . . . . .  nd "--h-ws " . . . . . .  
660.9300, In regards toaFamllyendChlld , ~"=.~ . 'm~".'  . . . . . .+_h:.  ' 
Son/cem At:t rn:~tlnt e'nhP+Arnlno A m hll(J named +.+ lnanKs to. ur, s wong, Phillips,. u orn an0 
johr~M-cL~'-;-:'~~:~'='.~:,;.:.~:~i:.~h-~i<~~~ad-e r the++nurses, and. staff, at :Mills. Memorial 
y*  ~ g ~PJJ V l l~  t+¢l ~ " U~, ,  l l~  ' +: ' • :' " " • 
person to person, c-olect~-:~+i;'necessa~y .:..,,pp,m : : . . .  - .  : .  : .  
!' " Ic11 ~ SPecmnrmnl< you to ~armn Annette ano 
" " "*' '+ + ' ........... Glselle and the'ladies of the RoYal Purple for 
ACTIVE SINGLE WHITE'MALE, 32# 5' 10~', all their love and care. 
150 Ibs,"Empl'oye~li+looking for a "girl nexf Funeral services' were held at the Sacred 
door" who likes blue leails; camping, Ski ng, Heart Parish Thursday,May 30, 91 at 1:30, 
travelling and much more, Apply to The:Ter; Father Noonan ofllclatlng,i 
race Standard clo Box 99, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Yvette will be missed by all her family and 
Terrace, B,C.V8G 1S8 . . . .  4pll friends: . . . .  
lpl l  
33, Travel - 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
ALEX! 
From ??? 
24 HRS.  635-6181 ~ 
VANCOUVER . . . . . .  =180 
RENO eir . . . . . . . . . . .  =229 
HAWAII air . . . . . . . .  ~439 
GOLF pkg . . . . . . . . .  ~1290 
SPACE 
FOR 
:.? 
ENT 
Beautiful 2 column by 6 inch 
advertising space for rent. 
Great view. It's the centre of 
attention in a heaw 
.,traffic area. + :+ .... 
Previous tenant received 
excellent results. 
Call 638-7283 for references. 
TERRACE 1STA N DA 
[ .ev,.~ ,H ,  , . .~ , . . , .  ~RL~ I 
,t; 
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BChudro m 
REQUEST FoR 
TENDERS 
B.C. Hydro is requesting offers 
to supply labour and rnatedal to 
install controls, new lighting, gas 
conversions and ' misc. + office 
renovations at the follo~ving B,C. 
Hydro offices: 
Prince Rupert E703-130/91 
Kltimat E704-033 
Smithers E612.09i  
Hazelton E612.092 
To obtain the required 
documents contact your local 
Hydro office. Please direct en- 
guides and send tenders to: 
+ Mamaret Leier (561.4889) 
n.t,. hydro Marketing 
:Box 6500 - .- 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 2K4 
Tenders close on July 4th, 
1991 at 11:00 a.m. 
+1= + ,o, +.,. 
: i:+Si.. +:,]. pn~OSED SILVICULTURE PRESCBPTHINS 
i+~  lo i~ ,O ~eas  .ha~e. propoeed pre+crlptlorm l~tw l l  apply If ~ Is 
• : .L. O~JneO m~m meMmsW of Fomets. The proposed Imm~rtl~lO~ ~il be 
,,wllBble for viewing until Aug. 7, 1091 8t'tbe IocaU~notsd beloW'dudnO 
regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration: any w'Itten cornmenta mum be made to Duffle 
Head Forest Products Ltd. at Box 70, Stewart, B.C. VOT lWO by ~ Ibove 
date. 
(~ ' P rov~ of ~lmh Cmm~ Mlolsby o~ Healt~ 
D IV I~ OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICA110H REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE+OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an appflcaUen 
will he made to the Director of Vnal 
StaUstlcs for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICATION IN FULL: Sandy 
Lynn Wheabey OF Box 432 
IN Kltwanga, 9.C. VOJ 2AO 
as follows: 
TO CHANOE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME, WbeaUey 
GIVEN NAMES, Sandy Lynn 
TO 
SURNAME, Bell 
GIVEN NAMES, Sandy Lynn 
DATED THIS 3rd DAY OF July A.D, 1991, 
BChgdro m lUUl 
B.C. Hydro is inviting Powerflne contractors for sYstem Im- 
provement work in Greenville and Aiyansh in the Nass Valley 
approximately 100 km north of Terrace. 
The tender closes Wednesday/91 July 10. Copies of the 
tender documents are available at the local B.C. Hyrdro office 
5220 Keith Ave. Terrace. 
For any further information please contact B.P. CLarke at 
638-5615. 
Fom=l Llcence A16884 
Culling Cut  Location Area Amindm4mt 
Perrnll. Block (ha) (YU/NO) 
20 2 l~no 100.2 No 
29 3 Irving 70.4 '.No 
29 4 Irving 30.8 .NO 
29 5 Irving 54.3 NO 
+ 
INVITATION :: 
TO TENDER +'  • r :~ + :~: 
::~;-~.' .~:,, 
Sealed tenders are Invited by the undersigned f ...... :+J:~:: 
struCtlon of a project entitled: . :: : :  
School District No. 80 (Kltimat) 
Alternate School 
Modular Building 
. . .=c  - 
Specifications, Bid Forms, Regulations an~ 
lions to Bidders will be available July 2, 
at the following location. 
School Distdct No. 80 (Kitimat) 
1515 Kingfisher Ave., 
Kltimat, B.C .  
V8C 185  ~::i 
Direct all enquiries to 
Mr. Ray Ellis, Building Superlnte 
School District, No, 80 (Kitimat) 
Telephone - 639-9161 
~ity ~ Terrace 
. SANITARY 
LANDFILL 
INVITATION 
TO 
TENDER 
CITY OF TERRACE 
Li;.~ N ITARY LANDFILL 
CONTRACT 
r"TenderTform9 ~ a~d specifications + may be. picked Up atitle-~!: ' 
Public Works Yard, 5003 Graham Avenue between 7:00 
"A.M. and 3+00 P.M., Monday to Fdday. 
The City of Terrace will accept bids until July 19th, 1991 at 
3:00 P.M. For further information contact D. Gate at 
635-6311, local 228. 
THE CITY OF TERRACE 
INVITATION 
TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders are invited by the undersigned for the con -!il 
structlon of a project entitled: +:. 
School  Distr ict No. 80 (Kltimst) 
Alternate School : 
Foundation and Services :i 
Specifications, Bid Forms, Reguistlons and I)etailed Inatruc~i, 
...... tiorm to BlddG;l~.+will,be'avallabte Uuly, 2,+.199..1:: to .Con~i l l  i 
a t  the~following ' location. :.~ :~ :: 
School District No. 80 (Kitimat) .:,~:~,~;:: 
Kltimat, B .C,  ;: i.! ~i:::: i~i:!::: ,~+: ~i~! 
V8C 1 $5  " ~:: " .?: +~! ;'~ :~?~ :  :,+: +' ~ 
Direct all enquiries to :::  - 
Mr. Ray Ellis, Building Suparintender 
School District, No. 80 (Kitirnat) 
Telephone - 639-9161 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Lands & Parks 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY' FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Skeena and situated* approx. 10 km east of Terrace and 
200 metres north of:Chamber of Commerce sign located on Highway 16 East..++ 
Take notice that North Coast Road Maintenance Ltd. of Terrace, B.C., occupation 
Maintenance Contractor Intends to apply for a permit of the following described lands: 
(a) Lot 1, District Lot 351, Plan 10504, that part of parcel X, District Lot 351, Plan 933 
and unsurveyed Crown land all of Range 5, Coast District as Sketc h plan attached containing 
1.470  ha. + , . . . . .  
" '  " l l  
+ 
-/ 
:g : 
+ 
. . . .  " . . . . . .  • The +++ Cover 
• Week after week, people m-the-know turn 
.~+ ~ : 
-.,+;+ f 
• : !~ :;Comments conceml 
' Lands  ~d 
:i:  + •847-7334. Rle Ndml: 
Dated June 2 ;1'9t 
. , : ~ ::-~!:~ 
a 
ii~ication may be made to the Senior ~d 
~l~n n LI~g 5000,!+ Smlthem.:e.c, vOJ2N , 
104468.:  :: ! : ' :  ':+++ . +++; ++ + : : : : .. + +;'+'L",:~ 
, :,+?+++ ! .  :. +, : .  -~+: • st++ ~¢, .  .++,t~;:+.+t j .4  , , r ' / F  '++ =+; 
' ; i  ¸  .+ 
, i ¸ . 
i:: i Ii 
~:! :~' i :~i i~!  '~ i:, i: 
V J'i2NO.,:~Telepho~:, I ,  I:: 
/ . ' ;  ! ? f++)++~ . . . ,  : : ! . '~  
:+ !+r!;:;:+ t~¢L++iC+~++t++,,':~;; ?:~;+;  ~: I ; ~+ 
+ ~ :++. U;i':+:i+?+i~+;;u,k +,+?+ I St; 
+; +' :: + ++  :+++~+~'+~'++ +  m' ' I t +  +'+ 
......... +h;~ "i +, ................. +++ : . . . , . . .  , ........ • . . . .  ,,, . . . . . .  ;. • . :  . . . . . . . . .  . ,% 
+; + +++ : F +-~';+~;+s+,+G+, + :; ! +~'+ ' ' + : ' +" 
: : i  : + ; . ' ; .  ?~#+. : ;  :++ ~: .  i :+ ;  ++' ' .  " i +++ 
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? cal stude 
Dreger; ,,. Stage Band 12 - -  Tim 
Wr i t ing•  12 - -  Sarah Reinert. 
DeLeeuw. HOME ECONOMICS 
• FINE ARTS Family Management 11 - -  
Art 10 - -  Quinton Rafuse; . Fatima+Botelho; 
.Art 11'--: NicoleSanches; : Family :Management 12 - -  
Art 12 - -  Scott Wilson; Allison Chretien; 
Nisual Arts 2,D 12 .-- Dave 
Mantel; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :.: 
-,Acting 11 - -  Heather  
Bretfeld; :. '+::!iL ~!. .~ 
'Acting 12 ---.Mike Turner;+ 
Choir 11 + AndreaArnold; 
Foods and  Nutrition 11 - -  
Kelly Jean; 
Foods +rand Nutrition 12 - -  
Rosema/y McCutcheon; 
Introductory Clothing and 
Textiles 11~,  Suzanne Miskel- 
• Choir 12 - -  FrancesBrodie; " I ; 
:Concert Band l i  - -  Heather:  In t roductory  Foods  and 
Dreger; Nutrition 11 - -  Jacque Scriver. 
:Concert Band 12 - -  T-Jay INDUSTRIA~ EDUCATION 
MacKenzie;"?: :'-+": Career Prei); ; Mechanics - -  
Stage Band ! 1. -,~..Ashiey Tait;. ChadLang; . ,  
: Y i  • i 
~+ • 
:,...+ ,:-, 
" : "  .,., , 
:ii Z!P iiip :+'i+v+~ Construction h ma; 
Ridsdifle; . . .  . . . .  Metalwork 10-  Luis TeiX- 
Construction m" 12K.'---~, Chad,+: eira; - :.. I~ 
E lwood;  .... Metalwork I 1- -  Shawn Start- 
Constmcf ion-12B - -Harvey  : ~vick; :, ":!., :;,;$ 
Bueckert; Metalwork 12A-~-  Dwayne 
Drafting 10 - -  DanWheeler;  :Venema; - +- '. . i  '..~ ~. [ 
Drafting 11- -Mark  Anson;' . Metalwork ;12B :-- i RitCl~ie 
Drift ing 12A - -  Ryan.Back; Piattoni; : +' ...... :"!;: :+. :. !:.. 
• Dra f f i i l g  + I2B- : - - " : ;Scot t  :..+. W0odwork '  10  - -  J aPed  -.~ 
Wilson;" . ++ .Wilkerson "'r ' "" " ' +' "+' • L"optson-,"Da~i(i S-hepherd. --:.:+ Carson; . . . .  : . . . . .  " 
Drafting L2C - -  KenKnull;.. LANGUAGES.  : ~r " 
Mechan|cs  11 - -  Chris French 10"  Jacque Scriver; PHYSICAL EDUCATION Geology 12 --. Jason.Krause;. 
Stoner; . French 11: - -  Jody McMur- Physical " EduCation 10 - -  Phys ics :  .:!1 - - : -  Dav id  
Mechanics 12A --  Heath ray, DennisVenema; LuiS Teixeira; + ShePherd, Dennis Veiiema; " 
Muller; French 12- -Bao-Lanh Diep. Physical Education 11. " : Physics 12 - -  Scott L0ptson; 
_ MATHEMATICS ::. Brian COX, Cody Skog; .. . Mechanics 12B Jason Science 10 i Jeff: Smithanik 
Calculus 12 ~ JasOnKrause; • -?PhysiCal Education 12 - -Ken  - Science and TechnOlogy] 1 - -  
Edgar; Introductory: Mathematics ] 1 .•Ki)ulI, Eric Talstra., ' -., Dana Johanson. : :": :.; + Mechan ics  12C - -  Dwayne .,, . .. . . . .  , . --:.. . . .  " . . .  • ~. _.> 
+::; :! 
• .+  - 
FAMILY 
+ F .UN!  
RISE 
r ,  " , . 
.,,: ::r:'! • 
• . , , .  
ENTER- 
TAINMEN 
. . , ,  , , .  
MEET 
THE 
ROOT 
BEAR 
.+ : .  
\ 
I)METHING 
FUN FOR 
* PRIZES 
- GIVE-A- 
• WAYS! / 
\ 
Congratulations on your Grand :Openingl i i: 
STANDARD "':: 
Sm~N=m :: . . . . . . . . .  l ,.,.ci.,. : 638-7283 " • 4647Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C.. . . . . .  
++ [ ++  ++ + +  , ++ '+.: ++ - ., ~ .  ' .:.  .:: -: ~,)'  . i,~: , ,  : :+ 
' ' : . . . . .  " " . . . .  " ' " : . . - '  :" } OF385191 BC LTD.  +.  • 
+ INSTALLATIONS LTD, : ? • rot.laUra nd belt of luck in the futUml 
• + THEPWMB NG&HE+TING PROFESSIONALS > i ,,; ROADS +~, SHOPPIN6 CENT~E$" .Best wishes on your grand , :: REASOi~ABLERATES. : : ' ,  BONDEDGASF I13ERS + ' . -  ' ~ DRIVEWAYS ~,' OUALITY WORK 
opening and for your future; congratuiaii0ns on:your grand opening I " PARKING LOTS r " +~" 
+-  . 0 Ii 6 o ~2ee 
.... 635-9721 ! FORALL YOUR PAVIN NEED8 
" 4378Qulmnlway, Terrace- .•5239:K~i;hA;+~ue::., 5 -47T  35;9576 r 638:  
I I I I I I I I : I 
Congratulations I ' i. 6123 Kelth. , ,  
andbestwlehes 1 Terrace+ B,C::V8G !K8 
: !Or (he futurel [ : .:, 1 tel; 635 2344 
J w ; 
., : SKEENA " 
~ +  CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
: HaPpy tO, hsW supplied the ready-mix 
ULATIONS! 
' ~e ROad 
~ ,  : ~  : .~+ . . .  ~! ~ :b~:~ ~ ' . .~ : '~ I  "-'~ . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ' " "~ ' : ,  ' , :~ ' , , : .  ~ :  : , , .  i , ,  
